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History Set Forth

Attached herewith is a blind memorandum setting forth the
results of a pilot research study conducted into those funds and foundations
having an actual—or potential*—influence upon the internal security of the
United States and the foreign policies of our (government. It includes a
brief history of the development of charitable foundations as they exist
today, an analysis of their wealth and influence^ and the subversive or
questionable causes in which a number of them liave invested their tax-
exempt funds.

SalientFeatures

Following are a few of the more interesting and impressive facts
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Memorandum to Mr. A. H. Belmont
Re: Funds and Foundations

2 . Jt is to be carefully noted that many of the larger ones—and
some of the not-so-large Ones—capitalize on their trustees
serving with the Department of State and other Government

ibodies to sway foreign policy. The World Peace Foundation,
which claims only a ’’moderate income, ” can boast on its

board of trustees the current Secretary of State, a former
Assistant Secretary of State, a former Undersecretary of

the Army, and a former member of the policy planning staff

of the Department of State.

3. The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace openly
proclaimed in 1934 that it was an ’’unofficial instrument of

international policy, ” and that its conclusions often ’’find

their way into the policies of governments. ”

*:4. The Rockefeller Foundation is alleged to have been influential

in obtaining United States’ recognition of Soviet Russia during
the 1930s.

5. Alger Hiss, eyen after his indictment by a Federal Grand
Jury, continued to serve as president of the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace and as a trustee on the
World Peace Foundation and the Woodrow Wilson Foundation..

6 . Many of the trustees—like Hiss—have served on the boards
of more than one foundation, taking grants out of one pocket
and putting them in another. A study of 155 officials of major
foundations showed that 131 had served on the boards of two
or more of the organizations analyzed. In one large fund, the

20 trustees were found to be holding a total of 113 outside
philanthropic positions; in another, 14 were found to be holding
85 different trusteeships.

7. At least two foundations have devoted the majority of their funds
to communist front group causes

, with one doling out $63, 500
to the Civil Rights Congress alone.
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Memorandum to Mr. A. H. Belmont
Re: Funds and Foundations

8j The Rockefeller Foundation donated more than $2, 000, 000
to the Institute of Pacific Relations between 1929 and 1950,

and in 1940, awarded a $20, 000 grant to Hanns Eisler, who
had been publicly identified as a German communist
"revolutionary, " and whom the Immigration authorities

were then trying to have expelled from the country.

Observation

Foundations, as a whole, accomplish an untold amount of good in

building and furnishing hospitals, increasing teachers’ salaries, financing research,

combatting juvenile delinquency, and helping the indigent, but, because of

the fact that society is the beneficiary of their works, it is essential that they

be aware of their responsibility to society and that care is exercised to make
certain they do not fall into the wrong hands . If they do, the harm that funds

and foundations can do to our national security can be so great as to defy

calculation.

RECOMMENDATION:

1. For the information of the Director.

2. That the information in the attached blind memorandum be
incorporated into a monograph and be thus disseminated to the field where
it can be useful as a reference work in security investigations, if dissemination
is approved, certain changes in phraseology and deletions of material, of

course, will be required. Among the items to be deleted, for example, are
references to the Special Correspondents List and Mr. Herter’s affiliation

with the Institute of Pacific Relations and the American Russian Institute

for Cultural Relations with the Soviet Union.
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Memorandum to Mr. A. H. Belmont
Re: Funds and Foundations

3. That highly selective outside dissemination of the monograph
be given to Vice President Richard M. Nixon and to the Attorney General.
(No other dissemination is believed desirable because of the information
contained in the study about the Department of State and Secretary of State

Herter)
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Because most European countries discourage large, philanthropic
foundations by refusing them tax exemptions and by applying rigid
controls, the practice of corporate giving has come to be associated
almost entirely 'with the United States. (1) And yet, traces of the practice
can be followed back down through the ages to the almost legendary days
of the old Greek and Roman city-states. (2) jn fact, there is active in
England today The Worshipful Company of Earriers agricultural fund,

established nearly 150 years before Columbus set sail for the New World. (3)

Ancient Opposition

Nor has. the history of these foundations, been a placid or a
peaceful one. As far back as May 6, 1312, Pope Clement V was forced
to dissolve the powerful order of the Knights Templar, which had antago-
nized the secular states by its enormous aggregation of tax-exempt
wealth. (4) The Elizabethan.Statute of Charitable Uses of 1601 was an
acknowledgement of the importance of private endowments and offered
them encouragement and protection following the depletions of the bloody
struggles during the 16th Century. By 1853, however, the pendulum had
begun to swing back the other way, and charity abuses led to the creation
of a permanent administrative board to govern the distribution of largess. (5)

Diversity of Interests

American funds range in size from the Wilmington. Foundation, ,

which at last report had an annual budget of $1. 51, to thdNFord
Foundation, which in 1956 alone donatedmore than half aMUion dollars 4

to various colleges, universities, hospitals, and related institutions —

>

throughout the country. (6) The subject matter also encompasses the
whole spectrum, ranging from the Green Foundation in England, which
provides green waistcoats for ladies named Green, to the Woodrow Wilson
Foundation, which seeks to achieve international peace by the application
of Wilson’s 14 principles, of peace. (7)

Growth of Foundations

The first major endowment in the United States was established
by Benjamin Franklin in 1790 when he left a thousand pounds each to the
cities of Boston and Philadelphia with the specification that the money
was to be lent out—at interest—to married apprentices of **upright

behavior. **(8) Since that time, the number of foundations has gradually
gained momentum, until there were 75 by 1920, and over 4, 100 at the
present time. These are the ones actually registered byname with the
United States Government as tax-exempt, philanthropic bodies. The
United States p^^rtmsnt of Commerce estimates that the actual total

1
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is closer to 7, 300. (9) The rapid rate of growth in recent years may be
noted by Maryland, which had only two in 1946 and 149 by 1955, or the

State of New York, which grew from 236 to 1, 238 during the same period. (10)

Funds Defined

A charitable organization, by name, may be a foundation, fund,

corporation, institution, endowment, association, trust, union, commission,
or any one of a number’ of other designations. By definition, according
to the Department of Commerce, it must be a "non-profit legal entity

having a principal fund of its own, or receiving charitable contributions

of a living founder or founders, which is governed by its own trustees or

directors, and which has been established ta serve the welfare of’

mankind. M Excluded from this definition are endowed religious and
educational institutions, those which solicit endowment or operating

funds, and those which conduct a clinical .or other local program of

benefit solely to a single institution or group. (11)

Types of Foundations

Generally speaking, funds and foundations may be broken down
into six main classifications or categories:

1. The general research foundation (such a;s the Ford
Foundation, the^Rockefeller Foundation, and, the like)

JhStkj
2. The special purpose foundation (suclras the Emma A.

Robinson Horses* Christmas Dinner Trust Fund, and the Henry G.

Freeman,. Jr.
,
Pin Money Fund toprovide annuities, to the wives of

former UnitedStates Presidents)

3.

The family or personal foundation (such as. th

Brothers Fundh . O/St Af

4.

The corporation foundation (such as the Bulova Watch
Company Foundation)

5. The community trust (such as the: Cleveland Foundation

and the New York Community Trust)

6. The Government foundation (such as the National Science

Foundation) (*2)

2



Ford Tax Dodge

A typical example of how—or why—a charitable fund may come •

into being is furnished by the Ford Foundation. Until the Revenue Act of
1950 put a stop to internal book juggling, one of the most effective means
of escaping Federal taxes had been the process of reorganizing a business
as a foundation. Under this set-up, the profits went to the foundation,
but since they were tax free, this hurt neither the company’s competitive
position nor the salaries of its executives. As one expert ontrusts and
funds put it, the "Ford Foundation itself is a product of the tax laws. **

If Henry andJSdSe^Ford had left their Ford stock to Edsel's children
Instead of to'me jj'orct Foundation, the heirs would have had to sell most
of the stock they had hiherited merely to pay off the hundreds of millions
of dollars that would have fallen due under the estate taxes. By trans-
ferring 90 per cent of the stock—all nonvoting—to the foundation, however,
the Fords found a way to have their cake and eat it too. They retained
voting control of the company while having the satisfaction of knowing
that the money had remained in friendly hands. 0-3)

Public Relations and Advertising

Since (except for a brief period during the Civil War) personal
income taxes were not levied in this, country until 1913 and charitable
contributions were not allowed as. deductions until 1917, this certainly
is not the only answer to the establishment of the giant money trusts of

the 20th Centliry. The Rockefeller Foundation, for instance, was
established in 1913, and the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
in 1910. (*4) But the burgeoning science of public relations would appear
to; offer the primary answer. That and possibly the guilty consciences
of the s.Or called ’Robber Barons” of the late 19th Century. It would
appear, in all likelihood, that the fabulous charities of John D.

Rockefeller during the present century were an attempt to offset the

feelings, prevalent in the days when he had been hanged and burned in

effigy at Titusville, Pennsylvania, the site of the first oil well in the

United States. (15) There is also the value of goodwill advertising,

although as one expert pointed out, this can boomerang dangerously,

as when the ‘^newspaper revelations of the antics of thefeEund for the

Republic*-* caused Ford sales to plummet across the nationTT^T
Foreign^rants can also be used to further international business aims,

as will be seen later in the case of the oil-minded Rockefellers. Other
motives for establishing charitable trusts may be religious,- convictions,

a sense of altruism, or merely a desire for personal aggrandizement
or social recognition.

3



Dangers of Foundations

Whatever the reason for their inception, however, funds and
foundations have become an integral part of the American scene. Their
influence upon foreign policy, education, science, and social problems
is a far-sweeping one. In addition to the money and names behind the

organizations,.themselves, they also have the prestige and guidance of a
number of men renowned for their accomplishments in the above-mentioned
fields. When misused, or abused, these very assets work to the detriment
of the foundations, their beneficiaries, and the country at large. Money
is used to influence research projects in desired directions at universities.

Grants have been awarded for various ’’screwball" undertakings or for
irresponsible studies on such delicate matters as civil rights and private
freedom by persons of questionable background. The names of reputable
corporations or famous institutions have been lent to unsavory causes,
thereby lending an air of respectability to these causes. Slanted reports
have been issued on matters of vital interest, thereby affecting the
decisions of certain Government officials and school officials in the perform
ance of their duties. And overseas posts have been used by foundation
officials to sway foreign policy of the United States regarding the countries
concerned, or to Sway the actions of the foreign countries regarding the
United States.

Areas of Operation

To understand the scope of influence of the major funds and
foundations in the United States today, a total of 304 were analyzed as to

their fields of interest. Naturally there was some overlapping and
duplication—particularly in the realms of religion, science, and
education-^-but taken for their primary concerns, the various founda-
tions. were summed up as follows:

Education 105

Charitable Works . ... i ....... . 61

Medical Works and Studies 52

Science and Engineering 23

Aid to Youth 11

Religion 10

International Affairs 9



Social Sciences 8

Economics 8

Art Studies and Projects 8

Special Nationality Groups. . . . 5

Civil Liberties and Race Matters 4(^0

The Big gix»

Scarcely anyone familiar with the picture can deny that money r

giving is big business. Of the more than 4, 100 foundations known to the

Department of Commerce, their aggregate wealth has been,estimated as

falling between seven and nine and one-half billion dollars.
*

'in 1953,

between one third and one half of this,wealth ($3, 000, 000, 000) was
consolidated in the hands of only 77 organizations. And of this total,

$1, 269, 500, 000 was in the hands of the "Big Six": Ford, Rockefeller,

Carnegie, W. ILKeHoggisDuke, and Pew. (®) (It is interesting to note

that although the Reece C^mrniSee—the Special House Committee To
Investigate Tax-Exempt Foundations and Comparable Organizations,

1954—was unable to criticize the operations of the last three, the same
could not be said for the Ford, Rockefeller, and Carnegie foundations. t20')

/ H <-'i o •.}''/J'i i ,

>

Influence on Education —-1.

The influence, foundations can have on American education was
made clear recently in a report by the American Alumni Council on

contributions made to leading universities. According to the council *s

1959 study, 610 of the country*s major private universities, receive only

one fourth of their contributions in the form of alumni gifts.. The other

three quarters, comes from,nonalumni individuals, the Federal Government,

and private foundations. (21' Regarding this situation, the Reece
Committee reported that Scholars, and fund raisers both soon learn to

study the predilections, preferences and aversions, of foundations*

executives, and benefit from such knowledge hy presenting projects

likely to please them. w (22' That school officials cannot place them-

selves in a position to bite such a prodigal hand is evidenced by the fact

that in 1956 alone the Ford Foundation doled out $210, 000, 000 to American

colleges and universities,, plus another $90, 0Q0, 000 to Various medical

schools. (23)
~
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Advisory Council

As if this stranglehold on the training ground of youth were not
enough, a council to finance higher education was created by officials of
the Ford, Rockefeller, Carnegie, and Alfred P. Sloan foundations, each
of which contributes $60, 000 annually to its upkeep. The money, strangely
enough, goes hot to;, direct support of higher education, but to pay a
staff which advises corporations on how to spend their money, and
colleges and universities on how to get it. (24)

Gellhorn Award

A flagrant example of the awarding of a delicate study to a person
of questionable background occurred in 1948, when the Rockefeller
Foundation granted $110, 000 to Cornell University for a. study of the ^
Governments Loyalty Program, with Professor Walter F/^Gellhorn, - i-

of Columbia University, in.charge. Bureau files reveartfiaf'Gellhorh'' ' A,
. ^

was identified on November 1, 1952, as a former Communist Party*
member by Louis F. Budenz, former managing editor of the Daily Worker .

*

Gellhorn publicly denied this allegation a month later, but was unable
to refute a newspaper article whiph, in 1937, identified him as
temporary First Vice President of the National Lawyers Guild*. He
also ignored a 'speech before the Hoijse of Representatives by Representative
Martin Dies (Democrat, Texas) on February 2, 1943, which named
him as one of a group of Government employees "affiliatedwith communism. ”

Despite the adverse publicity brought on by disclosures, of Gellhorn^
past, the Rockefeller Foundation made an additional grant of $20, 000 to

his project in 1950, and the Ftmdjfor the Republic awarded him a
fellowship for research in 1955. (25)

Sex Studies Financed ,,
. ,

*

No better instance of a reputable name being lent txTSfthance ^
an unsavory cause can be found than that offered by the Rockefeller
Foundation^ support of the Kinsey vsex studies. Between 1941 and
1949, the foundation pourod approximately $414, 000 into the controversial

researches of Dr. Alfred^Snsey and his intrepid band of assistants. (26)

As. a result of these subsiaized“studies, Dr. Kinsey^ hook,

Sexual Behavior in the Human Female, was able to stun the American
public with some highly startling "revelations. " A few of these include

the theories that: (1) sexual relations between preadolescent children

and adults (rape not being excluded) may have ^contributed favorably to

*See Appendix for Citation.
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their (the children's) later socio -sexual development" (27); (2) ". . .pre-
marital socio-sexual experience: . .should contribute to this development
of emotional capacities. In this, as. in other areas, learning at an early
age may be more effective than learning at any later age after
marriage” (28), and (3) premarital sexual experience "provides an
opportunity for the female to adjust emotionally to various types of
males. ...we have seen many hundreds of marriages ruined by the
failure of the partners to; learn before marriage that they could not
adjust emotionally or sexually to each other. ” (29)

Proxy Reputation

So contrary to accepted codes of morality and behavior were
these theories and observations, that an article in Harper’s Magazine
exclaimed "they would be unbelievable but for the impressive weight
of scientific agencies backing.the survey. ’’ (

30
) Among the agencies so

listed by the writer of the article were th^qckefeller Foundation’s
Medical Science Division and the University of TndiariqT

3^ 111 ~~
oiStAj

"Unofficial" State Department

If anyone maintains that the money and influence behind some of
the major foundations dealing in foreign relations could not affect the .

-

decisions of certain government officials in the performance of their
duties, then he is not facing facts. As far back as a. quarter of a
century ago, thp*Qarnegie Endowment for International Peace was U/S/\
boasting that it had become ’’an unofficial instTumenf"df"ihtlernationaI —
policy, taking up here and there the ends and threads of international .

problems and questions, which the governments find it difficult to handle,
and through private initiative reaching conclusions which are not of a
formal nature but which unofficially find their way into the policies of.
governments .

” (31) Nor was this boast an empty or meaningless one..
An individual who has. made a study of the activities of the Rockefeller
Foundation, for instance, has credited it with exerting the pressure
that led to the recognition of Soviet Russia by the United States during
the 1930s. His reason for the pressure? Standard Oil’s desire to
negotiate oil contracts with the Soviet leaders. (32) As will be brought
out later, under the individual organizations, wholesale lots of officials
or trustees of various foundations have been—or are—employed by the
United States. Department of State.
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Studies of the Federal Government

Other attempts to influence Government officials, either directly

or indirectly, can be discerned in two recent research projects of note.

The University of Illinois, under a $242, 000 grant from the Ford
Foundation, is currently making a four-year study of the correctional

programs of the Federal Government. (33) Similarly, the University of

Chicago and Cornell University, under a $130, 000 grant from thijfcarnegie
Corporation, are making a combined study of Federal executives to .

""

^eFermine how opportunities in the. Federal service compare withfaose-i^o^L
in private industry. $4)

Control Funnel

One of the real dangers stemming from funds* and foundations is

their proclivity toward interlocking trusteeships. A study into this

matter revealed that of 155 officials of major foundations in the United
States, 131 were trustees in two or more of the foundations analyzed. (35)

Still another study on the same subject matter noted that one large

foundation had 20 trustees who held a total of 113 trusteeships with other

charitable organizations, and another had 14 trustees holding 85 outside

philanthropic positions. (36) From this, it would appear that one of two
evils is taking place: either the trustees are concentrating the controls

of a large number of tax-exempt, power-laden organizations in the hands
of a small number of men, or else they have so many overlapping, time-

consuming jobs to contend with that they are unable to give proper guidance

to- the organizations entrusted to; them and hence are allowing small
groups of unsupervised professional administrators** to take over the

controls from them. In either event, the danger is approximately

the same, and in practice, it would appear that a combination of the

two situations is gradually evolving. The trustees.— often holding two
or three outside posts while attached to. some position of importance

with the Government—take money out of one pocket and put it into

another, by making grants from one foundation to another. The
professional administrators, on the other hand, overlook the trustees*

dealings in these matters In exchange for a free hand in operating more
or less as they want. (37)

For Better orWorse

In trying to determine whether these all-pervasive bodies use
their power for good or evil, it becomes obvious from the very
beginning that not all of them act, or react, in the same manner.

8



There are those organizations at the far left of the scale which have been
founded, nurtured, and designed to promote causes inimical to the best
interests of the internal security of the United States. There are those

organizations which were once dedicated to unsavory or questionable

causes, but which have since lost their original sponsors, and are no
longer dedicated to the earlier causes. There are those other

organizations which, while having no particularly subversive back-
ground, can be used by ”do-gooding” or communist-minded administrators
to lend the prestige of their names and their enormous accumulations of

wealth to subversive causes. -And finally, there are those organizations

which are dedicated to the principles of the American way of life and
which have been used by their officials to help the Government and the

country as a whole.

Donations to Communist Causes
O/

Typical examples of the first category are the Rober
ffi
Marshall

Foundation, and the American People’s Fund, tocorporated. T'hn

principal administrator of the Robert Marshall Foundation is George

U/C'/i ~7rMarshalljwJio was .reportedly a member of the Communist Party* fiTinr*

1931 until appr.oximatelvJJ^f . The foundation itself has been described

as "one of the principal sources of funds with which Communist fronts were
financed in the years between 1940 and 1953. ”(38) Among those organi-

zations which received money from the Robert Marshall Foundation

between 1939 and 1949 are the following:

American Youth for Democracy* $ 6, 000

California Labor School* 6, 500

Civil Rights Congress* 63, 500

Council for Pan-American Democracy* 8, 000

Labor Research Association, Incorporated* 3, 500

National Negro Congress* 78, 530 (^)

Party Fund

[). QyA., On November 1, 1952, Louis F. Budenz, former managing editor

—*©JPth^Baily Worker, * advised that tfaeMmerican People’s Fund. Incor-

porated, was specifically organized as a communist fund for the purpose of

giving aid to certain causes in which the Communist P^fiTwas interested

and for the purpose of advancing the Party’s program. (^®)

q
*See Appendix for Citation. - ^
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Out of the "Red”

i *

A good example of the group which appears to hare reversed
directions since earlier days is thehRosenbergFjoim^ of San Francfstroy*
California. Established in 1936 as a nonprofit, tax-exempt organization,

~

IToperaf^'generally in the fields of community health, education, and

welfare. From 1936 to 1951, Louise RosenberjffiBransten, a niece of the

founder, served on the board of directors^mfcTwas mstfuiffental in seeing

to it that at least $20, 000 was distributed to the California Labor School*

and the American Rpssian Institute of San Francisco. * Bransten^reportedly

joined the Communist.Parjy* in 1936 and in 1948 was serving on the^hf5aii;di^~-

of directors of the American RussiSTStitute’of San. Francisco. There is

no indication, however, that Bransten has had anything to do with the

Rosenberg Foundation since 1951, and in 1955 it was described as a

presently ’’well-intentioned philanthropic body. ” r±l)

The ’’Big Three”

hi any discussion of those organizations which can be used by
trustees or administrators to lend the prestige of their names and their

enormous accumulation of wealth to subversive causes, the spotlight must
immediately be focused on the ’’Big Three”: Ford, Carnegie, and Rockefeller.

$2, 000, 000 to Institute

, It has been mentioned above that the Rockefeller Foundation was
reportedly instrumental in influencing American recognition of the Soviet

Union during the 1930’s. Part and parcel of the same operation, and

possibly just as little known by the general public, is the fact that the

foundation all but established and maintained the notorious^Distitute of (/,.$,A,

Pacific Relations* from 1929 to I960. During that’tiine it granted the

hisfitute ]^ri~5^ $2, 000, 000, including $55,000 in 1929; $283,499 in 1930; and

$110, 000 in 1950. (*2)
' ' ' * ' ' * ’

Eisler Grant . 3 ,

Possibly one of the most controversial battles the Rockefeller

Foundation has gotten into, however, involved a 1940 grant of $20, 160 to ^ ,

UfL/A f
HaimfflEisler,.

brother of the prominent Soviet agent. jGrerharp^Eisler, for

two-year study of music in film productions. Despite the^acTTtiif~the

Daily Worker, * in 1935, described Hanns Eisler as a leader in the ’’spreading

of revolutionary music among the German workers” before his migration to the

United States; that Pravda, the official Soviet paper, referred to him as a

member of the ’’proletariat ’agitpropgroup’ (agitation-propaganda group)” in

1927, as well as one who had been successful in forming a ’’communist wing”;

and that the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service was even then

attempting to deport Eisler, the Rockefeller Foundation, in February, 1940,

awarded him a $20, 000 research grant. Less than six months later there was a

warrant out for Eisler’ s arrest, charging him with violating the immigration
laws of the United States.i43)

10
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Rockefeller Head Termed ’’Dupe"

Dean Rusk, president of the Rockefeller Foundation since 1952,

has admitted that he was formerly a member of the Institute of Pacific

Relations*, (44) He was also Special Assistant,Secretary of War from
1946 to 1947; director of, the Office of United Nations Affairs, United States

Department of State from 1947 to 1949; Assistant Secretary of State and

Deputy Under Secretary of State from 1949 to 1951. (45) Freda Utley,

former research worker in the Institute of World Economy and Politics

at Moscow, had the following to say regarding Rusk in her bpok, The China
. Story: "DeanKRusk has proved that he must be classified among the dupes

^ j of the Chinese Communists. For on June 14, 1950, he told the World Affairs

Council Conference of the University of Pennsylvania that the Chinese
’Revolution* is Tnot Russian in essence* .and ’does not aim at dictatorship. ’ ”

Here is a former high official of the State Department and president of the

second largest foundation in the country on record, and as Utley says, not

even ”Mao Tse-tung nor Stalin. . . ventured to give such a clean bill of health

to the Chinese Communists. . . .
"(46)

Fund for the Republic

The Ford Foundation is famous for two things: its fantastic size,

and the fact that in October, 1951, it established the infamous Fund for the

Republic, which has been a thorn in the flesh of American internal security

ever since. (47) There is. no point in going into the Fund for the Republic in

detail again at this time, inasmuch as it was the subject of a 180-page

monograph in 1955, but the size of the Ford Foundation would be well worth

a quick glanpe in order to evaluate its influence on Hie country at large.

Ford Dwarfs Competitors

In the first place,’ it is extremely difficult to arrive at the exact

worth of an organization as large and as complex as the Ford Foundation,

n £ Rene A./^yormser, general counsel to the Reece Committee during 1953

and 1954y estimated its value as being approximately $520, 000, 000 in 1953,

or morerthan twice the size of the next two largest foundations (the

Rockef/ller Foundation and the Carnegie Corporation) combined. (4°)

HiiL- Dwigh|aMacdonaId, in his book, The Ford Foundation,, states, however, that

the ti^ wortiToFthe organization must be based on the market value of the~ ”
90 per cent of*the Ford Motor Company stock that it owns, which would have
amounted to approximately $2, 500, 000, 000 in 1955. A partial corroboration

of this estimate can be noted in the fact that Ford Foundation grants for 1956

alone totaled more than $500, 000, 000. (49)

*See Appendix for Citation
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One Fourth pftTotal

Obviously; no other foundation in the country can come even
close to this type of .spending. Its grants of $68, 000, 000 in 1954,

for instance, were more than four times what the Rockefeller

Foundation averages in a given year and more than 10 times what
the Carnegie Corporation averages a year. In fact; its 1954 expen-
ditures amounted to one fourth of all the money donated by all the
charitable foundations in the United States combined. (50)

Ford Interests

An analysis of Ford Foundation grants and donations between
the years 1951 and 1954 reveals the following breakdown:

00 CD
Sf. 000, 000

54, 000, 000

15, 000, 000

10, 000, 000

10, 000, 000

00 000, 000

education

development of international

programs
establishment of the Fund for

the Republic to conduct a study
of "civtLlibertiesM

economic development and
administration
miscellaneous projects in, and
around, the Detroit, Michigan,
area
projects in sociology* psychol-
ogy, economics, political

science and related fields(W

International Goals

At various times in the past, the Ford Foundation has undertaken
the study of the problems of encouraging the growth of an environment
which fosters, individual freedom, of building a world foundation for

permanent peace, of establishing a world order of law and justice, of
securing greater allegiance to the basic principles of freedom and
democracy, and of advancing the economic well-being of people
everywhere .

(

524ts international programs include: (1) the financing

of refugee work; (2) the encouraging and financing of the study of

foreign nations by American scholars and laymen; and (3) the aiding

of "overseas development, " which means the donation of money to

local institutions abroad and the introduction of American tech-

nology and know-how to backward countries. (53)



Potential Threat

Fortunately for the people of the United {States, the Ford
Foundation has not consciously engaged in, or sponsored, to date, any
activities of a subversive nature; that is, if one overlooks the

establishment of the Fund for the Republic—which even the foundation

officials later came to accept as a mistake—and the hiring of former
Communist Party General Secretary Earl Brpwder as an "expert” on
communism. If all this wealth and power should ever be turned

against the country that has made them possible, however, a most
serious development would have occurred, and no less than a genuine

prophet could speculate as to the consequences of such an event.

Carnegie Hires Hiss

Number Three, money-wise, in the ranking of major founda-

tions, is the Carnegie Corporation.' One of its primary offshoots is

the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, founded back in 1910.

Unlike the Rockefeller Foundation, the Carnegie Endowment is not ’

,

reported to have been influential in the recognition of Soviet Russia
or to have flaunted the security interests of the country by granting a

$20, 000 award to a known subversive. Unlike the Ford Foundation, it

has neither established a Fund for the Republic nor paid Earl Browder
as. an “expert" in communism. But it did haveAlger^Riss as, a 0/S
president from December, 1946, to May, 1949. v^/ Amdffckd have as "

a trustee from 1937 until at least 1948, one Philip Carvffffiessup. (56) ..

From Libel to Espionage

In August, 1948, Whittaker Chambers, a confessed Soviet

espionage agent, appeared before the House Committee on Un-American
Activities (HCUA) and.charged Alger Hiss with membership in an under-
ground group of the Communist Party. Hiss denied'the charges under
oath before the HCUA and challenged Chambers to repeat them where
they would not be privileged against suit for libel. Chambers repeated
his charges on a radio program.August 27, 1948, and a month later

Hiss, filed a civil suit for libel. During a pretrial hearing on the libel

suit, Chambers produced documents, consisting of summaries and/or
excerpts from State Department papers, to support a. new charge against

Hiss-- espionage. On December 2, 1948, Chambers delivered to

investigators of the HCUA the now-famous pumpkin papers. ” On the

basis of this additional disclosure, Chambers and Hiss were summoned
before a Federal Grand Jury in New York. On December 15, 1948, the

Grand Jury indicted Hiss on two counts of perjury. Hiss was tried twice.

The first trial ended with a hung jury and the second, with his conviction
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on January 21, 1950. He was sentenced to five years. His conviction

was affirmed and the Supreme Court denied certiorari. On November 27,

1954, he was released from prison. (57)

Foundations Stand Firm

It is interesting to note that just as a number of prominent
Americans "Were reluctant to turn their backs" on Hiss, so too was the

Carnegie Endowment. Even after the "pumpkin papers" had been retrieved

and a Grand Jury indictment returned against Hiss, the Endowment officials

refused to discharge him from his $20, 000-a-year post. When Hiss finally

offered to resign, under considerable adverse publicity, he was granted

a leave of absence to extend to the end of his appointment in 1949. Although

it did not receive the same newspaper coverage, it is also interesting to

note that during the same period Hiss continued to serve unchallenged as

a trustee on both th&WorId Peace Foundation and the WoodrowWilson r /

Foundation. (^8) O/SvAi .
^

Jessup with Same Groups

Like Hiss, Jessup held a number of positions of importance with

the Department of State. In 1943, he was chairman of the Office of Foreign

Relief; in 1948, Deputy .United States Representative on the United Nations

Security Council; and from 1949 to 1953, Ambassador at Large* Also,

like Hiss, in addition to acting as a trustee for the Carnegie Endowment,
Jessup served in a similar capacity with both the World Peace Foundation

and the Woodrow Wilson Foundation. (^®)

"Useful" to Russians

Bureau files reveal that Jessup was interviewed by FBI Agents in

April, 1950, and admitted having sponsored two American Russian Institute

for Cultural Relations with the Soviet Union* dinners in 1944 and 1946.

He also admitted having served as- a trustee of the American Institute for

Pacific Relations* from 1933 to 1945, as chairman from 1939 to 1940, and

as chairman of the Pacific council from 1938 to 1939, and froml940 to 1942. (60)

Bureau files also reveal that during 1939 and 1940, Jessup's name appeared on .

the letterhead of the National Emergency Conference on Democratic Rights*

as a -member of the Board of Sponsors. (61) During Alger Hiss' second trial,

Jessup testified as a character witness, stating that he had had close, friendly

*See Appendix for Citation.
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1 social contacts with Hiss since the San Francisco United Nations conference
in 1945. It is interesting to note that during the loyalty-type investigation

conducted on Jessup by the FBI, Joseph Esrey^Tohnson, a former State
>

Department official and later to BeTEss^uccessoF^*president of the

Carnegie Endowment, advised that it was during this conference that he had
first met Jessup. Like Hiss and Jessup, Johnson also served as a trustee

of the World Peace Foundation (and will be discussed later at some length under
the section on that organization). On June 2, 1945, Professor S. B. Krylov,

Soviet delegate to the San Francisco conference, remarked to a fellow Soviet

official that Jessup "is a very important person and is very useful to us .
"("2)

%

College Clubs

The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace had a $10, 000, 000
endowment as of 1950, and was sponsoring international relations clubs in

approximately 850 colleges and universities. v®3) Although Bureau files fail

to reveal any subversive projects sponsored by the Endowment to date, if

it should ever be swayed in that direction by men of the likes of Hiss, Jessup,

Johnson,, et al, it would be in a position to do a tremendous disservice to

both American education in particular and the whole United States in general.

Influence of Smaller Organizations

Not all philanthropic bodies are the. towering monstrosities of Ford,

Rockefeller, and Carnegie, rolling in a mass of accumulated wealth that

they are,hard-pressed to give away. It is easy to visualize the impact on
American thinking of the larger foundations and their affiliates. But what
of the smaller ones ? Just how influential are they, and just how much
damage could they do to international relations if they happened to get into

the wrong hands? In an- attempt to answer these questions, the World Peace
Foundation, of Boston, Massachusetts, was singled out as having the

requisite characteristics to serve as a pilot study for the others in its

general category, on both the good and bad sides of the ledger. It is an
excellent example of just how important some of these smaller groups can

become.

Peace Promotion
* <

The World Peace Foundation was incorporated under Massachusetts’

laws in 1910 as a nonprofit organization without capital stock. It was
originally listed as the International School of Peace, and was founded by
Edward Ginn, a well-known publisher in Boston, for the purpose of forwarding

the cause of world peace. This purpose has been accomplished principally

by means of its publications and the maintenance of a reference service which
furnishes, by request, information on current international problems. It also

promotes a study-group program which brings together experts on American
foreign relations, world economics, and political problems. (64)

15
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Board of Trustees

An organization is, however, only a collection^ of human beings,

and any attempt to determine the aims and motives of a given ’

organization must take into account the aims and motives of that body’s

leaders. Accordingly, a list was made of the following trustees

from the 1955 letterhead stationery of the World Peace Foundation:

I

FranlaAvdelotte _ Pd, 'hitW ,

James Phinney BaxterTtll"
,:r-

~J
~

Harvey Hollister Bundy
Christian Archibald Herter
Bruce Campbell Hopper
Manley Ottmer Hudson
Joseph Esrey Johnson
Donald Cope McKay
Tracy Stebbins Voorhees > .

Arnold Oscar Wolfers v5®

*

Communist Membership "No Bar”

Dr. Aydelotte, who died on December 17, 1956, had been a
trustee of the World Peace Foundation since 1927. He also, during
his lifetime, served as president of Swarthmore'College, Swarthmore,
Pennsylvania, from 1921 to 1940; chairman of the Committee on
Scientific Personnel, Office of Scientific Research and Development,
in 1942; member of the Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry on
Palestine, 1945 to 1946; director of the Institute for Advanced Study,

Princeton, New Jersey, from 1930 to 1947; and chairman of the'
Educational Advisory Board, Jolm Simon Guggenheim Memorial
Foundation* from 1925 to 1950. v*®' On January 28, 1943, Dr. Aydelotte
testified before the filterdepartmental Visa Review Committee in

behalf of an applicant -for an immigration visa. Duringthis testimony,
he was specifically asked if the Institute for Advanced Study would
refuse a professorship to an individual known to be a member of the

Communist Party. Aydelotte stated that he would decline to answer
the question specifically, but added that personally he did not consider
such membership to be a bar. He said that the intellectual attainments
of a given candidate were the matter of interest to the board of trustees. \®7)

16
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Pulitzer Winner

v AC,
James Phinne^Baxter HE, "liTISSition to acting as a trustee for

the World Peace ijounuation, nas”served as president of Williams College,

Williamstown, Massachusetts, since 1937. His positions with the Government
include those ol lecturer, J^raval War College, 1932 to the present; director

of research and analysis. Coordinator of Information, 1941 to 1942; deputy
director. Office of Strategic Services, 1942 to 1943; and historian, Office

of Scientific Research and Development, 1943 to 1946. In 1947, he won the

Pulitzer prize for history, with his work entitled Scientists .Against Time.(68)

Opposed to Loyalty Oaths

The Office of Strategic Services (OSS) personnel file for one
Maurice Halperin contained a letter from Baxter dated October 1, 1941,

recommending the appointment of Halperin to OSS. In public testimony

before the House Committee on Un-American Activities on July 31, 1948,

Elizabeth Terrell Bentley, a self-described espionage courier, identified

Halperin as a Communist Party member and as a person who had furnished

her with espionage information during the period she was active. (69) The
Daily People T s World* on March 23, 1951, carried an article entitled

"College President Scores Loyalty Oath. " In it, Baxter was quoted as

saying that "Insistence on loyalty oaths for teachers had decreased morale
remarkably and made it hard to recruit new professors at the University

of California. " (70)

Reference for Hiss ^ „
^ *&/ Cj

Harvey Hollistej^Bundy was Assistant Secretary of State from 1931

to 1933, and "Special AssisfiaS to the Secretary of War from 1941 to 1945.

He has also served as a trustee of the World Peace Foundation since at

least 1941 and as chairman of the Board of the Carnegie Endowment for

International. Peace since 1953. (W In the meantime, his private life and

professional career have been tied in quite closely with those of Alger Hiss.

Both served as secretary to Supreriie Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
(Bundy from 1914 to 1915; Hiss from 1929 to 1930); both worked for the law

firm of Choate, Hall, and Stewart in Boston, Massachusetts, from 1930 to 1932

(of which firm Bundy is now a partner); both have Beeh'associated with the

Department of State (in fact, Hiss gave Bundy as a reference when he first

applied for a position there); and both have been associated with the World
Peace Foundation and the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. (72)

They have also been associated in that Bundy’s son, William Putnam^Sundy

.

contributed $400 to the defense of Alger Hiss when the latter was on trial
" --

for perjury. (73) Bureau files reveal that Harvey^undy was a member of the

American Council of the Institute of Pacific Relations^from 1937 to 1939. (*4)

*See Appendix for Citation. 17



Secretary of State

Christian Archibald^erter is the recently appointed Secretary
of State,~~He~has also beeiv^tnisEee*of the World Peace Foundation since"

at least. 1941. (75) Bureau files reveal that in approximately 1934 or 1935,

Herter's name appeared on a pamphlet of the American Russian Institute

for Cultural Relations with the Soviet Union* as being a member of the

advisory committee for that organization. (76) in 1938, hie name appeared
on a membership list of the Institute of 'Pacific Relations*. (77)

Defends Owen Lattimore _ r _—
.
Sdu. USAf .

Bruce Campbel^gopper is a lecturer atTthe Naval War College,'

the ArmyWaMCbllege/amSIfi^A^me^ Forces Staff College, and member
of the Educational Exchange Program for the Department of State. From
1926 to 1929, he was an observer for the institute of Current World Affairs

in the Soviet Union; from 1945 to 1947, he was a consultant to the commanding
general of the Air Force; in 1956, he served as a lecturer at the Institute

of Aeronautical Sciences; and, at an unspecified date, he served .as a member
of the Air Force Academy Site Selection Board for the Air Force Historical

Foundation. (78) The Daily Worker* for January 5, 1937, carried an article

stating that Hopper had' recently delivered a speech on the Soviet Union at the

American Russian Institute. *(79) The records of the House Committee on

Un-American Activities reveal that one Bruce^Hopper had written an article

entitled "Seeds of Tomorrow in Taiga and Stdppe, " which had appeared on

page 73 in Soviet Russia Today* in 1937. (80) Owen Lattimore testified

before the subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in

April, 1950, and inserted into the records of that body excerpts from letters

written by individuals in his behalf. One such excerpt was from a letter

written bv B.iJXHopper. professor of government at Harvard" University. (81)

On December T6, 1952,^Lattimore was indicted by a Federal Grand Jury in

Washington, D,C. , on seven counts of perjury arising out of his testimony

before the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee investigating the Ihstitite

of Pacific Relations. Federal Judge Luther W. Youngdahl dismissed four

of the counts on May 2, 1953; the Federal Court of Appeals restored two of

them on July 8, 1954; and the Attorney General ordered all charges dismissed

•on June 28, 1955. (82)

Member of Advisory Committee
v . ^

D,Cj New
Manley Ottmeiy&udson has been "a member o£T:fie'iJoard~of trustees

of the World Peace Foundation sinee at least 1941. He also served as

consultant to the Department of State from 1912 to 1946; member of the

*See Appendtirfor Citation.



’ United Nations Committee on the Administrative Tribunal in 1946;

member of the United Nations International Law Commission; and judge
on the Permanent Court of International Justice from 1936 to 1946. (83)

Bureau files reveal that Hudson's name, as well” as Herter’s, appeared
on a pamphlet of the American Russian Institute for Cultural Relations with
the Soviet Union* as being a member of the advisory committee for that

organization in approximately 1934 or 1935. (84) On January 17, 1942, it was
reported that Hudson's name appeared on the mailing list of the American
Russian Institute for Cultural Relations with the Soviet Union. (88)

Hiss' Successor

Joseph Esrey Johnson, in addition to acting as a trustee for the

World Peace Foundation, has been president and trustee of the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace since 1950. He also served as acting

chief and chief. Division of International Security Affairs, United*States

Department of State, 1944 to 1947
;
expert. United States delegation to the

United Nations Conference on International Organization, San Francisco
?

California, 1945; advisor, United* States delegation to the first session of

the General Assembly of the United Nations, 1946; member,’ policy

planning staff, Department of State, 1947; Deputy United States Representative,

Interim Committee, United Nations General Assembly, 1948; and professor,

Williams College, WilliamstoWn, Massachusetts, 1947 to 1950. (86)

Established Atomic Policy
-

,

*

On January 25, 1949, Johnson was interviewed by Agents of the

FBI concerning his relationship with Alger Hiss. Johnson advised that

Hiss had been his supervisor in the Department of State and that they had

worked together closely on a number of projects, including that of i

establishing United States policy on international control of atomic energy

in1946. He stated that he had been in close contact with Hiss until he
(Johnson) left fhe’Department of State in 1947, arid” that he had seen Hiss

"occasionally''' since then, v87) In 1949, Ihe International Organization,

official publication of the World Peace Foundation, listed Hiss and Johnson

as trustees of the foundation. (88) Regarding this relationship, Freda Utley,

in her book, The China Story, said: "When. . . a leakage of top secret

information was traced to the Division of International Security Affairs

(whose function was to service the United States representatives in the

United Nations), its chief, Joseph E. Johnson, resigned. Johnson had
formerly been Alger Hiss's top assistant at the State Department. " (89)

*See Appendix for Citation.
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$50 Donation

Bureau files reveal that in 1938, Johnson contributed $50 to the

Friends of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade* in memory of a childhood friend

who had been killed while fighting for the Spanish Loyalists. (90) in 1951,

his name appeared on the letterhead of the American Institute of Pacific

Relations* listing him as a member of the board of trustees. (91)

Committee Chairman
/-OdSS,

Donald Cop^VIcKay is a professor of history at Harvard University

and, from^l946 to l952
,
was chairman of the Faculty Committee on

International and Regional Studies. He has been a trustee of the World
Peace Foundation since 1953. From 1941 to 1944, he served as a member
of the board of analysts, Office of the Coordinator of Information and

Office of Strategic Services. Bureau files reveal no information of a

derogatory nature identifiable with McKay. (92)

NATO Minister
.

,

—
(

Xf,L, lit!.' ’io/'b(

Tracy Stebbins^oorirees was~SpT?(Tr3:l~Assistant to the Secretary

of War from 1946 to 19^7 ;
War Department Food Administrator for Occupied

Areas from 1947 to 1948; Assistant Secretary of the Army from 1948 to 1949;

Undersecretary of the Army from 1949 to 1950; Defense Advisor to the United

States Mission to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (with the rank of

minister), and Director of. Offshore Procurement in Europe for the Secretary

of Defense, from 1953 to 1954; consultant to the Secretary of Defense, 1954;

and chairman of the President’s Committee for Hungarian Refugee Relief from
1956 to 1957. He has been a trustee of the World Peace Foundation since

1947. (93) Bureau files contain no information of a derogatory nature

identifiable with Voorhees.

Pro-Nazi Allegations

, \>
aa /

Arnold Osca^Wolfers was presidenFofthe World Peace Foundation

in 1955, TmTsinceT9
,

57‘ has been director of the Johns Hopkins Washington

Center of Foreign Policy Research. From 1942 to 1944, he was an expert

consultant with the Office of the Provost Marshal General; from 1944 to 1945,

he was a consultant with the Office of Strategic Services; and in 1947, he was

a member of the resident faculty of the National War College. (94) Bureau

files reveal a number of unsubstantiated allegations of pro-Nazi and pro-

communist sympathies on Wolfers’ part in-Germany during the early 1930’s,

but there has been no information of a derogatory nature identifiable with him

since his arrival in the United States in 1933. (9®)

*See Appendix for Citation.
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' Influential Board

To date, there has been no indication in Bureau files that the

World Peace Foundation has had any affiliation with—or been

subjected to any infiltration by—organizations of a subversive nature.

As in the case of the Ford Foundation* this is most fortunate for the

people of the United States, for although it has been described by one

of its officials as operating on a ’’moderate income, ” any organization

that can claim the Secretary of State, a former Assistant Secretary of

State, a former Undersecretary of the Army, and a former member of

the .policy planning staff of the Department of State as trustees is in a
position to exert untold influence on our Nation’s foreign policy. (

9®)

Seeks Improved- Citizenship

The first two -categories of funds and foundations studied above

include those which have favored causes inimical to the best interests

of the United States and those which, though not sponsoring questionable

or subversive causes to date, are nevertheless so powerful and
influentialihat any step by them in that direction could .conceivably bring-

great harm upon this country. The third. Category—yet to be explored

—

includes those philanthropic foundations which have actually taken
positive steps to aid the internal security efforts of the United States.

Among these might well be included th^kmerican Heritage Foundation,
(J r a

jorporated in 1947 as a ’non^pi5:Hsan7 noh-polit-icalT-——

^

which wa£ incorporated

educational Organization functioning in the interest of a higher level of

citizenship throughout the United States. ” (97)

Vote Projects , . _ .

Its first four programs so far have included the nationwide tour
of the Freedom Train, the "get-out-the-vote” campaign of 1950, the

national program commemorating the 175th anniversary of the Declaration
of Independence in 1951, and. the National Non-Partisan. Register and Vote
Campaign of 1952. On 'February Tl, 1959,, its. executive director.

.

Brendan Byrne, was added to the Special Correspondents List.
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Responsibility to Society

Funds and foundations receive from society certain highly
advantageous concessions, not the least of which is exemption from
taxes. 3h return for these privileges, and in view of the fact that the
ultimate beneficiary of their works is society itself, it would seem entirely
proper that these philanthropic bodies should be held accountable for
their stewardship. Likewise, the men who operate them often have a
power far greater than that granted to any elected or appointed
government officials. The latter are held to an exact loyalty. The laws
are strict regarding conflicts of interest. No such restraints are
placed upon the trustees or officers of charitable foundations. They may
support their favorite causes or see that donations are made to
institutions or organizations on whose directive boards they also sit.

They may be donors and recipients at the same time. They may favor
their friends or relatives and pay salaries and fees without limitation.

Positive Accomplishments

So iar, it would appear that most funds and foundations are
being used for legitimate purposes and are accomplishing much good.
They are building hospitals, increasing teachers’ salaries,
financing research into the causes of disease, preventing and curing
juvenile delinquency, giving aid to the poor, donating to religious, causes,
providing funds for struggling young scientists, and helping talented
artists, composers, and writers. Unfortunately, as with any group,
there are a handful that use their funds to the detriment of their
country and their fellow citizens. It is important that Americans learn
to distinguish between the two and encourage the former while keeping
a vigilant eye oh the latter .
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ORGANIZATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS MARKED FOR CITATION

Listed below are the names of organizations and. publications

in the preceding pages which were marked by asterisks for citation in the

Appendix.

Those organizations or publications cited by Congressional or

state committees are listed in the Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications prepared and released by the Committee on Un-American
Activities, U. S. House of Representatives, Washington, D. C., January 2

,

1957. Those cited by the committees have been identified in the following

list by the page number on which the citations appear in the Guide.

Those designated by the Attorney General of the United States

pursuant to Executive Order 10450 have been identified with the notation:

Executive Order 10450.

American Russian Institute for Cultural Relations with the Soviet Union
(Executive Order 10450)

American Russian Institute of San Francisco (Executive Order 10450)

American Youth for Democracy (Executive Order 10450)

California Labor School (Executive Order 10450)

Civil Rights Congress (Executive Order 10450)

Communist Party, USA (Executive Order 10450)

Council for Pan-AmericanDemocracy (Executive Order 10450)

Daily People’ s World (Guide, p. 100)

Suspended publication in February, 1958; nowpublished
on a weeklybasis as the Peoplefs World.



Daily Worker (Guide, p. 100)
Suspended publication in January, 1958; now published
on a weekly basis, as The Worker .

Friends of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade (Guide, p. 40)

Institute of Pacific Relations (Guide, p. 45)

Labor Research Association, Inc. (Executive Order 10450)

National Emergency Conference for Democratic Rights (Guide, p. 62)

National Lawyers* Guild (Guide, p. 64)

National Negro Congress (Executive Order 10450)

Soviet RuSSia Today (Guides p. 108)
Suspended publication in March, 1951;. now published under
title of New World Review.
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This monograph is a study of those funds and foundations
having an actual—or potential—influence upon the internal security
of the United states and the foreign policies of our Government* It p
includes a brief history of the development of charitable foundations^;
as they exist today, an analysis of their wealth and influence, ani
the subversive or questionable causes in which a number of them
invested their tax-exempt funds.
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: Funds and Foundations

DETAILS

Reference is made to my memorandum in captioned matter dated
May 19, 1959, which set forth the results oi a pilot research study conducted
into those funds and foundations having an actual--or potential—influence upon
the internal security of the United.States and the foreign policies of our
Government. The definitive analysis has now been completed.

Dissemination Approved

Approval was granted for the preparation and dissemination of a
monograph to be based on this pilot study for use as a reference work in
security investigations. At the same time, approval was also granted for
highly selective dissemination of the finished work when prepared in monograph
form, to Vice President Richard M. Nixon, and to theAttorney General
because of the information contained in the study about the Department of State
andSecretary ofState Christian A. Rerter. (100-352546-1787)

History andAnalysis

The monograph is enclosed and includes a brief history of the

I

development of charitable foundations as they exist today* an analysis of

their wealth and influence, and the subversive or questionable causes in

which a number of them have invested their tax-exempt funds. As will be
noted—following the suggestion in my memorandum of May 19—all refer-
ences to Secretary of State Herter’s associations with the Institute of Pacific
Relations and the American Russian Institute for Cultural Relations with the
Soviet Union which appeared in the pilot study have been deleted.

Identification Study

One recent example of the type of irresponsibility exhibited by
certain of these foundations that I thought you might be interested in was
the announcement in The Philadelphia Evening Bulletin of September 8, 1959,



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: Funds and Foundations

that the Ford Foundation had awarded a grant for the study of methods used

by law enforcement officers in the identification of suspected criminals.

As pointed out in the monograph, the two men in charge of the study include

one who was reportedly identified as a member of the Communist Party in

1944, and one who was sentenced to six months and two years in 1943 and

1945, respectively, for violations of the Selective Service and Training Act.

(100-331956; 116-162388; 14-621)

Congressional Interest

Evidence of the fact that foundations continue to be of pressing

interest to various Government officials is the fact that on September 1, 1959,

the House Committee on Un-American Activities—as pointed out in the

monograph—approved a resolution recommending that the Secretary of

the Treasury make public the findings of the Internal Revenue Service with
I respect to The Fund for the Republic. (Memo Mr. DeLoach to Mr. Tolson,

9/10/59, re "HCUA- Fund for the Republic")
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This monograph is a study of the development mid power of

philanthropic foundations in the United States today.

It gives a brief history of foundations in general, an analysis

of their wealth and Influence, and the subversive or questionable causes

In which a number of them have invested their tax-exempt funds.

The material contained in this monograph has been compiled

from both public and confidential sources. The public sources are Set
c*

forth at the end of the monograph. The confidential sources are being

retained by this Bureau.

PREFACE



SUMMARY ARP CONCLUSIONS

A* Summary

Foundations have a tremendous influence on Americans today

if only from the sheer number of organizations involved and the colossal

accumulations of wealth at their disposal* It is estimated, for example,

ttiat there are at least% 300 charitable bodies operating in the United

States at the present time and, of these, the Ford Foundation alone is

estimated to be Forth approximately 02, BOO, 000, 000,

B, Conclusions
“ '

l* Many of the larger foundations—and, indeed, some of the
smaller ones—capitalizaon their trustees serving with the
Department of Stateand other Government bodies to sway
foreign policy. The World Peace Foundation, which claims -

only a "moderate income, ” can boast on its board of trustees
the current Secretary of State, a former Assistant Secretary
of State, a former Under Secretary of the Army, mid a
former member of the policy planning staff of the Department
of State.

2* The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace openly
proclaimed in 1034 that it was an "unofficial instrument of .

.

international policy” and that its conclusions often "find their
way into the policies of governments.”

3, The Rockefeller Foundation is alleged to have been influential
In obtaining United States rccojpsitioa of Soviet Russia during
thel930ro.



ft

l

4* Alger Hiss, even after his indictment by a Federal grand July,

continued to serve as president of the Carnegie Endowment for

International Peace and as a trustee of the World Peace Foundation

and the Woodrow t?itspn Foundation, -»

5, ry5any of the trustees—like Hiss—have served on the boards of

more than one foundation, taking grants out of one pocket and

putting them into another, A study of 155 officials Of major

foundations showed that 131 had served on the boards of two or

more of the organizations analyzed. In one large fund, the 20

trustees were found to be holding a total of 113 outside

philanthropic positions; in another, 14 were found to be feeding

85 different trusteeships, .. ,j

6, At least two foundations have devoted the majority of their funds

to communist front causes.

7, The Rockefeller Foundation donated more than I QS* 000,000 to a

communist front known as the Institute of Pacific Relations

between 1929 and 1050, and in 1940, awarded a $20, 000 grant

to Hanns Eieler, who had been publicly identified as a German

communist "revolutionary” and whom the Immigration authorities

were then trying to have expelled from the country.

8, Foundations, as a whole, accomplish an untold amount of good

in building and famishing hospitals, increasing teachers’

salaries, financing research, combating juvenile delinquency,

and helping the needy. At the same time, since society is the

beneficiary of thoir works, it is essential that foundations b©

aware of their responsibility to society and that care be exercised

to make certain they do not fall into the wrong hands.

- ill -



I. DEVELOPMENT OF CHARITABLE FOUNDATIONS

A, Ancient Origin

Because most European countries discourage large, philanthropic

foundations by refusing them tan exemptions and by applying rigid controls*

the practice of corporate giving has come to be associated almost entirely
<i) -

.

‘ ,

'

with the United States, And yet, traces of the practice can be followed bach

down through the ages to the almost legendary days of the did Greet* and

m
Roman city-states. In fact, there is active in England today The Worshipful

Company of Farriers agricultural fund established nearly 100 years before

Columbus set sail for the New World,

B, Early Opposition
,

Nor has the history of these foundations been a placid or a

»

peaceful one, As far baclt as May % 131% Fope Clement V was forced to

dissolve the powerful order of the Knights Templar, which had antagonised
• > m

the secular states by its enormous aggregation of tax-exempt wealth. The

Elizabethan Statute of Charitable Uses of 1601 was an aetoiowledgmeni of

the importance of private endowments and offered them encouragement and

protection following the depletions of the bloody struggles during the 16th



century. By 1803, how©\rer, the pendulum had begun to awing back the

other way* and charity abuses led to the creation of a permanent
(5)

administrative board to govern the distribution oflargeas, .

C* Wide Range in Size and Interests

American funds rangein siae from the Wilmington Foundation,

which at last report had, an annual budget off 01, 51, to the Ford Foundation,

which in 1953 alone donated more than half a billion dollars to various

colleges, universities, hospitals, and related institutions throughout the

(6)
country. The subject matter also encompasses the whole spectrum, ranging

from die Green Foundation in England, which provides green waistcoats for

ladies named Green, to the Woodrow Wilson Foundation, which seeks to
”

*

achieve international peace by the application of Wilson's 14 principles of

m ,

peace, »

'

•;

D. Growth of Foundations in the[United States

The first major endowment in the United States ms established

by Benjamin Franklin in 1789 when he left a thousand pounds each to theft 1

, cities df Boston and FhtladelpMa^with the specification that the money was
(8)

to be lent—at interest—to married apprentices of "upright behavior,"
f -

Since that time, the number of foundations has gradually gained momentum.
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« •

.

'
"

,
» t'

l.

By 1920 thorn were 75* and at the present time there are more than 4, 109.

These are the ones actually registered by name with the United states

Government as ta^-esempt, philanthropic bodies. The United States
'

. : ' m
Department of Commerce estimates that the actual total is closer to % SOD.

The rapid rate of growth in recent years may be noted by Maryland, which

had only two in 1946 and 149 by 1955, or the State of Hew York* which grewm
from 236 to 1, 238 during the same period. .*

E*. Foundations Defined

A charitable organisation, by name* may bo a foundation, fund,

corporation, institution, endowment, association, trust, union, commission.

Or any one of a number of other designations. By definition, according to

the Department of Commerce, it must be a "non-profit legal entity having a

principal fund of its own, or receiving charitable contributions of a living

founder or founders,' which is governed by its own. trustees ordirectors, and

which has been established to servo the welfare of mankind*” Excluded from

this definition are endowed religious-and educational institutions, those which

solicit endowment or operating funds, and those which conduct a clinical or
; ’ > C«> \

other local program of benefit to a single institution or group.

*3 -
'
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F» • Types of Foundations

Generally speaking* funds and foundations may be broken down

into six main classifications or categories;

1* The general research foundation (such as the Ford Foundation*
the Rockefeller Foundation* and the like)

2* The special purpose foundation (such ns the Emma A. Robinson
Horses* Christmas Dinner Trust Fuad and the Henry G.
Freeman* Jr., Fin Money Fund to provide annuities for the
r/iveo of former United States Presidents}

3. The family or personal foundation {such as the BocfeeteHer
, Brothers Fund)

4* The corporation foundation (such as the Bulova Watch Company
Foundation) ; ,

8, The community trust (such so the Cleveland Foundation and
the Het; Yorlx Community Trust)

6# The Government foundation (such as the National Science
Foundation) (12)

G. ' Tas,Dodge '

.

-

A typical ©sample of how^-or why—a charitable fund may come into
1

*

being is furnished by the Ford Foundation# Until the Revenue Aet of T980 put

a stop to internal hook Juggling, one of the most effective means of escaping

Federal tases had been the process of reorganizing a business as a foundation,
**

. Under this arrangement, the profits went to the foundation, but.since they

*• 4 "*»



'tfejrs tax free, thicr hurt neither the company's competitive position nor the .

salaries ol its executives.
’

'

'
.

As one expert on trusts and funds pat it, the ’’Ford Foundation

itself is a product of the tax laws, ” If Henry and Edsel Fora had left their

- Ford stock toEdsci’s children instead of to the Ford Foundation* the heirs

would have had to sell most of the stock they had inherited merely to pay off *

the hundreds of millions of dollars that would have fallen due under the estate

taxes. By transferring 90 per cent of the stocki-all nonvoting--to the

foundation, however, the Fords found a way to have their cake awl eat it too.

They retained voting control of the company white having the satisfaction of

(13)
knowing that tho money had remained in friendly hands,

0. FuMic Relations and Advertising

Since (except for a brief period during the Civil War) personal

income taxes were not levied in this country until 1913 and charitable

contributions were not allowed as deductions until 1917, this certainly is not

the only answer to the establishment of tho giant money trusts of the 20th

century, The Rockefeller Foundation, for instance, was established in 1913,

and the Carnegie Endowment for International Feaee in 1010, But the

burgeoning science of public relations would appear to offer the primary

- 5 -
‘

A



answer—that arid possibly the guilty consciences of the so-chlled "Robber

Barons” of theMo tUh century It wouldappsar, in nil liijeiihcod, that

the fabulous charities of John D. Rockefeller during the present century were

an attempt to offset the feelings prevalent in the days when he had been hanged
<• ' ' *

and burned in effigy at Titusville, . Pennsylvania, the site of the first oil wellm
in the United States* ^

There is also the value of goodwill advertising, although as one

expert pointed out, this can boomerang dangerously, as when die "newspaper -

revolutions of the antics of the Fund for the Republic” caused Ford salesm
to plummet across the Ration* Foreign grants can also be used to further

international business aims, cor will be seenlater in the case of the oil-minded

Rockefellers, Other motives for establishing charitable trusts may be

religious convictions, a sense of altruism, or merely a desire for personal

aggrandizement or social recognition*

** 0 **

V
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H. WEALTH AND INFLUENCE OF FOUNDATIONS

A, Dangers of Foundations

Whatever the reason for their inception, however, funds and

foundations have become an integral part of the American scene. Their

influence upon foreign policy, education, science^ and social problems is

a far-sweeping one. In addition to the money and names behind them, the

organizations also have the prestige and guidance of a number of men .renowned

for their accomplishments in the above-mentioned fields. When misused or ,

abused, these very assets work to the detriment of the foundations, their

beneficiaries, and the country at large* Money is used to influence research

projects in desired directions.

Grants have been awarded for various "screwball" undertakings

or for irresponsible studies on such delicate matters as civil rights and : .

private freedom by persons of questionable baekground. The names of

reputable corporations and famous institutions have been lent to unsavory causes,

thereby also lending an air of respectability to these causes. Slanted repasts

have been issued on matters of vital interest, thereby affecting tl}e decisions
> *

,
t

A
"

* V

of certain Government officials and school officials in the performance of ,

*• ** -
_

.
• »\
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their duties* And overseas posts have been used by foundation officials to

sway foreign policy of the United States regarding the countries concerned
*

,
-

^

' ' -
- ^

or to sway the actions of the foreign countries regarding the United States,

*
, j

,

* -

B* Areas of Operation

To understand the scope of influence of the major funds and

foundations in the United States today* a total of 304 were analysed as to

their fieids of interest, Katurally^thero was some overtapping and duplication**

particularly in the realms of religion* science* and education--but taken for

their primary concerns* the various foundations were summed up as follows:

Education « * * * * * ••*'
* *-« * «

v
*. « > « « • 105 '

.

r

’

Charitable ViTorlsa / - O*
*‘

Medical Works and studies 00

-Science and Engineering .*«-« «,««*<« 23

Aid to Youth * *#%*,.* * • « ,* •* *, * * a ti

Religion hi • * * . •• * s • «
1

® * * • » * 10

International Affairs , > . . . . . » . . . , . 9

-
-/ • Social Sciences 4 * * ... * , * ****•.,'«« : 8

Economics • »-««** # *. 4 .*
* 8

,

*

Art Studies and Projects • *•.-*««*.<*• 8

Special nationality Groups* * *- * 5

Civil Liberties and Race Matters » « 4 W
-8- '

'

'
•



C. The "Big Sis”

Scarcely anyone familiar with the picture can deny that money-

giving is a big business* Of the more than 4, 100 foundations know to the

Department of Commerce, their aggregate wealth has been estimated as
(18)

falling between Seven and nine and one-half billion dollars. In 1953, between

one third and one half of this wealth was consolidated in the hands of only

77 organisations. And of this total, 269, 500, 000 was in the hands of

the "Big.Six”: Ford, Rockefeller, Carnegie, W. K* Kellogg, Cuke, and
(19)

Few. It is interesting to note that although the Reece Committee—the

Special House Committee To Investigate Tax-Exempt Foundations and

Comparable Organizations, 1954—was unable to criticize the operations of

the last three, the earns could not be said for the Ford, Rockefeller, and
(20)

Carnegie foundations.

Eh influence on Education
t

«

The influence foundations can have on American education was

made clear recently in a report by the American Alumni Council on

contributions made to leading universities. According to the Councils 1959
%

study, 610 Of the country's major private universities receive only one fourth

of their contributions in the form of alumni gifts* The other three quarters

comes from nonalumni individuals, the Federal Government, and private

(21 )

foundations*
** 9 **
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Regarding this situation, the Reece Committee reported that

"Scholars and fund raisers both soon learn to study the predilections,

preferences and aversions of foundations* executives and benefit from such

(22)

knowledge by presenting projects likely to please them* " That school officials

cannot place themselves in a position to bite such a prodigal hand is evidenced

by the fact that in 1958 alpne the Ford Foundation doled out $210, 009, 000

to American colleges and universities, plus another $90,000,000 to various

medical schools. In July, 1959, for instance, the American Mercury

magazine stated that "the Ford Foundation has become a sort of super-

(23)

government in. the field of American higher education*”

E. Advisory Council of Foundations

if this strangle hold on the training ground of youth were not

enough, 9 council to finance higher education was created by officials of

the Ford, Rockefeller, Carnegie, and Alfred P. Sloan foundations, each of

which contributes $60, 000 annually to its upkeep. The money, strangely

I

enough, goes not to the direct support of higher education, but to pay a

/ staff which advises corporations on how to spend their money, and colleges

(24)

and universities on how to get it*

F. GeUhorn Grant

if flagrant example of the awarding of a delicate study to a person

of questionable background occurred in 1948, when the Rockefeller

i

« 10 -



Foundation granted $110*000 to Cornell University for a study of the

Government's Loyalty Program, with Professor Walter F. Gellhorn,

Of Columbia University* in charge* Gellhorn was identified on November 1,

1952* as a former Communist Party, USA, * member by Louis F. BUdenz,

former managing editor of the Daily Worker.

»

Gellhorn publicly denied this allegation a month later, but was

unable to refute a newspaper article which, in 1937, identified him as

temporary First Vice President Of the National Lawyers' Guild* * He also

ignored a speech before the United States House of Representatives by

Representative Martin Dies on February 2, 1943, which named him as one

of a group of Government employees "affiliated with communism. ” Despite

the adverse publicity brought on by disclosures of Gellhorn'o past* the

Rockefeller Foundation madean additional grant of $29, 099 to his project .

in 1950, and The Fund for the Republic awarded him a fellowship for research
(25)

in 1955. (100-385355-24; 101-6064-4; 100-4H294-10)

0* Sen Studies Financed

No better instance; of & reputable name being lent to enhance an

Unsavory cause can be foundthan that offered by the Rockefeller Foundation's

*See Appendix for citation.^
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support of the Kinsey sex studies* Between 1841 and 1949* the foundation

poured appropriately $414, 099 into the controversial researches of

(26)

Dr. Alfred XCtnsey and his intrepid hind of Assistants* As a result of these

subsidised studies, Br. Kinsey's bools, genual Behavior in the Human Female,

was able to stun the American public with some highly startling ’’revelations.

"

A few of these include the theories that; (1) sexual relations between

preadolescent children and adults (rape not being excluded) mAy have m
’’contributed favorably to their (the children’s) later socio-sexual development”;

<2) ”* ; . premarital socip-sexuai experience* * , should contribute to this

development of emotional capacities* In this, as in other areas, learning at

an early age may be more effective than learning at any later age after

(28)

marriage”; and (3) premarital sexual experience ’’provides an opportunity
*

-
_

*

7 ^

1 '

\ V

for the female to adjust emotionally to various types of males* * * .we h&ve

seen many hundreds of marriages ruined by the failure of the partners,to
"

i
.
S'

*
"

learn before marriage that they could not adjust emotionally or sexually to

(29)

each other.”

So contrary to accepted codes of morality and behavior wore i

*

i

these theories and observations, that an article in Harper’s Magazine
\

exclaimed, ’’they would be unbelievable but for the impressive weight of
^



.
(30)

scientific agencies bacldng the survey. " Among the agencies so listed by the

, writer of the article were the Rockefeller Foundation’s radical Science

Division and the University of Indiana. .

B. "Unofficial" State Department

, If anyone maintains that the money and influence behind some of

the ma|or foundations dealing in foreign relations could not affect the decisions

of certain Government officials in the performance of their duties, then he is

not facing facts. As far back as a quarter of a century ago, the Carnegie

Endowment for International Feac© was boasting that it had become "an

unofficial instrument of international policy, taking up here and there the, ends

and threads of international problems and questions which the governments

find it difficult to handle, and through private initiative reaching conclusions

which are hot of a formal nature but which unofficially find their way into the

(31)

policies of governments. "

Kor was this boast an empty or meaningless on©. An individual

who had made a study of the activities of the Rockefeller Foundation, for

instance, has credited it with everting the pressure that led to the recognition

, of Soviet Russia by the United States during the 1930* 3, lie offered hie.

#

• reason for the pressure as being Standard Oil’s desire to negotiate oil contracts

/ (32)

with the Soviet leaders. As will be brought out later, under the individual

**- 12 « •

*

\

'
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organizations, wholesale lots of officials or trustees of various foundations

have been*’•or are-*employed by the United states Department of State.

L Federal Government Studies

Other attempts to influence Government officials, either directly

or indirectly, can be discerned in two recent research projects of note. Tae

University of Illinois, under a £232, 000 grant from the Ford Foundation, is

currently making a four-year study Of the correctional programs of the

(62-26284-375; 100-418797-91D)
Federal Government. Similarly, the University of Chicago and Cornell

University, under a $130, 000 grant from the Carnegie Corporation, are

making a combined study of Federal executives to determine how opportunity

in the Federal service compare with those in private industry. (100-418797)

J< Danger of Interlocking Trusteeships

Cne of the real dangers stemming from funds and foundations Is

their proclivity toward interlocking trusteeships. A study into this matter

revealed that of 155 officials of major foundations in the United States, 131
(S3)

were trustees in two or more of the foundations analyzed. Still another study

noted that one large foundation had.!$ trustees who held a total of 113

trusteeships with other charitable organisations, and another had 14
(34)

trustees holding 35 outside philanthropic positions.

* 14 *



From this, it would appear that one of two evils is taking place:

either the trustees are concentrating the controls of a large number of tax-

o&empt, power-iadsn organisations in the hands of a small number of men,

or else they have so many overlapping, time-consuming Jobs to contend with

that they are unable to give proper guidance to the organisations entrusted to

them and hence are allowing small groups of uncuperviced ’’professional

administrators” to take over the controls from them.

In either event, the danger is approximately the same, and in

practice, It would appear that a combination of the two situations is gradually

evolving. The trustees—often holding two or three outside posts while

attached to some position of importance with the Government—take money ,

out of one pocket and put it into another, by making grants from one foundation

to another* The professional administrators, on the other hand, overlook the

> „ ,

trustees* dealings in these matters in exchange for a free hand in operating

(35)

more or less as they want. .

- i§ -



HI. SUBVERSIVE OE QUESTIONABLE CAUSES
S^ONSOREO BY FOUNDATIONS

In trying to*determine whether these all-pervasive bodies use
r

their power for good or evil, it becomes obvious from the very beginning

that not all Of them act, Or react? in the same manner. There are those

organisations at fche far left of the scale which have been founded, nurtured,

and designed topromote causes inimical to the best interests of the internal
/

'

i

security of the United States, There are those organizations which were

once dedicated to unsavory or questionable causes, but which have since lost

their original sponsors,, and are no longer dedicated to the earlier causes.

There are those other organizations which? while having no particularly

subversive background, can be used by ?,do-goodlng, ‘ or communist-minded

administrators to lend the prestige of their names and their enormous

accumulations of wealth to subversive causes. And finally, there are those

.organizations which are dedicated to the principles of the American way of
_

*-
'

life cjpd which hay© been used by their officials to help the Government and ,

the country as a whole*

16 *•



Foundations Aiding Communist Movement

1» Robert Marshall Foundation

A*

This foundation, established by the will of Robert Marshall, who

died in 1939, was designated for “the promotion and advancement of an

economic system in the United States based upon the theory of production

for use and not for profit. " The principal administrator of the foundation

has been Robert Marshall's brother, George, reportedly a long-time

Communist party member. The Robert Marshall Foundation was one of

the main sources of funds with which communist fronts were financed in

the years between 1940 and 1953. Substantial sums of money were given

to Such communist fronts as the American Youth forDemocracy, *

California Labor School, * CivU Rights Congress, * Council for Pan-American

Democracy, * Rational Negro Congress, * and tabor Research Association,

Incorporated,* By August, 1959, however, the bank balance of the

Robert Marshall Foundation had reportedly fallen below the $10, 000 mark.
(The Communist Party, USA, Funds and Finances. 1919-1953, Mav. 1954

42-44; 1oo-236718-4o, 50, 56) z, American Peoples Fund ’

The American Peopled Fund was formed in 1942 ostensibly as

a charitable, educational, and scientific trust with Frederick Vanderbilt

Field as president. Field, who has been a member of the Communist Party

for years, has been die heaviest financial contributor to communist

*See Appendix for citation.
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enterprises and causes during the past 25 years. The American Peoples

Fund mads cash disbursements to such well-known communist front

organizations as the National Council of American-Soviet Friendship, *

Institute pi Pacific Relations, * American Committee for Protection of

Foreign Born, * and Labor Youth League, * as well as to a number of persons

reliably reported to be communists.. (The Communist Party, USA, -Finids and Finances,

1919-1953, May, 1954, pp. 27, 44-45; 100-2278-294; 100-345143-21) :
~

8, • Rosenberg Foundation r •

A good example of a foundation which appears to have reversed

its direction since earlier days is the Rosenberg Foundation of San Francisco.

Established in 1936, if operates generally in the fields of community health,,

education, and recreation,. Louise Rosenberg Br&neien, a prominent -

communist and niece of the .founder, served on the foundation's board of

directors from 1936 to 1951. poring’ her tenure ds a board member, there

is evidence that fhrough her influence some funds wCre given to organisations .

~T A
(

controlled or infiltrated by communists. The California Labor School and

the American Russian Institute of San Francisco* were among the front groups

that received financial assistance from this foundation, Braneted has not been

affiliated with the foundation since 1951, and several years ago it was described

as a presently '’well-intentioned philanthropic body. ” (The Communist Party, USA,

Funds and Finances, 1919-1953, pp. 39-40; 100-335739-4, 6, 7)

*See Appendix for citation,
, ,

'
^
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B. Prominent Foundations Susceptible to Subversive Manipulation *

Inany discussion of those organizations v.?hich can be used by
i

‘ -

‘
*

.

trustees or administrators to lend the prestige Of their nameo and their

enormous accumulation of wealth to subversive causes* the spotlight must

immediately be focused on the “Big Three”: Ford, Carnegie, and Rockefeller.

1, Rockefeller Foundation

a. 82. 000, 000 to Institute of Pacific Relations*

It has been mentioned above that the Rockefeller Foundation was

reportedly instrumental in influencing American recognition of the Soviet

Union during the 1930fe* Part and parcel of the same operation, and possibly

|ust as little- !snown by the general' public, is the fact that this foundation all

but established and maintainedthe notorious Institute of Pacific Relations

from 1929 to 19S0, During that time it granted the institute more than

§2*000,009, including 055, 000 in 1929; §280,409 in 1930; and $110,000 in

(36)

1950.

b, Fisler Grant
\ >

One of the most controversial battles involving the Rockefeller

Foundation, however, concerned a 1940 grant of $20, 100 to Banns Sisler,

brother of the prominent Soviet agent, Gerhart Eisler, for a two-year study

«Sse Appendix for citation.
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of music in film productions. Despite the facts that the Daily Worker, In

1935, described Hanns Dialer as a leader in the "spreading of revolutionary

music among the German workers" before his migration to the United States;

that Pravda, official organ of the Central Committee of the Communist Party

of the Soviet Union, referred to him as a member of the "proletariat

’agitpropgroup* (agitation-propaganda group)" in 1927, as well as one who

had been successful in forming% "communist wing"; and that the United

States Immigration and Naturalization Service was even then attempting to

deport Eisler, the Rockefeller Foundation, in February, 1940, awarded him

a $20,000 research grant. Less than six months later there was a warrant

out for Eisler*s arrest, charging him with violating the immigration laws

(37)

of the United States. (100-195220-67)
'

:

c, Rockefeller Head Termed "Dupe"

Dean Rusk, president of the Rockefeller Foundation since 1952,

has admitfccd that he was formerly a member of the Institute of Pacific

(62-12770-86)
Relations. He was also Special Assistant Secretary of War from 1946 to

1947; director of the Office of United Rations Affairs, United States

Department of State, from 1947 to 1949; Assistant Secretary of State mid
(38) :

Deputy Under secretary of State from 1949 to 1951,

- 20 * -



Freda, Utley, former research wor&er in the Institute of World

Economy and Politics at Moscow, hod the following to say regarding Rush

in her booh, The China Story: <

’’Dean Rush has proved that ho must ho classified among
the dupes of the Chinese Communists* On June 14, i960,

he told the World Affairs Council Conference of the

> University of Pennsylvania that the Chinese ’Revolution*

is *not Russian in essence* and *doss not aim at

dictatorship**"

Her© is a former high official of the State Department and president of

the second largest foundation in the country on record, and as Utley says,

not even "Mao Tso-tung nor Stalin* . . ventured to give such a clean hill .

(39)

of health to the Chinese Communists, . . .

"

2* Ford Foundation

a*. Ford Dwarfs Competitors
ivnnmi.-r r r‘ ~ir-inrri t-i

^
«

The Ford Foundation is famous for two things: its fantastic

size and the. fact that in October, 1951, it established the infamous Fund

for the Republic, which has been a thornin the side of American internal

security ever since. The size of this foundation is well worth a tpicl:

glance in Order to evaluate its influence on the country at large. ,

(The Fund for the Republic, Inc., Monograph, November, 1955, p. 3)

In the first place, Itls extremely difficult to arrive at the enact

worth of an organisation as large and as complex as the Ford Foundation,
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Ba-American Activities approveda resolution recommending that the
•'

Secretary of the Treasury ba "urgently jf®qp&&e£U m&3 pmIfe the

facts developedm A result Of Ilia investigation, ** (Memo Mr. DeLoach to

Mr. Tolsonj 9/10/59, re ’’House Committee on Un-American Activities—Fund For
the Republic; memo Mr. Frohbose to Mr. Belmont, 9/16/59, re "Fund For the

b. Ford Grants
.

• HepubUc)

Between the ymst,pvt am *084*m -tord Foundation rnp^smm .

of 01#, 090,000 is the form of odaeattel grants, aid to international programs,

aad projects la sociology psychology, economics* and political science* -

Typical of the Ford .grants mads was tint osammeOd by a Philadelphia

*» September, 1059, of a sfcu# to bo mads of the methods used by taw

enforcement officers in- the identification of suspected criminals!. Ironically,

'

oae of the college officials chosen to head the program was sentenced to prison

. terms of sis months and two years la 1043 and 1040, .respectively, for violations.

of the Selective Service .and Training Act. Another of.his assoebdes was
. {43)

reportedly a member of the Communist Tarty 'in 1044* ,

(14-621; 100-331956; 116-162388)
‘

:
•

c* Ibteraational Goals -

- '

Its internatioiial programs include: ‘ (l) the financing of refugee ivorl:;

(100-418797-4)
P) the encouraging and financing Of the study of foreign nations by American .

scholars and laymen; and (3) Hie aiding of ’’overseas development, " which' means

the donation of money to local Institutions abroad and the introduction of

m>
- American technology and imor/^how to bac&oard countries.
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d< Potential Threat

Fortunately for the people of the United States, the Ford Foundation

fane not consciously engaged in, dy sponsored to date, any activities of a :

subversive nature; that is, if ono overtOOiis the establishment of The Fund for

the Republic—phich even the foundation officials later came to accept as a

mistake—and the hiring of Sari Browder, former general secretary of the
• m

Communist Party, U0&, as an "osperi" cm communism* If all this wealth
(40-3798-771; 100-418797-4)

and paper should ever be turned against the country that has made them

possible, however* a most serious development pill have occurred, and no

less than a genuine prophet could speculate as to the consequences of such an

event,

& Carnegie, Endowment

a* Carnegie Bndopment Hires ilger Hiss

; Number three* moneywlsoi in the ranging of major foundations*

is the Carnegie Corporation, Cne of its primary offshoots is the Carnegie

Endowment for international Peace, founded bads in 1910. Unlit;© the

Hochofeller Foundation, the Carnegie Endowment Is not reported to have

boon influential in the recognition of Soviet Russia or to have flouted the

Security interests of the country by granting a 020*090 award to a known
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subversive. Unlike the Ford Foundation, it has neither established a Fund

for the Republic nor paid Earl Browder ao an ’’export” in communism. Butm
it did have Algor Hiss as president from December, 1946, to 2,2ay, 1940.

And it did have as a trustee from 1937 until at least 1948, one Philip C.
(47)

Jessup. (121-9893^28)

In August, 1948, Whittaker Chambers, a confessed Soviet’

espionage agent, appeared before tho House Committee on Un-American .

' *

Activities (HCUA) and charged Alger Hiss with membership in an underground

group of the Communist Party, USA. Hiss denied the charges under oath

before the HCUA and challenged Chambers to repeat them vdiore they would

not bo privileged against suit for libel. Chambers repeated his charges on

a radio program August 37, 1948, and a month later Hiss filed a civil suit

'for libel.
' '

~

1
*

r

During a pretrial hearing on the libel suit. Chambers produced

documents, consisting of summaries and/or excerpts from State Department

papers, to support a new charge against Hiss-^espionage. Cn December 2,

1948, Chambers delivered to Investigators, of the HCUA the now-famous
3-

_

’’pumpkin papers. " On the basis of this additional disclosure} Chambers and

Hiss v;pp summoned before a Federal grand jury in Her/ York, On \

•» 25 # •
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' CX

December 15, 1048, the grand jury indicted Bleb on.two counts of perjury,

Biss was tried twice. The first trial ended with a hung Jury and the second,

with his conviction on January 21, 1050, Be was sentenced to five years.

His conviction was affirmed and the Supreme Court denied certiorari. On

November §7, 1954, he was released from prison, (74-1333-5687)

It is interestingto note that Just as a number of prominent

Americans '‘were reluctant to turn their backs" on Hiss, So too was the

Carnegie Endowment. Even after the "pumpkin papers" had been retrieved

and a grand Jury indictment returned against Hiss, the Endowment officials

refused to discharge him from his 820, OOO-a^year post. When Hiss finally .

•

,

-

offered to resign, under considerable adverse publicity, he was granted a

leave of absence to extend to the end of his appointment in 1049, Although it

did not receive the same newspaper coverage, Biss continued his service

unchallenged as a trustee on both the World Peace Foundation and the -

(48)
‘ w\ • \

•

Woodrow Wilson Foundation during the same period, ,
, . \

b. Philip C. Jessup with Same Groans '

lithe Biss, Philip C. Jessup held a number of positions of importance

with the Department of State; In 1843, he was chairman of the Office of
L .

< ' ’ v
,

foreign Reliefi in 1948, Deputy United States Representative on the United

/



Nations Security Council} sad from 1040 to 1953, Ambassador at Larg&i Also,

Mko Hiss, in addition to acting as a trustee for the Carnegie Endowment*

Jessup served in a similar capacity Tilth both the World Peace Foundation and
* ;

- * “ my ’

s

the Woodrow Wilson Foundation* (121 -9893-22, 42
,
111 ; 100 -420468-14)

Jessup has admitted having sponsored two dinners given by the

,
American Russian Jasftiui© for Cultural Relations with the Soviet union*3 in 1944

and 1046* Re also admitted having served as a trustee of the American Institute

of pacific Relations from 1030 to 1946, as chairman from 1030 to 1040, and as

Chairman of the Pacific council ofihe institute from 1936 to 1930 and from

1040 to 1042, In 1930 and 1040, Jessup was a member of the board of sponsors
T > '

* ,

1 r

of the National Emergency Conference for democratic Rights, * Curing Alger

'

Rise* second trial, -Jessup testified as a character witness, stating that Be had

, had close, friendly social ccntacts v/ith Riss since the &m Francisco United

Nations conference in 1846. On June 2, 104S, Professor S, R* itrylov, Soviet

delegate to the Bm Francisco conference, remarked to a follow Soviet official

that Jessup "is a very important person and is very useful to us*
n

' (121-9893
-12

,
22

,
42

,
111)

c 1 College Clubs ‘

“
'

j -

the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace had a 010, 000,- 000

endowment as of 1900, and was sponsoring international relations clubs in

\*?See' Appendix for citation.
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(50)

approximately 850 colleges and universities. Although there is no indication

that any subversive projects have been sponsored by the endowment tor date,

if it should ever be swayed in that direction by men of the lilies of Hiss and

Jessup, it would be in a position to do a tremendous disservice to both

American education in particular and the whole United States in general*

4* World Peace Foundation

Not all philanthropic bodies are the towering organizations of Ford,

Rockefeller, and Carnegie, rotting in a mass of accumulated wealth that

they are hard-pressed to give away, It is easy to visualize the impact on

American thinking of the larger foundations and their affiliates. But what is

the power of the smaller ones? *just how influential are they, and just ho?/

much damage could they do to international relations if they happened to get

into the wrong hands? In an attempt to answer these questions, the World

Peace Foundation, of Boston, Massachusetts, has been singled out as having

the requisite characteristics to serve as an illustration for the others in its

general category, on both the good and bad sides of the ledger. It is an

excellent example of just how important some of these smaller groups can

become.
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a, Peace Promotion

The World Peace Foundation was incorporated under Massachusetts

laws in 1910 as a nonprofit organization without capital stock. It was originally

listed as the International School of Peace, and was founded by Edward Ginn,

a well-known publisher in Boston, for the purpose of forwarding the cause of

world pesjce. This purpose has been accomplished principally by means of its

publications and the maintenance of a reference service which furnishes, by

request, information on current international problems. It also promotes a

study-group program which brings together experts on American foreign

relations, world economics, and political problems, (100-15760-3)

b/ Board of Trustees

An organization is, however, only a collection of human beings,

and any attempt to determine the aims and motives of a given organization

piust take into account the aims and motives of that body1® leaders* Accordingly,
fc

. aj study was made of the following 1955 trustees of the World peace Foundation:

/! Frank Aydelotte

/j James Fhinney Baxter HI
: Harvey Hollister Bundy
! Christian Archibald Herter

'

Bruce Campbell Hopper i

. Manley Gttmer Hudson
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Joseph Esrey Johnson
Donald Cope McKay
Tracy Stebbins Voorhees
Arnold Oscar Welters \ (100-15760-3)

(1) Frank Aydelotte

Dr, Frank Aydelotte, who died on December 17, 1956, had been

a trustee of the World Peace Foundation since 1927, He also served as

president of Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, from 1921 to

1949; chairman of the Committee on Scientific Personnel, Office of Scientific

Research and Development, in 1942; member of the Anglo-American Committee

of Inquiry on Palestine, 1945 to 1946; director of the Institute for Advanced

Study* Princeton, New Jersey, from 1939 to 1847; and chairman of the

Educational Advisory Board, John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation,

(51)

from 1925 to 1959*

On January 23, 1943* Dr* Aydelotte testified before the

Interdepartmental Visa Review Committee in behalf of an applicant for an

immigration visa. During this testimony, he was specifically asked If the

Institute for Advanced Study would refuse a professorship to an individual

known to be a member of the Communist Party* Aydelotte stated that he

would decline to answer the question specifically* but added that personally

' V

L
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he did not consider such membership to be a bar. He said that the tot?

attainments of.a given candidate 'were the matte? of interest to the bo

trustees* (40-42127-3)
:

'
,

(2) James Fhinhey Baxter HI

. James Fhinney Banter m, in addition to acting as a trustee for the

World Peace Foundation, served as president of Williams College,

Williamstown, Massachusetts, 3ince 1937, His positions with the Government

include those of lecturer. Naval War College, 1032 to present? director of

research and analysis, Office of the Coordinator of Information, 1841 to 1942$

deputy director* Office of Strategic Services* 1942 to 1843; and historian.

Office of Scientific Bceearch and Development* 1943 to 1948* in 1947, he won
(52)

the Pulitzer, prize for history* with his work entitled Scientists Against Time.
’ (1i6-387TB9-’1T -

In October, 1941, Banter recommended the appointment of one

Maurice Halperin to the Office of. Strategic Services. In public testimony before

the HCUA on July.31, 1948, Elizabeth Terrell Bentley, a self^described

espionage courier, identified Halperin as 4 Communist Party member and as

a person who had furnished her with espionage information during the period

she was active* The Daily Peopled World* on March 23, 1951. carried ah
=:• (62-60527-411517“

“
article entitled "College President Scores Loyalty Oath.” In it* Banter was

*Sae Appendix for citation.
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quoted as saying that "Insistence on loyalty oaths for teachers had decreased

morale remarkably and made it hard to recruit new professors at the

(53)

University of California/’ (116-387669-11)

(3) Harvey Hollister Bundy

Harvey Hollister Bundy was Assistant Secretary of State from 1931

to 1933, and Special Assistant to the Secretary of War from 1941 to 1945. He

has also served as a trustee of the World Peace Foundation since at least 1941

and as chairman of the Board of the Carnegie Endowment for International

(54)

Peace since 1953. In the meantime, his private life and professional career

(74-1333-5480, 5487x)

have been tied in quite closely With those of Alger Hiss. Both served as

secretary to Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes (Bundy from n

1914 to 1915; Hiss from 1929 to 1930); both worked for the law firm of Choate,

Hall, and Stewart in Boston, Massachusetts, from 1930 to 1932 (of which

firm Bundy Is no\\ a partner); both have been associated with the Department
A

of State (in fact, Hiss gave Bundy as a reference when he first applied for

a position there); &hd both have been associated with the World Peace
* * (5S)

Foundation and the! Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, They have
!

\ (74-1333-5487x)

also been association that Bundy’s son, William Putnam Bundy, contributed

$400 to the defense of *Alger Hiss when the latter was on trial for perjury.
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Harvey Bundy was a member of the American Council erf the Institute of

Pacific Relations from 1931 to 1939. (74-1333r5481, 5487x)

(4) Christian Archibald Herter

Christian Archibald Herter is the recently appointed Secretary of

State. Prior to this, he served as a member of the 78th through the 82nd
*

Congresses from 1943 to 1953; Governor of Massachusetts from i853 to 1957;

l

and as Under Secretary of State from 1957 to 1959, Herter has been,a trustee

(50) ,

of the World Peace Foundation since at least 1941, (100-1^760-3)

(5) Bruce Campbell Hopper

Bruce Campbell Hopper is a lecturer at the Haval War College,

the Army War College, and the Armed Forces Staff College and memberof

the Educational Exchange Program for the Department of State, From 1926

to 1929, he was an observer for the Institute of Current World Affairs in the

Soviet Union; from' 1945 to 1947, he was a consultant to the commanding general

of the Air Force; in 1956, he served as a lecturer at the Institute of

Aeronautical Sciences; and, at an unspecified date, he served as a member of

the Air Force Academy Site Selection Board for the Air Force Historical

(57)

Foundation,
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The Daily Worker for January 5, 1937, carried an article stating

that Hopper had delivered a speech on the Soviet Union at the American
(58)

Russian Institute* The records of the HCUA reveal that one Bruce Hopper
(121-5465-8, pp. 2-3)

had vn*itten an article entitled "Seeds of Tomorrow in Taiga and Steppe, M

which had appeared on page 73 in Soviet Russia Today* in 1937, (123-3152-15; 121-5465-8)

Owen Lattimore testified before the subcommittee of the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee in April, 1050, and inserted into the records

of that body excerpts from letters written by individuals in his behalf* One

Such excerpt was from a letter written by B. *C* Hopper, professor of

government at Harvard University. On December 16, 1952, Lattimore was
(121-5465-11; 100-24628-1712, p. 71)

indicted by a Federal grand Jury in Washington,,0, C., on seven counts of

perjury arising out of his testimony before the Senate Internal Security

Subcommittee investigating the Institute of Pacific Relations* Federal

Judge Luther Wf Youngdahl dismissed four of the counts on May 2, 1953;

the Federal Court of Appeals restored twn of them on July 8, 1954; and
(59)

the Attorney general ordered all charges dismissed on June 28, 1955.

(6) Manley Ottmer Hudson

Manley Ottmer Hudson has been a member of the board of trustees

of the World Peace Foundation since at least 1941, He also served as

*See Appendix for citation.
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consultant to the Department of State from 1912 to 1946; member of the

United Nations Committee on the Administrative Tribunal in 1946;

member of the United Nations International Law Commission; and judge

(60)

oh the permanent Court of International justice from 1936 to 1946* Hudson
(100-15760V 3)

was affiliated with the American Russian Institute for Cultural Relations with

the Soviet Union, being a member of the advisory committee for that organization

in approximately 1934 or 1935* (121-20645-13)

(I) Joseph Esrey Johnson

Joseph Esrey Johnson, in addition to acting as a trustee for the

World Peace Foundation, has been president and trustee of the Carnegie

Endowment for International Peace Since 1950* He also served as acting

chief and chief, Division of International Security Affairs, United States

Department of State, 1944 to 1947; expert, United States delegation to the

United Nations Conference on International Organization, San Francisco,

California, 1945; advisor. United States delegation to the first session of the

General Assembly of the United Nations, 1946; member, policy planning staff.

Department of State, 1947; Deputy United States Representative, Interim

Committee, United Nations General Assembly, 1948; and professor, Williams

(61)

College, Williamstown, Massachusetts, 1947 to 1950* (138-2229-1)
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Johnson has said that Alger Hiss had been his supervisor in the

Department of State and that they had worked together closely on a number

of projects* including that of establishing United States policy on international

control of atomic energy in 1946* He has stated that he had been in close

contact with Hiss until he {Johnson) left the Department of State in 1647, and

that he had seen Hiss "occasionally” since then* In 1649, the International

(121-33180-7, p. 5)

Organization, official publication of the World Peace Foundation, listed Hiss

and Johnson as trustees of the foundation. Regarding this relationship,

(116-333351)
Freda Utley, in her booh, The China Story, said;

’’When. **a leakage of top secret information was
traced to the Division of International Security
Affairs (whose function was to service the

United States representatives in. the United
Nations), its chief, Joseph E. Johnson, resigned,
Johnson had formerly been Alger Hiss’s top
assistant at the State Department. ” $2)

In 1938, Johnson contributed $50 to the Friends of the Abraham

Lincoln Brigade* in memory of a childhood friend who bad been killed

while fighting for the Spanish Loyalists* In 1651, he was a member of\the

(121-33180-1) . \

board of trustees of the American Institute of Pacific Relations* (138-2229-23, p, 2)

See Appendix for citation.
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(8) Ronald Cope McKay

Ronald Cops McKay1 is a professor of history at Harvard University
* V , ?

and, from 1940 to 1902, was chairman of the Faculty Committee on International

and Regional Studies, He has been a trustee of the World Peace Foundation

since 1953. From 1941 to 1944,. he served as a member of the board of

analysts* Office of the Coordinator of Information and Office of Strategic

: m *

.

"
;

“ v;\
Services,

(77-23501)
'

/
'

1

/
f

‘

(9) Tracy Stebbins Voorhees

. . Tracy Stebbihs Voorhees was Special Assistant to the Secretary of

War from 1946 to 1947; War Department Food Administrator for Occupied

Areas from 1947 to 1848; Assistant Secretary of the Army from 1948 to 1949;

Under Secretary of the Army from 1949 to 1950; Defence Advisor to the United

States Mission to the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (with the rahh of

minister); and Director of Offshore Procurement ln Surdps for the Secretary of

. Defense, from 1953 to 1984; consultant to the Secretary of Defense 1904; and

chairman of the President’s Committee for Hungarian Refugee Belief from 1950: *.
.

",
(64)

.

to 1957, Re has been a trustee of the World Peace Foundation since 1047.

(77-59677-44,
63)

'«
,

'*•
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(10) Arnold Oscar Wolfera

Arnold Oscar Wolfera was president of the World Peace Foundation r

in 1955, but since 1957 has been director of the Johns Hopldns Washington

Center of Foreign Policy Research, From 1942 to 1944, he was an expert

consultant with the Office of die Provost Marshal General; from 1944 to 1945*

he was a consultant with the Office of Strategic Services; and in 1947, he was
<65)

a member of the resident faculty of the National War College,

(100-309003! 105-13723-1, 16; 124-6084; 121-28138-14; 100-7056-80; 40-31189-2)

c, Influential Board

To date* there has been no indication that the World Peace

Foundation has hadshy affiliation with--or been subjected to any infiltration

;

by—organizations 'of a subversive nature* As in the case of the Ford

Foundation, thesis most fortunate for the people of the United States, for

r

although it has h&en described by one of its officials as operating on a

/ (

’’moderate inCoixte, ” any organization that can claim the Secretary of Pate,
t

a former Assistant Secretary of State, a former Under Secretary of the

Army, and aj former member of the policy planning staff of the Department

of State astrustees is in a position to exert untold influence on our Nations

foreign policy (100-15760; 116-387769-4; 62-60527-42495; 100-356137-1035)
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IV. FOUNDATIONS PROMOTING SECURITY OF UNITED STAGES

The first two categories of funds and foundations studied above

include those Which have favored causes inimical to the best interests of the

United States and those which, although not Sponsoring questionable or

subversive causes to date, are nevertheless so powerful and influential that

any step by them in that directiosviccmld conceivably bring great harm upon this
f

country. The third category*—yet to be explored—includes those philanthropic

foundations which have actually taken positive steps to aid the internal security

efforts of the United States, Among these might well be included the American

Heritage, Foundation, which was Incorporated in 1947 as a "non-partisan,

non-political, educational organization functioning in the interest of a higher

level of citizenship throughout the United States*” Its first four programs
V

have been the nationwide tour of the Freedom Train, the "get-out-the-vote’ *

campaign of Ilf50, the national program commemorating the 175th anniversary

of the Declaration of Independence in 1951, and the National Non-Fartisan

i

Register and Vote Campaign of 1952* (62 -830 54)



V. RESPONSIBILITY OF FOUNDATIONS TO SOCIETY

Funds and foundations receive from society certain highly

advantageous concessions, not the least of which is exemption from taxes.

In return for these privileges, and in view of the fact that the ultimate

beneficiary of their works is society itself, it would seem entirely proper

that these philanthropic bodies should be held accountable for their

stewardship* Likewise, the men who operate them often have a power

far greater than that granted to any elected or appointed Government

officials. The latter are held to an exact loyalty. No such restraints

are placed upon the trustees or officers of charitable foundations. They

may support their favorite causes pr see that donations are made to

institutions or organizations on whose directive boards they also sit.

nf

;
t*

They may be donors and recipients at the same time. They may favor
\

their friends ‘or relatives and pay salaries and fees without limitation,

So fpr, it would appear that most funds and foundations are being
t

t

used for legitimate purposes and are accomplishing much good* They are

building hospitals, increasing teachers* salaries, financing research into

/
' - 40 -
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CONFIDENTIAL

<L

the causes of disease, preventing and curing juvenile delinquency, giving

aid to the poof* donating to religious causes* providing funds for struggling

young scientists, and helping talented artists, composers, and writers.

Unfortunately, as with any group, there are a handful that use their funds

to the detriment of their country and their fellow citizens. It is important

that Americans learn to distinguish between the two and encourage the former

while toping a vigilant eye on the latter*
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APPENDIX

ORGANIZATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS MARKED FOR CITATION

Listed below are the names of organizations and publications in
the preceding pages which were marked by asterisks for citation in the
Appendix.

Those organizations or publications cited by Congressional or state

committees are listed in the Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publications
prepared and released by the Committee on Un-American Activities, U. S,

House of Representatives, Washington, D. C., January 2, 1057. Those cited
by the committees have been identified in the following list by the page number
on which the citations appear in the Guide.

Those designated by the Attorney General of the United States

pursuant to Executive Order 10450 have been identified with the notation:

Executive Order 10460.

American Committee for Protection of Foreign Born (Executive Order 10459)

American Russian Institute for Cultural Relations with the Soviet Union
(Executive Order 10450)

American Russian Institute of San Francisco (Executive Order 10450)

American Youth for Democracy (Executive Order 10400)

California Labor School (Executive Order 10450)

Civil Rights Congress (Executive Order 10450)

Communist Party, USA (Executive Order 10450)

Council for Pan-American Democracy (Executive Order 10450)
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1958; now published on a

weel&y basic as the People*s Florid.

SaS^S®&^3« *«* 1953; now published on a

weekly basis as The Worker .

Friends of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade (Guide, p. 40)

Institute of Pacific Relations (Guide, p. 45)

Joint Anti-fascist Refugee Committee (Executive Order 10459)

tabor Research Association, Inc. (Executive Order 10450)

Labor Youth League (Executive Order 10450)

national Council of American-Soviet Friendship (Executive Order 10450)

national Emergency Conference for Democratic Bights (Guide, p. 08)

National Lawyers* Guild (Guide, p< 64)

National Negro Congress (Executive Order 10450)
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of New World Review.
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office

Director, FBI

i

UNITEEf Hks GOVERNMENT

date: October 28, 1959

Jr<'ROM SAC, Birmingham

SUBJECT: MONOGRAPH^,NO. 59
ENTITLED-^'FUNDS AND FOUNDATIONS’*

This Monograph, dated October, 1959, has received,
numerous favorable comments in the Birmingham Office, and I
feel personally that it represents an. exceptionally fine
handling of a hitherto unexploited field. In plain and
understandable language , it outlines the description of
the Funds and their activities and will assist us consider-
ably in our investigations insofar as evaluation of
information we receive regarding the Funds.

The high caliber of this Monograph is to be
commended and is typical of the type of contribution
that has been received in this regard in the past.

3 -Bureau
1-Birmingham
CMKrrlg
(4)
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/\CE!m*AL RESEARCH MATTER ~ *

Reference is m^ds to the enclosed newspaper clipping from the Valley

Times which reported on theyRockefeller Brothers Fund Report on Foreign Policy

and about which the Director ated if the Report had been reviewed. -- j
"

The report referred to was issued December 7v 1959, by the^Rockefeller

Brothers^und Special Studies Project and was titled tlSh^Rd-Centoy GhaH^ng^tg”
U. .STf^eiffl^pjlcy.

* *^It 'is th^fiftSln a series of studiesapd was pubfish^h^
Doubleday^n^^Company, Incorporated. A copy of the report is enclosed.

j

TJie report represents the result of a self-described effort "to assess the

i major problems of foreign policy over the next decade. " The need for such an

assessment^ according to the report, stems from the fact that our current foreign

policy jolts along on a day-to-day basis from crisis to crisis. The report advocates

the development of long-range planning based on a total perspective of growing world

problems. -

j

i?The report is largely a rehash of issues which have been debated at length

already. It starts with the agreeable premise, for example, that to be on sound

grounds internationally, we must put our own national house in order. It points to

the growing problems in the social, economic, and political upheavals in Latin Americaj.

Asia, and Africa and calls for increased aid to those areas with no strings attached.

The most important aspect of the study concerns Communist China. The

report singles out that country as an awakening giant which,has made this country its

primary enemy and which is embarked on a course that,'historically, has led to

aggression. The situation, according to the report, calls for a greater knowledge of

what Communist China is and where it is headed. •
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: Rockefeller Brothers,Fund

Study on U. S. Foreign Policy

Without saying so directly, the report implies that we must afford

H
Communist China, diplomatic recognition and cease opposing its entry into the

United Nations.

The essential nature of the report is seen in what may be regarded as its

over-all solution to the current problems. It calls for an increased, awareness on

the part of the general public to the problems confronting us as a Nation so that

foreign policy may be formulated on the long-range basis of national purpose flowing

out of the public’s knowledge of the threats facing us and what must be done to meet

them.

While the report appears unlikely to make any direct impact on the

general public, it may assume growing importance in another respect. It

constitutes a powerful weapon for Democrats to use in this politically important

year. Immediately after its issuance, for' example, Harry Truman, Dean Acheson,

and Hubert Humphrey hailed it as full of "solid wisdom," Their acclamation of

it may have been based, however, more on the fact that, criticizing as it does

aspects of our present foreign policy, it makes a good political weapon.

If the Democrats use the report extensively this year as a political weapon,

their references to it may have impact on our international dealings . The

implication advanced in the report, for example, that we must afford Communist

China diplomatic recognition and cease opposing its entry into the United Nations

may receive impetus and gain increasing support. Such an eventuality provides

an excellent example which serves to illustrate the point made in the over-all

Study on Funds and Foundations we prepared last year, pointing out that they can

have a, decided impact on. both our national and international development through

'(the work they do.

RECOMMENDATION: /
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GEORGE TODT'S

OPINION
-m ^

Warned On Asian Communism
'"Which I wish to remark—
And my language is plain,—

That for ways that are dark
And for tricks that are vain,

The heathen Chinee is pecu-

liar.”

BRET HARTE — Plain Lan-
guage from Truthful James.

According to the newjy^re- I

i leased Rockefeller^Brothers I

Fund Report on .Foreign Pol- I

icy—all 74 pages and 30,000 I

words of it—we had better I

keep a waxy eye cocked in the

direction of an erstwhile sleep-

k ing giant, Red China.

Speaking very frankly, the

astute findings of the distin-

guished committee involved in

the studies indicate that the

boys from Peiping are hell-

bent down the course of ag-

gression — and the United

States is its bogey-man.

In succint language, the re-

port states that Red China's

S “overriding political and stra-

tegic aim is undoubtedly to

undermine American influ-

ence, to separate the United

States from its friends and
supporters in Asia, and to

force the withdrawal of U. S.

defensive forces.”

We have been nominated
and elected by acclamation to

•be the “supreme enemy, the

one major obstacle” of the

present Red Chinese regime—
the one which numerous soft-

headed pseudoliberals out in

left field advocate increasing-

ly that we should “appease”

by bringing it into the United

Nations, thus gaining it a
measure of semi-respectability

through “guilt by association”

processes, perhaps.

What sensible person might
imagine that barbaric Red
China would be any more
amenable to the influence of

civilization and culture inside

the U. N. than out of it?

Would Tibet have been any
less another Hungary if Mao
Tze-tung had been invited to

address the General Assembly
in New York?

Is the Communist cult of

- murderers, with all its inter-

t
' national conspiratorial ramifi-

b i cations, going to yield to

,
sweetness and light through

' being granted membership for

|^Red China in the U. N. Club?

Actually, we would gain lit-

f'fie for 'the piwe^es West-"

jlj cm civilization by admitting

this known enemy into a group

jUw*hero the Communist, influ-

V| enc’e already, causes ..us; .too

.t4 much' .woe for our *

Why double its powerful influ-

ence, then?
It seems to me that anyone

who pleads Red China’s case

in any particular ought to be _

stamped as one who does our
country a grave disservice.

Who fit themselves into such

"a category?
One very interesting pas-

sage from the Rockefeller Re-
port pertains to current Soviet

Russian tactics on the world
‘ stage, as follows:

“If Soviet aims were mere-
ly greater economic welfare

for itself and for its neighbors,

it might be a cause for rejoic-

ing. In fact, however, support-

ed by propaganda, infiltration

and subversion, aided by the

implied threat of its military

power, the Soviet regime gives

every evidence that it hopes to

expand until it has gained a
clear preponderance of power
in the world.”

I

Those who expect the Red
leopard to change its spots

can also expect to hear a
shrimp whistle, to paraphrase
Mr. Khrushchev.
The part of the report pre-

pared under the sponsorship of

the Rockefeller Brothers Fui\d

which I liked best was one
which touched on the domestic
front—and it is vital to our fu-

ture as a great nation. This is

it:

In dealing with the develop-

ment of foreign policy within

the U. S. government, the re-

port repudiated all arguments
that foreign policy is somehow
too complicated and remote
for understanding by the citi-

zens of our republic.

It was made eminently cle^r

that the role of leadership ?s

to determine the issues of pub-

lic discussion and recommend
lines of action so that discus-

sion can he relevant to possi-

ble solution.

Said the Rockefeller Report:

“If the role of leadership is

not adequately fulfilled, pubtifc

discussion is left with litthjt

other function than attack orA
criticism ...”

,

i

This column has long sup- *

ported the concept that an
adequately informed public

should make its voice heard in

the formation of national and
foreign policy.

The voice of the people, bul-

warked behind intelligent and
down-to-earth moral concept^/'

“ reasoirand patriotism^ is stiff

the Republic's first line of deV

fense in these trying times in '<

which we, live today.'; ;

;Lei£ speak out according in

-

: our co&feCksnee now* Why not?'

ENCLOSURE

REC- 69
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Have You Read these Other Rockefeller Panel Reports?

International Security:

The Military Aspect

",
. . one of Ihe most thorough and solemn analyses of the West's security

'problems produced since the war." <
.. ...r

, ,

r
James Reston, New York Times

(

The Challenge to America:

Its Economic and Social Aspects

. 75 *

",
, , a remarkable document which deserves the close attention and study

MWvdbm..:
taYork J

"...intelligent capitalism at its finest,"

New York Herald Tribune

Foreign Economic Policy

for the Twentieth Century

75 *

, throws some fresh, creative ideas into the public hopper .

.

Des Moines Register

"... a powerful and very timely appeal for establishment of a new 'economic

structure' for the free world,.." ... ,, . ...

Washington Star

The Pursuit of Excellence:

Education and the Future of America

75 *

“.
.

.
provides a vital resource of ideas and insights , ,

."

Saturday Review

",
.

.

may start a new era of educational theory and action in America."

New York Post, Max Lerner
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take hold of the human mind, changing the atmosphere in which all

decisions are reached.

Many additional developments are afoot which contain within

themselves the possibility of redirecting the stream of international events.

We are at the point where several revolutionary developments merge

and overlap. Scientific progress, the industrialization of hitherto under-

developed countries, the growth in populations, combine to give their

special cast to affairs. New regional and international structures, as well

as new situations within the Communist world, are unfolding rapidly.

In the light of these conditions, the American people cannot afford

to let short-range considerations preoccupy them to the exclusion of a

long view and a total perspective on world problems. To deal coura-

geously with the problems of the cold war and still to see and act beyond

them—this, we submit, is the need of foreign policy today. It is the basic

challenge before us all. The United States has been jolting along from

crisis to crisis, viewing foreign policy, as a rather unpleasant device for

warding off threats all over the world. Bold action has too often been

conceived as little more than putting Russia in a superficially embarrassing

or awkward position. The fateful rivalry of the cold war may persist for

a long time; nevertheless, this is an incident in a far greater world drama.

We cannot escape—and indeed should welcome—the task which history

has imposed on us. This is the task of helping to shape a new world

order in all its dimensions—spiritual, economic, political, social.

There is the challenge. There also is the hope and the practical

possibility. The men and women of our generation should know they

have the chance to do something daring and creative. ' They are not

prisoners of history; they do not have to walk a treadmill without alterna-

tives or choices. They do not have to reconcile themselves to the loss of

any value they hold dear. They can, on the contrary, hold reasonably in

their minds the most ancient and the newest of all earthly visions: a

peaceful world with justice and well-being for all.
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This is not to say that the problems of World War II have been

liquidated or to suggest that the experience of those who have lived

through the trials and controversies of the last two decades is not an

indispensable ingredient of policy. It would be all too easy for those who

come onto the stage at this time to minimize the difficulties of dealing

with the Soviet dictatorship, to give too little weight to the long train of

deceptions and frustrations which has made American negotiators of

necessity tough, suspicious, and insistent on guarantees of compliance.

Yet, not inconceivably, new points of common interest, as well as new

symptoms of danger, could reassert themselves. Understanding will

require of Americans not only alertness but a living knowledge of history.

A public is now being formed which looks beyond the unsolved

problems of a past generation. The interests of this new public are with

the present; its emotional detachment from the problems of World War

II and its immediate aftermath is bound to affect the tone of the future.

If that is true in our own country, it should not be overlooked that the

same thing is occurring in other countries as well,

Invariably in such a changeover of generations the old subjects

of controversies persist, but somehow the words—and even the issues

—

begin to cloak a new meaning. The best minds among the older genera-

tion perform the exceedingly difficult task of using old phrases while

maintaining a clear understanding that the underlying substance has

altered. Younger men, for whom the changed meaning tends to be the

one chiefly grasped or understood, have the more difficult obligation to

keep alive the awareness of continuity. As the residues and overtones of

the earlier condition begin to fade, a new condition takes shape. It is

more radically new, more fundamentally different, than the content of

public discourse would by itself indicate,

Many problems now under discussion date from the end of World

War II. But beneath the surface new factors and conditions have since

come into play. Men and women on both sides of the Iron Curtain find

themselves thinking in terms of the present and the future, though the

arguments are cast in the form of precedents going back many years.

While old things thus develop new purposes and meanings, some

genuinely new things enter the world situation, A generation which thinks

in terms of the vast distances of space cannot but have a somewhat dif-

ferent outlook upon some of today’s insoluble problems. The stubborn

and familiar issues of the postwar era must appear in a fresh perspective

to men who are to look upon the round globe from the void which sur-

rounds it, Gradually, almost imperceptibly, a new perspective may thus

IV 73



VIII—On Entering a

New Phase

In the affairs of nations there are moments when the substance

of things undergoes a subtle change. Events and upheavals which shake

the surface may have already occurred; but men suddenly become aware

of forces at work on a deeper level. They sense instinctively that hence-

forth the direction of things will be altered.

This panel is convinced that such a change is now coming over

the international scene. It is bound to affect the foreign policy of the

United States. That policy, we believe, is entering a new phase, keyed

to themes and interests which have not yet received general recognition.

The precise formulas and policies of this phase cannot in the

nature of things be immediately discerned. A whole generation will be

concerned with working out these policies—finding the means to deal

effectively with the cold war in which we are now necessarily engaged

and to proceed to measures adequate to cope with a world stage enlarged

and made more complex by emerging forces and peoples coming newly

into their own, The task of statesmanship in the next decade must be to

define with fresh darity the purposes which the United States wishes to

achieve. To this end it must reinterpret existing policies as well as devise

new ones,

This process is already overdue.

Fourteen years have now passed since the end of World War II,

This is a long time, if not in terms of history, at least in terms of the life

of a generation. When a similar period had passed after World War I,

the United States was approaching the end of the Harding, Coolidge

and Hoover eras and was embarking on the New Deal. Those who were

coming of age in the thirties will bear witness to the fact that the First

World War did not then loom very large in their minds. The fight over

the League of Nations seemed, for instance, a remote historical event.

The generation now entering college must find it hard to concern itself

in any more serious way with episodes so important and so comparatively

recent as Yalta, the civil war in China, or the Czechoslovakian coup; at

best these are historical incidents, remote from personal experience.

Foreword

by the Overall Panel

The issues of foreign policy—comprehending the ultimate ques-

tions of war and peace, indeed the very survival of our civilization

—must be the concern today of every citizen of our Republic.

feller Brothers Fund, Inc., is an attempt to assess the major problems

of foreign policy over the next decade, as they appear to one group

of citizens. They are problems of great delicacy and complexity.

Unlike most of those in the realm of national policy they often

depend for their answer upon the actions of other nations besides

our own. Our own citizens can determine upon many specific lines

of action in the management of our domestic 4ms. But they

cannot in the same way assert, for example, that we shall have peace

or disarmament. These are part of vast and complex reciprocal rela-

tionships, not readily subject to simple resokes or single-handed

decisions,

For these reasons, this report tries to state the philosophy

and aims of American foreign policy, avoiding specific recommen-

dations where they would tend to oversimplify issues.

New forces, new interests, a new generation, are all urging

the statesmen of this and other countries to look to the future. This

report urges a foreign policy which seeks to shape events and is

should be a world order in which aU nations can find their needs

tionment of power, nor a universally accepted way of life, It is a

community of diverse peoples, cemented by a recognition of law,

resting upon a wide range of regional and international institutions,

Hostile confrontation of the free nations by Soviet Russia

and Communist China exists as a cardinal fact. It requires the most

determined and the most resourceful action if it is not to bring

about an undermining of the free world or to break out into armed

conflict, Yet apart from the Sino-Soviet threat there are grave

problems which the free nations would neglect at their peril.
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Ed the Russian ad Chinese Revolutions never taken place

,

Constitution because it is convinced that yfirani- improvements can be

there muU still have been challenges more formidable than it is effected within the existing basic law. The form of the appropriate

the lot of most generations to face, The basic changes in the world arrangements and procedures—whether through the creation of a Joint

order, the rise of fierce national sentiments just as the ideal of self-
Commission, or otherwise—the assignment of tasks, and the action to

sufficient nationhood is losing much of its validity, the economic ad
^

be taken upon recommendations would require negotiated agreement, on

technological revolutions, the growth of populations ad of racial a nonpartisan basis, between the Executive and the Legislature, There

tensions—these by themselves would have presented statesmen with are obvious difficulties, but the panel believes that they are small when

vast problems, On top of them has come the new age brought in measured against the necessity for more effective procedures in the conduct

by the splitting of the atom; ad communism has been added to

the fateful brew, The contrast between the rich ad the poor
N> '.

of our foreign relations in the years ahead.

nations, still widening at mid-century, sums up in itself tensions ad

turbulence in store for the world, unless bold measures can be taken

in concert by all the nations,

This report follows, ad in some aspects sums up ad

expads, four other reports issued as part of the Special Stdies

Project, These earlier reports have dealt with national defense,

foreign economic policy, the national economy of the United

States, ad problems of education ad talent in our democracy,

The present report will be followed, in turn, by discussions relating

to the democratic process and the moral framework of national

purpose.

This report on foreign policy was, like the others, shaped in

discussions by a special subpanel; it has been carefully reviewed at

various stages ad in its completed form by the whole group, Not

every member of the Overall Panel endorses every detail of the

report which follows, but all of us have approved its substance,

-

LAURANCE S. ROCKEFELLER, president, Rockefeller Brothers Fund,

Inc.; chairman of the panel.

ADOLF A. BERLE, JR., senior partner, Berle, Berle and Brunner;

former Ambassador to Brazil and Assistant Secretary of State.

^

CHESTER BOWLES, Member of Congress; former Ambassador to India

t

and Governor of Connecticut.
<

ARTHUR F. BURNS, president, The National Bureau of Economic Re-
'

search; professor of economics, Columbia University,
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position to identify and explain to the public those large issues where

popular judgment and support is vital.

E. EXECUTIVE-LEGISLATIVE COOPERATION

In addition to the office of Secretary of State, the relation be-

tween the executive and legislative branches needs to be reconsidered.

The outlook for American foreign policy must take into account the

special complexities of the American constitutional and political system.

It was deliberately devised to provide a large measure of individual

freedom in the citizen’s relation to public power. Although it has proved

itself capable of considerable adjustment its primary characteristics have

survived and Americans would not wish to revise it in any fundamental

way. The separation of powers between the federal and state governments

and the checks and balances within the federal government itself have

two major consequences in the conduct of foreign relations. The first is

that the United States can act effectively and persistently only upon the

basis of a broad consensus among both citizens and public servants; the

second is that the processes by which we arrive at national policy and

specific decisions are complex, slow and unsophisticated.

There is reason to believe, nevertheless, that there is serious

concern in both the executive and legislative branches as to whether the

federal government is properly organized to conduct the nation’s business

in the foreign policy field during, say, the next quarter century. But

neither the Executive nor the Congress, acting alone, is likely to be able

to effect significant improvement, The problem encounters sensitive

questions of constitutional prerogative on both sides and it is asking too

much to expect those who have been entrusted with these prerogatives

to yield them lightly. Nor is there in the American scene a recognized

collection of wise and experienced men whose advice on such matters

would elicit the respect and attention of the public and its official servants.

The panel believes that there would be merit in the establishment

of appropriate arrangements and procedures, by agreement between the

Executive and Congress, for joint study and action on the organizational

and procedural aspects of foreign policy, What is needed is a serious and

thoughtful consultation on constitutional arrangements between the execu-

tive and legislative branches. The panel believes that such a joint study

should consider improvements which do not involve amendments to the
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and their culture. Such a notion could only have arisen among a people

that had not been drawn fully into the making of foreign policy, and

did not understand its significance in the modern world,

The same basic lack of comprehension which has deprived the

fc foreign service of vital support has acted, also, to make the Secretaryship

of State an almost impossible office in this country. The public has tended

to be mistrustful of the Secretary of State, whatever his political party or

1

whatever the actual.policies he has pursued.' It has condemned him to

spend a disproportionate amount of his time and energies in explaining

and justifying his course. It has thus exacted a toll of his vital spirits and

of his capacity for objective thinking which can ill be spared in the

harsh contest with the Soviets.

These results have come about in part, we believe, because the

right relation between public participation and official leadership had not

been clearly enough worked out. The public has felt itself excluded from

its full and rightful share in foreign policy. It has vaguely supposed that

the Secretary of State was usurping its prerogatives—shaping a policy not

readily comprehensible and not in line with its largest interests. Hence

its suspicion and its ever-ready disapprobation.

The American Secretary of State has had his relations with the

public further complicated, and his role in shaping of policy weakened,

by the heavy and often conflicting demands which in recent years the

office has exacted. The Secretary of State has tried to be an administrative

officer, to carry on detailed negotiations in different parts of the world,

to be a trouble-shooter at various spots of tension, to be the country s

representative at innumerable international conferences and its spokes-

man in the major debates of the United Nations, He is accountable to

'
Congress and to the public through press conferences and constant ques-

tioning by Congressional committees. Finally, he is in constant negotia-

tion with powerful domestic agencies in the fields of military power,

economic development and information. It has been difficult; in the

midst, of all this, for the Secretary of State to give to over-all policy

that continuous thought and attention which diplomatic strategy requires

in a world so essentially interrelated, where every problem touches

every other.

We believe it is of the utmost importance that the task of the

,
Secretary of State be defined so as to permit concentration upon policy

at the highest level. As a result there would be restored to diplomatic

representatives on the spot the responsible function they have been in

danger of losing, The Secretary of State, meanwhile, would be in a
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D. THE AGENCIES OF FOREIGN POLICY

It an be said, therefore, that the public has not been excluded

by the emphasis of the modern state upon foreign policy. On the con-

trary, it has been given a newly indispensable role. In perceiving that it

is not expected to intervene everywhere and at every point in diplomatic

maneuvers, the public can gain confidence and scope so as to intervene

decisively where its judgment and moral perceptions are required. It is

then in a position to set goals, to choose between alternatives—above all,

to give to negotiation the substantive content without which it becomes

sterile or dangerous bartering. Only when it has seen afresh in an age

of great issues the nature of an effective foreign policy an the public

be in a position to sustain the personalities, agencies and institutions

through which foreign policy 'is conducted.

In a mature democracy the Department of State and the Foreign

Service require a degree of popular support which has not been regularly

forthcoming. The stereotype of a foreign service officer as a man in striped

pants who trades secrets at cocktail parties has, happily, been modified in

recent years. But the public does not yet have a full sense of the skill,

dedication and often selflessness which are asked of representatives in

this field. It still does not set as high a value as it should upon the role

of these officials.

A democracy cannot afford to provide them with careers—in terms

of opportunity for promotion and in terms of pay—which fall short of

the highest careers of public life, The barring of top diplomatic posts to

men not endowed with private wealth must be corrected. Ample salaries

and allowances for living and entertainment are provided out of public

funds by nations far less rich than the United States. The primary

quality for appointment should be excellence, and means must be found

to assure that excellence is not barred for any reason.

The challenges which should bring the best men into the parts

of the government concerned with foreign policy must be operative, too,

in many fields of private activity. The positiye foreign policy which this

report has stressed cannot be effectuated unless men and women in large

numbers are prepared to undertake the hard work and,often the consider-

able personal sacrifices which foreign assignments entail; Or, let us say,

rather, "which foreign assignments should entail”. For too often it has

been supposed that tasks in the service 'of the nation on be carried out

lefthandedly, with no real effort to enter into the lives and the thoughts

of other people, without speaking their language or knowing their history

Introduction by Panel I

the world is going through a period of profound and rapid change,

placing upon men and nations unusual strains which will endure

as far as we can see into the future, After the hurst of energies

now loosed in all realms of life—in hash discoveries, in technology,

in population growth, in human expectations—the tide may abate

and future generations may he able to settle down to consolidate

and enjoy their gains. Or it may be that the wave of change is

cumulative and will demand of men hereafter an adaptability and

resourcefulness such as we can now only dimly imagine, For the

living generation and its children, the question is not relevant. We

shall spend our lives in the midst of change. We shall do well—

indeed, we shall survke-in proportion as we can understand what

is going on in our civilization, can in some measure adjust our-

selves to it and in some measure shape it.

In the order of things with which foreign policy is con-

cerned, the change manifests-itself in many ways, The old system

of empire through which much of the world was governed for at

least a century—its commerce sustained, its differences adjusted, its

peace in the main preservedr-has broken down irreparably, The

balance of power in its older forms no longer exists, Many new

nations have arisen on wave's of nationalist feelings, just when older

nations have begun to sense from their own experience that

nationalism is rapidly changing in nature, World powers have

come freshly on the stage; but the nature of power under modem

conditions has been so suddenly and basically transformed that the

newcomers alternate between feeling themselves capable of unprece-

dented achievements and feeling themselves confined and lacking

in essential means to satisfy their needs.

As in other fields of modern life, changes in foreign policy

go far deeper than working out novel arrangements or combina-

tions. Statesmen discover that they are not merely making different

moves upon an old chessboard. The rules of the game have changed.

The chessboard itself may be said to have disappeared, Nations

and alliances, spheres of interest and balances of power, appear in

new forms, The present competition between the Soviet dictator-

ship and the United States is essentially different from the tradi-

tional concept of balance of power. NATO has features which set
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it apart from military alliances as they have formerly existed. Even

the distinction between a state of peace and war has been blurred

by new forms of national conflicts which do not seem to have the

aspects or consequences of either, In result, words which form the

vocabulary of historic diplomacy—sovereignty, independence, neu-

trality, nonintervention, internationalism—describe only imperfect-

ly the actualities to which they refer.

To get changes recognized, to inject new facts into the politi-

cal process, are recognized tasks of statesmanship, At present these

tasks are formidable, Policies lag behind awareness; awareness lags

behind the constantly evolving reality, Even responsible leaders

find it hard to adjust their minds to the existing, but rapidly pass-

ing, state of things. The public at large, disturbed by recurrent

crises, often indifferent or poorly informed, thinks in terns of the

past decade or even century—when any one year brings changes

enough to require a review of policy, As a result, the image of the

world existing in the public mind is often strangely unreal, Lacking

a secure footing in reality, men tend to project themsekes into a

nonexistent future or else into an irretrievable past.

The Med to shape valid, policies, fitted to present realities

and sensitive to coming changes, falls at a time when questions

other than those in the realm of foreign policy are gaining ascend-

ancy in the minds of men, Beneath the threat of total destruction

there is growing everywhere hope of unprecedented gains in stand-

ards of living, providing not merely material advantage but the

basis for a more worthy existence. Peoples long without a- decent

share of the good things of life begin to make their wants felt. The

"rising expectations” which supply so considerable a part of the

revolutionary ferment of the modern age exist as strongly in rich

as in poor nations, New vistas of opportunity unfold, and amid

the preoccupations thus engendered, foreign policy is bound to

take on a new tone and character,,

; /
That such bright prospects should exist side by side with the

grim portents of the new weapons of destruction gives to this age

a special poignancy. It could be said that modern life thus acquires

a quality quite its own—except that a like quality is known to all

ages which, through religious faith, have deeply apprehended as

reality both heaven and hell. In terms of foreign policy, as we shall

point out in this report, the rising hopes for domestic prosperity

put certain definite challenges to the United States, tor the moment,

The danger, as we see it, is that negotiations carried on by profes-

sional diplomats (as they must be) and conducted (as again they must be)

with a certain measure of sustained privacy, will decline into a sterile

bargaining. In such circumstances, substantive goals tend to be forgotten.

Moral convictions begin to fade. Then one of two things happens. Either

the negotiations become hopelessly stalemated, with propaganda their only

function; or else a settlement becomes in itself an objective, regardless

of its content and consequences.

Long-range negotiations without substantive goals give to the

adversary the opportunity of setting the terms and inviting the other

side to meet him half way. The terms may be exorbitant, and their

reduction in the course of diplomatic bargaining may still leave the

agreement quite unrelated to justice or good sense. It may also leave

it unrelated to stability. The latter point may be the more difficult to

grasp, for stability often seems to rest with the other side’s feeling satis-

fied. But there an be no satisfaction, no repose and no peace, where the

communist side has the feeling that it can set high terms and invariably

get a good portion of what it asks for.
'

The need for substantive goals is particularly true because of the

difference—too often unnoticed—between negotiations among friendly

powers and negotiations with a power implacable in the pursuit of its

own interests, Among friendly powers common objectives can be assumed

;

the problem of negotiation is a technical one; namely, to achieve a goal

upon which all are agreed. But in such a situation as prevails when

the United States faces the Soviet government across the bargaining table,

the latter has its own clear long-range aims. Unless the U. S. represen-

tatives 'are equally lucid about their objectives and purposes, they will

find that negotiations are fruitful neither in reaching accord nor in

avoiding the sacrifice of important interests.

A slow attrition of interest an be avoided only when the national

objectives are clearly defined, when the debate is initiated by responsible

leadership and carried forward through the processes .of a vigorous public,

opinion. This-may be considered taking the .initiative on foreign affairs.

It is indeed the way in which the initiative is really meaningful: not as

a propaganda device -for embarrassing the Soviet government, but as a

means of putting the discussion in a frame of reference which protects

and tends to enhance our own largest interests. The goals can thus become

a matter of public knowledge and profound national conviction. The

steps in the negotiations, meanwhile, can be surrounded with the privacy

which is essential to serious and responsible dealings between nations.
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Candor in regard to atomic weapons or other grave matters is

often identified with a policy of scaring the citizens out of pleasure-

seeking and complacency. But this is only a small part of what we mean

by candor. The essence of it is a full and frank unfolding of knowledge

and its analysis in relation to the policy alternatives which are feasible

and in the realm of acceptability. The democratic process is not neces-

sarily furthered when, for example, bald figures are released upon estimates

of the number of casualties in an atomic bombing of the United States.

Such information by itself may merely inhibit the responsible functioning

of public opinion. Democracy begins to be fulfilled only when the

country’s leaders present in all their dimensions such problems as the

level of conventional armaments or civil defense and at the same time

make recommendations for action. Then the problem becomes compre-

hensible, It can be faced, it can be debated, and a tolerable solution can

be reached.

We have said that there are comparatively few real or relevant

secrets withheld from the public. Nevertheless, there has grown up a

tendency toward secrecy within certain elements of the government, and

this has helped create in the public a feeling that it is cut off from vital

information. Admitting necessity for secrecy in certain military and diplo-

matic affairs, we feel that, when there is doubt, the balance must go in

favor of revealing information. The open world which this report makes

one of its basic objectives can hardly flourish if there is an unnecessary

tendency toward restrictions at home. The freest possible intellectual

exchange means, among other things, exchange between the government

and its own citizens.

C. THE PUBLIC AND NEGOTIATIONS

The importance of the kind of leadership that sets the framework

of debate is particularly important because of the long negotiations in

prospect between this country and the Soviets. These negotiations are

essential, They will provide, it may be hoped, opportunities for genuine

accord as time and circumstances bring the interests of the two countries

into conformity at limited but important points. But such negotiations,

protracted and continuous, could give a dangerous bias to the foreign

policy of the United States unless led with firm convictions and backed

by an enlightened public opinion,
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it is enough to suggest that the forces of change running through

the world have a different dimension than that immediately evident

to statesmen and diplomats. Not only are forms of international life

in the crucible, but even the texture of men’s individual existences,

the pattern of their hopes and the scheme of things they live by.

Out of new plenty they are resolved to make a new civilization,

using production as a means to a better life for all.

In these circumstances, we believe the United States can well

make a fresh appraisal of its foreign policy. This report, the result

of a group effort by Panel 1 of the Special Studies Project,, reflects

our substantial agreement, though not every member of the panel

subscribes to every detail, The report hob to the future, some-

times trying to see forward for the next ten years, sometimes beyond.

Given the pace of events, only by trying to look ahead can one hope

to hit the target of the present, It is not the purpose of this report

to grapple with a large number of specific situations which are now

the concern of officials responsible for day-to-day decisions,

The report attempts, therefore, to indicate directions and

priorities, It may suggest considerations which the policy maker

in o§ce may be too constrained or too harried to weigh; it may

open minds to the possibilities of the future, No one who tries to

look even ten years ahead can expect not to be very often wrong,

But it is certain that one would be fatally wrong if he failed to look

ahead, assuming that the present foreign policies of the United

States are fixed and permanent. What do remain fxed are American

ideals and values. Foreign policy seeks to give these reality, In so

doing, it will in the years ahead surely call for the most sustained

and concerted efforts by the American people,
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with the basic facts and with the recommended course of action, Its

judgment was sought on the great issues. In the long and complex

negotiations with the prospective Marshall Plan countries, however,

the public recognized that the determining role must be played by

responsible officials acting in its interests.

|

If the role of leadership is not adequately fulfilled, public discussion

is left with little other function than attack or criticism. Foreign policy

inevitably has its failures; its results must often be long deferred or

l unknown, There is thus ample opportunity for partisan attack, and

this will be taken advantage of if policy does not have deep roots in

the public mind.

Effective leadership can alone counter the tendency to fatalism

and indifference in issues related to war and atomic weapons. Die

popular inclination has been to leave these matters to experts or

scientists, or to a President whom they trust to "take care” of them

in the last resort. The people have not seemed able to convince themselves

that these issues are manageable, preferring to ignore rather than grapple

with such vague and terrifying obscurities. Yet in fact there is no essential

difference between issues of this kind and any other. They have been made

by men; they must be solved by men. What has made them seem different

is that there has been public discussion with too little information for

dealing with such large issues,

The obligation to give the facts upon these matters and others

rests on the leaders today with a weight that has not existed previously.

In most epochs, and certainly in the formative periods of American

democracy, the public official and the citizen were presumed to be acting

on the same basic knowledge. The gap between what the outsider

and the insider knew was small or nonexistent. That is not so true any

longer. The government may have fewer relevant "secrets” than is

commonly supposed, but it is possessed of information more voluminous

and detailed than the average citizen can possibly appraise or absorb.

The roots of the democratic process are weakened where the
1

citizen

gets the feeling that he is unable to form an intelligent judgment.

,
Thus there has come into the practice of democracy a genuinely

new duty, too rarely grasped in its full implications. This may be called

the duty of candor. What was formerly a private virtue of the responsible

^ leader has become a grave public necessity. Its exercise is to be

! demanded by a citizenry which knows its own rights. It is a duty lying

upon the leaders of a modern democracy as heavily as the reciprocal

duties of attention and awareness lie on the citizens.
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known facts must form the basic of decision; granted the high degree

of objectivity and consistency which is required in effective foreign

policy—still it seems incontrovertible that the citizens of a democracy

have a genuinely creative role to play in this area. We bow from

American experience how often in great matters they have been ahead *

of their leaders in willingness to see the facts and to accept the course

required of them. We bow how the world has been drawn together by

immediacy of communication and the tightly woven web of common
1

interests. Almost no domestic issue today can be discussed without

relating to the needs of foreign policy, The citizen who decides wisely

in regard to what concerns hbself and his own needs must be capable

of wise decision, also, in regard to matters beyond the reach of firsthand

experince.

As for the argument that foreign policy should be a revealed

body of objective fact, self-evident once the experts have pronounced

it, we do not accept that doctrine within the concept of foreign policy

stressed in this report. Value judgments enter into foreign policy at

crucial junctures. The ideals of the citizenry must constantly inform

and guide it, or it loses its effectiveness and inherent power.

B. THE ROLE OF LEADERSHIP

The real problem with regard to participation of the citizens

comes, it seems to us, from significant failures and misconceptions in

regard to leadership. Public opinion cannot operate in a disorganized

and inchoate way on foreign policy; it cannot operate at all on certain

phases of it, notably that of negotiation, What leadership must do—

and what it has too often failed to do—is to determine the issues of

public discussion. It must create the frame of reference within which

popular choices take place and indicate the directions in which they

lead. To say that there must be debate does not mean that everything

must be debated all the time, For debate to be fruitful, polity questions

must be posed in ways that permit relevant public judgments.

The promulgation of the Marshall Plan provides, we suggest,

an example of the interaction between leadership and public opinion

at its best. The public could not have been expected in such a case to

take the initiative. That was done at the highest levels of the government,

by officials acting in concert both with experts within the government

and the leaders of the democratic community. The public was presented
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I—The Nature

of Foreign Policy

The United States as it moves down the second half of the

twentieth century finds itself in a world of great dangers and great

opportunities. Through actions and choices in the field of foreign policy,

the United States must come to terms with this world. It must show hdw

it means to use the power which has been bestowed upon it, and how

it can best live up to responsibilities which, sometimes in spite of itself,

have been thrust upon it.

The panel is convinced that the foreign policy of the United

States must be a positive force, helping in measurable ways to shape a

world in vvhich freedom is expanding and peace becomes the normal

condition of men’s lives. There have been times in the experience of the

United States when its foreign policy seemed comparatively unimportant,

and other times when it naively supposed itself capable at a stroke of

making over the world in a utopian image, The present generation must

establish a sane but imaginative concept of what foreign policy can accom-

plish and then go on and do the work which it will require.

A. THE DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN

FOREIGN POLICY

Alone among modern nations, the United States passed through

a large part of its national existence without feeling itself actively

and intimately involved with countries outside its borders. It lived and

grew not recognizing itself to be part of any concert of nations. While

the United States was expanding across the continent its statesmen

believed themselves immune from the kind of problems that plagued the

countries of the Old World.

Their predecessors, the men who had established the Republic

and guided it through the first, dangerous epoch were not so innocent.

They knew well enough that the sea was not an unbreachable barrier to

conquest. The Merdist papers gave frequent warnings of involvement

if the states should persist in going their separate ways. They saw the
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states being drawn into conflicts with each other, and in turn drawing

European countries into alliances with the separate groupings, The

American statesmen of this classic period did not assume that adoption

of the Constitution would by itself end danger of intrusions of foreign

interest. The New World had been the object of imperial ambitions

since its discovery; it would continue to be so except as a wise foreign

policy made it secure,

The key to this security was, in their minds, a close affinity with

the power which controlled the Atlantic approaches. To them, England

might be an old enemy and a present source of annoyance. But it was

also, regardless of its intentions or motives, an essential element in the

nation’s capacity to develop itself and reach its natural westward limits.

Jefferson, while engaged in a war with England, could still express his

concern lest Bonaparte should conquer Russia and then overcome Britain.

This connection with Britain becomes clear in considering the Monroe

Doctrine, Without the British fleet, Monroe’s declaration to protect the

Hemisphere against European imperialisms would have been merely

rhetorical, a promise incapable of being made good.

What was evident to Monroe and to his Secretary of State, John

Quincy Adams, was unfortunately forgotten during much of the remain-

ing century. The American statesmen of those years liked to think that

they were favored by Providence, not by human arrangements. Behind

the largely unrecognized relationship to Britain, the Americans felt able to

make the broad declarations which satisfied national vanity, or to engage

in marginal interventions on the world scene.

The result was that Americans forgot the nature of foreign policy;

they lost the habit and the techniques of practicing one. Thus, they failed

to recognize that their safely existed only so long as Britain was not

challenged by a new hegemony on the continent. They watched the rise

of German power before World War I with little sense of what it meant

to their interests, only to repeat the same error in the years leading up to

World War II,

In this same period Americans developed an exaggerated faith in

the efficacy of words and in the formulation of abstract principles. They

had seen prior to 1914 a long period of peace among the great powers,

with their own interests being protected and many liberal advances being

achieved in different parts of the world. These developments had been

occurring without any particular efforts on the part of the United States

and seemingly in accord with its grandly phrased declarations. It was not

surprising that words, rather than deeds, came to appear the principal

ingredient of foreign policy.

VII—The Democratic

Process as aVital Force

The great choices and decisions to be made in foreign policy over

the next decades must be decisions arrived at by the democratic process.

That seems an elementary requisite. Foreign policy becomes increasingly

important and preoccupying in the national life; it touches more and

more every aspect of domestic politics; it comprises by far the most

significant of all the matters with which a nation must deal, If the

citizens feel excluded from full and active participation in this field

they may be said to have renounced their basic rights and duties.

A. THE PUBLIC AND FOREIGN POLICY

The proposition that the people have a large role in this area has

not been easily accepted either in fact or among the philosophers of

democracy. It has often been maintained that the ctitizens of a democracy

are not capable of the kind of choices which foreign policy involves

—

however capable they may be of managing their own affairs at home, The

kind of wisdom required in foreign policy, it has been argued, is basically

different from the wisdom required in domestic choices. The people,

according to their critics, know only what affects them—"how the shoe

pinches”, as it has been put in a homely smile. They are aware how a

tax falls, how a law works when it is applied to actual circumstances,

But in foreign policy, it is said, the results are remote and indirect; the

situations involved are not understood instinctively, as a neighbor knows

the character of a neighbor.

It is argued, further, that the foreign policy of a nation is not

something which can be debated and arrived at by public opinion. It is

fixed by objective and largely unalterable facts. Choice and desire

enter into it but slightly. The people can support it once it has been

defined and revealed. They cannot "make” it in any real sense.

We cite these arguments, but we are convinced that they cannot

be applied to the situation today. Granted all the difficulties of having

the popular will enter into situations where far-off conditions and little
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the advanced Western countries; more than that, it wants the other areas

of the world to develop both agriculturally and industrially to their

fullest potentiality. Measures taken by the United States in response to

domestic economic situations must be looked at carefully in the light of

such impediments as they may create to the progress of others.

The United States, in short is challenged so to conduct itself as

to bridge over in every possible way the potential cleavage between East

and West, It is deeply concerned that East and West not draw apart

through lack of understanding or through failure to see clearly the

underlying interests which are held in common by the two great sectors of

the globe, The way we order our life at home is an important factor in

weaving the broad unity; so are our specific relations with individual

countries. We can hope for bonds of friendship and ties of interest with

the East; we must not let emotion or differences of ideology close the

door to such possibilities of better relations with the Chinese people as

may arise in years to come. Standing for freedom and for the essential

dignity of man, the United States cannot see itself cut off from any

continent or country.

B. RESULTING EMPHASIS ON THE

LIMITS OF EOREIGN POLICY

The experience resulting from two world wars shows how hard

it is to come to terms with reality: to create a foreign policy that can

be adequately supported, to find a right relationship between national aims

and the power the state can ultimately muster, In a difficult period of

chastening and education, not the least important lesson which the United

States has had to learn is that it cannot do everything, and certainly

cannot do it cheaply, easily, without sacrifice and effort.

In many quarters of American opinion the emphasis after World

War II came to be, not on the possibilities and scope of foreign policy,

but on its limitations. The country was told persuasively that not every-

thing which happened in the world, for good or for bad, was attributable

to its policies. Changes might occur which it did not foster, and which

it could not have prevented, at least without a disproportionate expendi-

ture of effort and lives. Parties changed, revolutions were fought, hopes

for freedom rose and fell. In much of this, it was pointed out, the

United States could not be expected to have a dominant voice.

To be patient, limited in one’s hopes, prepared for one’s share of

disappointments and harassments: this was the spirit of foreign policy as

it appeared to many when the American people awoke from their long

dream of isolation.

C. NEED FOR A POSITIVE OUTLOOK

The time has now come when we once more must establish the

positive nature of foreign policy. In doing so, we cannot go back to an

earlier mood, when in our neglect of the underlying situation we gave an

exaggerated weight to declarations of moral principles and universal

truths.

We cannot do everything through declarations of principle, as

we certainly cannot do everything through force. The constant weight of

American power, moral as well as military, needs to be channeled in

purposeful and useful ways. Amid the deep currents, the United States

is not merely a nation, but a polarizing and dynamic force exerting

intended influence and unintended gravitational pull or repulsion beyond

its borders, moving (by historical standards) with great speed and huge

mass. The American whole is more, in the international equation, than

the sum of its various parts, economic, military, technical, and spiritual.

\
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This force cannot be described merely as an aggregate of American

economic productivity, or of fire power, or of organizational and social

inventiveness; it is also animated by a high degree of consensus based on

moral and political beliefs.

The United States, consequently, for better or worse, must be

viewed as a political and ideological influence backed by tremendous

power.

Recognition of this quality of the United States as a symbol—

often plainer to others than to ourselves—is at the beginning of an

adequate view of foreign policy. What we are is in itself an element,

conceivably a decisive element, in the total balance; what we do or refrain

from doing affects other peoples in ways beyond our knowing. Our

leadership would be felt even were we to seek to avoid exercising it.

Precise balancing of commitment to available force, however necessary

in our day-to-day decisions, is not the end of the matter for the United

States. There remains, over and above this kind of calculus, the impon-

derable impact of the country as a whole—the impact which its example

and beliefs are, at their best, capable of exerting.

The time has now come when the great possibilities of foreign

policy need to be stressed. The emphasis on limits has been useful, but

the other side of the Medal needs to be examined,

As modern life .develops in its complexity, it offers a wide variety

of means and methods. The lives of people touch at innumerable points;

the range of their interest increases. The greater part of this report is

concerned with governmental policies and official action, But at every

juncture where the American image impinges on the world, private

citizens make their influence, felt and contribute to the attraction or

repulsion which is a vital element in the country’s total power. The

traveler, the exchange student, the businessman, the labor leader, become

spokesmen of the nation’s purposes. In particular, three' areas outside the

official sphere need to be stressed:

1 . Voluntary Associations

The American people are intimately involved with a vast and

growing complex of international relationships which, in reflecting the

common concerns of men, -cut across/national and cultural frontiers.

The immensely successful’ International Geophysical Year was sponsored

and developed by private, groups, withj the government lending its sup-

port. Universities, scientific and schojarly associations, private founda-

tions and religious organizations, are active elements in a variety of inter-

national communities which flourish underneath and sometimes despite

4

processes, the consuming habits of the public and a responsible attitude

toward distinguishing between the more and the less important.

It is also evident that the United States has hot found the means

to maintain full and expanding production in the face of failures of agree-

ment between management and labor. Stoppages in major industries, what-

ever their root causes and their domestic costs, have a grave impact upon the

capacity of the United States to fulfill its task in world affairs, The

problem is one which merits the highest priority and demands statesman-

ship from both management and labor.

The challenge before the United States is not merely to keep ahead

of the Soviet system. We are not engaged in a sporting competition,

but in a deeply significant effort to make American production count as a

constructive factor on the world scene. Only as we develop our full

economic potentialities can this country have the resources, the flexibility

and the confidence which will make possible our leadership in the

economic transformation of the globe, narrowing the gap between the

rich and poor nations.

The economic progress of the hitherto underdeveloped countries

generates in itself forces which could cause the United States to draw

back and to pursue defensive policies. From the outbreak of World War

II until the economic revival of other advanced countries in the 1950’s,

competition on the world economic stage was suspended. Such compe-

tition must be once more accepted as a fact of life, The world economy

is now entering a pew phase where price, quality, service and other

elements of true competition challenge the American economy to new

standards of efficiency. This will be underscored as industrial progress

occurs in countries which have not formerly been factors in the world

markets.

The recent tendency for American exports to decline in relation

to imports, and the significant symptom of the drain On United States gold,

indicate how the world economic system is changing. The United States

will need to 'make adjustments to such a developing situation; the im-

portant thing is that th^se adjustments be mfde in a way which does

not thwart economic growth elsewhere in the world. The degree of our

support of defense establishments in other countries can well be

re-examined now that many of these countries .have achieved a substantial

economic revival. But the main answer to such a symptom as the drain

on gold is not in policies of withdrawal or pfotectionism; it is in main-

taining efficient standards of production and enlarging our rate of growth.

The long-range interest of the United States is in economic growth

throughout the world. It wants the continuing prosperity of its allies in
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2 . Importance of U. S, Economic Growth

The gulf between East and West will be bridged, also, to the

extent that the United States makes plain its participation in the

economic forces which are manifesting themselves in all parts of the

globe. As a people we want the less industrialized countries to know that

we are involved with their growth. We want them to feel that we share

their aspirations for a better life. Our own capacity for economic

advancement is therefore a matter of supreme importance, It must

be a demonstration of what can be accomplished under freedom. More

than that it must provide a part of the resources from which the develop-

ment of other countries is derived, Even if we could afford recessions or

unemployment from the domestic point of view, we cannot afford them

from the point of view of our long-range international interests.

The rapid expansion of the American economy is held by the

panel—as already set forth in the earlier report on the domestic economy,

The Challenge to America: Its Economic ad Social Aspects—to be of

utmost importance. Here we stress its relevance to the international scene.

It is commonly assumed that the United States can continue to

surpass the Soviets in all' areas if the challenge is forced out into the

economic field, Perhaps for the first time in our history we cannot make

this assumption unless we do something about it and do it thoughtfully,

carefully, and consistently. Internally, as well as externally, we face today

larger demands on our economy than ever before. The attainment of

maximum growth with high employment and relative stability of the

price level requires a balance which is not easily achieved in a democracy.

The balance will have to be maintained in the face of powerful domestic

and international forces tending to disrupt it

To move from an average rate of real growth of approximately 3

per cent to a rate of 4 to 5 per cent is a percentage increase of 30 to 60

per cent, This rate of improvement of collective efficiency in a free

society will requite us to have a better economic understanding and a

willingness to make present choices with a long-term gain in mind, if

the delicate balance between the rate of growth and price-level stability is

to be maintained.

The capacity to sustain economic growth depends in the Ameri-

can economy on maximum initiative and administrative flexibility. By

these means we must insure such essential factors as a long-range supply

of basic raw materials, adequate energy and fuel resources, competent

manpower at all levels, the vitality and relevance of our educational

the issues which preoccupy governments. American policy is committed

to encouraging such groups, affording them .freedom to speak and act

with the greatest diversity.

! 2 . Economic Contacts

Economics provides a channel of influence far deeper than it has

been accorded in traditional diplomatic concepts. This has been fully

discussed in another report of this series, Foreign Economic Folic
] for the

Twentieth Century. As an exporter of capital and technical skills America

has played an increasingly important role. It is important also to think of

the power which is exerted by reciprocal or absorptive means. America is

one of the world’s major buyers of goods and raw materials; the internal

life of many countries is vitally affected by these purchases, Too often

the significance of this role has not been adequately appraised.

American private enterprises conduct operations in all parts of the

world. Foreign private enterprises are found throughout the United States.

Labor leaders in America are in contact with their fellows elsewhere. The

marketing of goods between our country and others goes on continuously.

The sum of all these contacts constitutes a basic reality of international

economic relations.

3 . Cultural Relationships

The United States’ influence in the world is, of course, strongly

affected by the impact of American ideas and fashions, by American books,

plays, paintings, movies, science, and music. Yet reciprocal relationships,

which have been emphasized in regard to economic policy, need to be

equally stressed where intellectual and cultural matters are involved. The

capacity of the United States to appreciate and enjoy intellectual achieve-

ments of other peoples not only enriches our own life but generates an J
important element of power. The United States as an absorber and

mediator of diverse cultural strains is a force in the world which it could

not be if it sought merely to promote the adoption of its own ideas by

others.

t The manifold and intricate quality of modern free society—its

richiiess in the fields of non-governmental group activity, of economic and

>
cultural interests—thus gives to foreign policy a scope which goes far

U beyond the activities of small groups of officials or well-publicized nego-

tiations. This is not to underestimate the need for vision and courage

at the highest levels of diplomacy as an essential factor in a positive for-
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eign policy. But we must never forget that the opportunities for effective

action and influence are wide-far wider than the official channels through

which a government’s influence is exerted.

D. THE IMPORTANCE OF IDEALS

To stress opportunities is inevitably to come up against the prob-
>

lem of the relation between realism and idealism in foreign policy. The

United States has been criticized both at home and abroad for its reliance

upon what seems a purely idealistic formulation of the world’s thorny

issues. Nevertheless, whenever it has wielded effective power in the world,

its ideals and its moral convictions have played a vital part in its decisions.

Whenever, on the contrary, the United States has tried to act with-

out moral conviction, or in ways that went counter to its basic beliefs,

it- has found itself inhibited and has ultimately had to rechart its course,

Proposals for an imperial venture in the Philippines withered before the

tendency to independence which we instinctively favored. The attempt

to be "realistic" in French Indo-China—supporting a colonial power so

as to contain communism-was a faltering effort partly because of the

realization that we were going against our natural respect for national

independence, A "settlement” with the Soviet Union which would legiti-

mize Soviet rule over Poles, Czechs, Hungarians and others would run

counter to these same deeply rooted instincts. Examples could be multi- >

plied. While it is true that every nation seeks to justify its actions in ways

that conform to its image of morality, America is committed to the basic

idea of the consent of the governed. It is bound, therefore, to a peculiar

degree to act in accordance with what it believes to be its own character.

Those who mistrust idealism in foreign affairs maintain that a

nation’s self-interest is not to be confused with its preferences and desires.

The world is what it is; regimes come and go, and we must deal with

nations according to their relationship to the national security and well-

being, There is for Americans a certain valuable corrective in this view.

In extending and withholding diplomatic recognition, the United States

has too often acted as if it were trying to insist that the world must con-

form to its liking or else be beyond notice and contact. In the granting

of aid it has had recurrently to combat a temptation to make its gifts

dependent on its recipients conforming to our economic experience and
'

preferences, '/

There is indeed an' order of things fixed by geographical and other

facts which endures beyond the surface changes of regime. Even so radical

E. THE DANGER OF A NEW DIVISION

OF THE WORLD

In such a new configuration of states and peoples, the United

States will have a long-range objective which until now has been implicit

rather than expressed. That objective will be to make sure that the world

does not decline into a new bipolarity, this time more durable and more

fearful in its implications, because based on color rather than on ideology.

Ideologies can be transformed with time; color lines are fixed, if not per-

manently, at least for very many generations. The cold war with Russia

is bitter to live with; but worse would be a rivalry in which men found

themselves pitted against each other on lines of race or color.

Our present period is one in which race and color have assumed

an undue significance as peoples in all parts of the world demand, by

violence if necessary, an end to colonialism. It is understandable that

national independence became confused with hostility between white and

non-white; it is unfortunate that this confusion diverts attention from the

militant imperialism of our own century led by Moscow and Peiping.

1. US, as a Mediating force

In building toward the future the imperative principle must be

that race and color not be accorded artificial significance. The United

Nations and its specialized agencies demonstrate the irrelevance of race

in most human concerns. So do the Organization of American States and

the Commonwealth of Nations, the Colombo Plan and American economic

and technical assistance programs.

America’s own interests and the role it is called upon to play in

all parts of the world require it to work toward the removal of race and

color as significant factors in a new world order. This is the reason why,

from the point of view of foreign policy, the settlement of our own race

problems in the United States is of such paramount importance: not

because we merely want a propaganda victory in the cold war, but because

we risk, except as we do solve it, disqualifying ourselves from the role

demanded of us as a reconciling and mediating role in world politics. The

United States throughout its history has shown itself capable of maintain-

ing at home a free association of diverse nationalities; such a present-day

example as Hawaii provides a lesson in the relationship of Eastern and

Western peoples from which we ourselves can learn and an example

which points the way to rational human relationships.
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Those countries that are bringing population under control, as

Japan has been doing, may in lie last analysis be most likely to form

significant power centers in the decades ahead. A high degree of national

purpose and education on an increasing scale are among the elements which

can help bring population into balance and make a higher standard of

well-being possible.

Whatever the precise effects of new forms of military power or of ,

population trends, the rising power of Asia and eventually Africa is plain

to see, The solidarity at Bandung was the beginning of a political con-

sciousness which casts long shadows into the future. Self-determination

of the African peoples, as expressed at Accra, is a rapidly growing force.

The world stage will be immensely enlarged as these new peoples and

continents play a larger part. The international order as it existed before

the First World War, in some ways more efficient and highly organized

than anything we have been able to construct since, was fashioned on a

small scale, with the old states of Europe managing between them virtually

all important matters. That day has passed. Only slowly, however, are we

grasping the implications of a world in which forces hardly yet measurable

and peoples still in political infancy form essential elements of the total

structure.

The picture of the United States held at least unconsciously in the

minds of Americans is that of a large continent, endowed with virtually

unlimited resources, enjoying an easy power and favored with a comfor-

tably large and growing population. That picture will change in the
,

decades ahead, In comparison with the vast, amorphous new regional

groups now obtaining political expression, the outstanding fact about the

United States may come to seem its compactness, Notable among its char-

acteristics will be a high degree of skill, elaborate organization, a refined

technology. Its conviction of self-sufficiency will be replaced by awareness

of how greatly it is dependent on its relations with other countries for

essential materials and for a supporting atmosphere in which it can

breathe and be itself,

Education (discussed in another Special Studies report, The Pur-

suit of Excellence: Education uni the Future of America) will become an

increasingly important element of our national strength, Not the power

of masses, but the power of intelligence-groups schooled to excellence,

disciplined and tempered in the exercise of widely decentralized responsi-

bility—will be the source of such authority as America wields in that

day.

a transformation as Russia underwent at the time of the Revolution did

not wholly alter the relationships which had existed between it and the

United States through the nineteenth century. It had been, despite ideo-

logical differences, a potential ally in the rear of potential enemies. It

remained so, as shown in World War II, after the ideological difference

had been rendered even more profound by the switch from czarism to

communism.

Yet when all that has been said, Americans continue to believe

deep-down that force by itself is not power; that ideals and values are

among the essential components of strength in a democracy. Our own

actions are made what they are-effective or frustrated—in large part by

the degree to which they are in conformance with what we basically be-

lieve to be right. Similarly, our relationships to other countries are

inevitably affected by the values they uphold as well as by their estimate

of ours.

Ideas and ideals are thus to the United States an essential element

of reality. How to translate those ideas and ideals into policy is a con-

tinuing problem of statesmanship. To press specific forms of democracy

upon countries whose ideas run in other directions can obviously be self-

defeating. At the same time, the loss of democratic values in any country

now free would be a severe setback for civilization as we understand it,

In an area where so much depends upon the sensitivity, firmness and

imagination of men dealing with specific situations, perhaps the most that

can be said is that the promotion of our ideological interests must be on

a different plane and on a different time schedule from the promotion of

those interests more directly related to our security. We cannot safely

accept, even briefly, the development of a power vacuum at any crucial

point in our line of defense. We cannot, on the other hand, hope to

effect an immediate transformation in a regime which has developed along

lines hostile to freedom. In such a case our task must be conceived as

a long-range one of persuasion, assisted by the force of example and by

the whole weight of America’s record and achievements.

Because the United States’ desire for a world of expanding freedom

cannot be realized at one step does not make it any less important. It is,

indeed, the grand objective of foreign policy that the world order shall

be of a kind in which the United States can be at home-spiritually,

economically, and politically. v

To sum up, this report takes the position that foreign policy must

be conceived as a positive, active force, Since World War II there have
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been patient and often highly successful efforts to make our influence

felt and to give our ideals a reality in the eyes of other peoples. In con-

trast to earlier periods, we have accepted deep commitments and continu-

ing responsibilities. But the period ahead will see still greater opportuni-

ties and greater demands upon the United States. Unless in these years

we go beyond the protection of our more obvious and immediate interests

-unless we take a real part in shaping an environment congenial to free-

dom—we shall find that we have failed to make even our immediate

interests secure.

broadest outline. The rapid progress which the underdeveloped countries

have set as their goal—and which they must attain if they are not to slip

backwards into chaos worse than the poverty from which they are emerging

—will begin to tell in the scales of world power. The new sources of

energy which the industrialized countries stand ready to put at their

disposal will have given them capacities which, in the normal course of

development, would have been wholly beyond their reach. Taking over

forms of technology and organization laboriously worked out over cen-

turies in the Western world, some may be able to leap over decades of

experimentation and discovery to stand in the ranks of the modern world.

It is difficult to make predictions in this area partly because the

nature of strategic power is undergoing a transformation and we do not

yet have enough experience to assess the results. Many elements which

formerly gave a nation a power status may have the opposite effect in

the missile age, Thus, invulnerability has beta a source of power; Great

Britain’s immunity to invasion was the basis of its first greatness. But

seas and distances, however significant, will not provide immunity in

future wars. Moreover, industrialism itself, with the concentration of

population and resources which goes with it, may prove a severe handicap.

How can one compare the strategic power of a small industrialized

country, for example, with that of a relatively less developed nation

where wide lands and scattered populations provide no easy targets? We

actually do not bow the answer to such a question, but the very fact

that it can be seriously asked indicates how far the power situation is

beginning to alter.

Nor do we know as yet what will be the effect on relative power

of the increasing populations of Asia and, to a less extent, of other

-underdeveloped areas. The assumption is often made that the weight of

nations in the world scale is roughly related to their population. This is

highly questionable, especially where population growth is not due to any

inherent ferment or vigor, but to medical advances drastically reducing

infant mortality.

Power in a confused and negative sense may conceivably accrue

to crowded nations. A capacity for mischief may well increase beyond

any capacity for effective or constructive action, Lacking adequate resources

and in a state of political instability, such nations may form part of a

restless, jostling mass, condemning the age to violence and disorder. In

such an environment, seething population growth could provide a ferment

easily mistaken for power, and hordes of manpower could be a crude

asset in warfare.
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and experiments to improve our capacity to detect* to monitor and to

inspect, including studies in techniques of hiding ahd concealing atomic II—The American

continuing attention to such problems, under a directive to explore every

alternative, It is important that, wherever possible, such studies be made

)

meaningless or even dangerous.

Disarmament, nevertheless, is not merely a matter of technology,

Persistent and unremitting efforts to achieve step-by-Step control and

reduction of arms should not blind the U. S, to the really fundamental

issues involved. If the control of arms becomes effective on a broad scale,

it will almost certainly be because international institutions will have

for inspection and control (particularly if countries not now possessing

upon the international organization. In addition, the adjudication of

disputes under international law must be expected to advance along with

the lessening reliance on arms. The armaments which now present so

heavy a material burden and so deep a capse for anxiety may thus, in

the long run, prove to be one of the powerful forces impelling the world

toward order and law.

What are the objectives of American policy? At this stage in the

report, we shall try to state these objectives in their simplest form—

both what as a nation we seek and what we do not. Any definition of

aims begins with the fact that the United States has no territorial ambi-

tions. That is a negative fact, but one of profound significance to the

country's basic purposes and hopes. The report proceeds to speak of sur-

vival and of peace as objectives, but it maintains that these are not in

themselves sufficient for a viable foreign policy in the second half of the

century. Nothing less than an image of what this world might be—

a

world organized so as to assure peace and freedom for all—can provide

a goal large enough to harness our energies and give direction to our

efforts,

D. EMERGENCE OF A NEW POWER STRUCTURE

A world situation characterized by the rivalry of two superpowers,

the U, S. and Russia, will almost certainly not last, This report is written

in what may well prove, when men can lopk back, to have been the

twilight of bipolarity. The pre-eminence of these two great centers, with

their scientific skills, their advanced technology, their large highly organ-

ized populations, seems for the time being to be part of a continuing and

even natural scheme of things. It is, on the contrary, highly unnatural

and is surely destined to be impermanent.

The transformation of the existing structure is coming about

through factors we have already noted, The rise of a united Western

Europe and of a highly organized China are the most obvious signs that

the polarizing forces existing in the postwar j|riod are beginning to abate.

But if we look beyond the 1960’s into the remaining decades of the

twentieth century, we are bound to feel that the shape of things will have

been altered in all kinds of ways that are impossible to foresee except in
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A. NO TERRITORIAL AIMS

That it is not the objective of the United States to extend its

territorial dominion may seem obvious to Americans. But in fact the

opposite has been the rule through much of our own history and for

most nations. The United States has provided an example of territorial

expansion—
by

settlement, by purchase, by war. By the beginning of the

twentieth century the present boundaries of the U. S. had been filled out

and the transient dream of further empire once and for all renounced.

That no territorial ambitions or desires now stir America, that there

is not even debate on this point, needs to be stressed.

If this country were not profoundly agreed on this point, it could

not pursue without confusions or misunderstandings its ideological in-

terest in world affairs. This report takes a strong position on what it

conceives to be the need for affirmative measures in building new supra-

national organizations and new regional associations. Such a role could

not be played in good conscience,if there were doubts as to America’s

disinterestedness.
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It is not a small thing that a nation of such power as the United

States has been so free for so long of territorial ambitions, This can

be said, we hope, without immodesty. It needs to be said, for it is a

major fact of today’s world.

B. THE ISSUE OF SURVIVAL

It needs next to be said that the American objective includes the

basic, fundamental one of national survival,

_

A nation, like an individual, need perhaps give no reason for

wanting to survive. A deep instinct and an unreasoning will are, in the

last analysis, what count, But the age in which we live justifies making

this objective explicit and affirming it solemnly. The threat to the sur-

vival of the United States is today greater than this country has ever

experienced, even in its first uncertain years as a nation. It is con-

fronted by a hostile power system quipped with weapons of destruction

which pose for the rest of the world the issue of survival in its starkest

form.

In the moral crises which these new weapons present, moreover,

there is particular need to be clear on the issue of the continued existence

of our nation. The price of survival will not be cheap in terms of the

effort and the will which must go into maintaining strong arms, depend-

able allies and confident friends, Moreover, it is imperative, in our present

situation, that the United States have the kind of military establishment

which allows it to respond to limited attacks with limited means, keeping

for itself a wide option in the face of intermediate threats or aggressions.

But if worst comes to worst, if despite all efforts the choice is posed as

that between an all-out war and submission to nuclear blackmail, such a

war must be faced. The destruction it could wreak on us and on others

is fearful to consider. But failure to face up to the threat of such a

war undermines the hope of achieving any sort of tolerable world order.

It would have the inevitable result of encouraging demands which we

had announced in advance we would not resist.

To put such a price upon national survival, when nationalism can

no longer have the absolute meaning it once did, may seem a paradox,

The time may come—and we hope it may come before too many decades

are out—when survival will not be posed in its present terms. For the

time being there is no other course for Americans than to act for the

tensions and enmities is through disarmament, The U, S, maintains, on

the contrary, that effective disarmament measures can only come about as

concomitant political settlements reduce the tensions. The Soviet spokes-

men seem to be saying that only when nations no longer have the means

to fight wars will they lose the incentive to fight, They are suspicious of

systems of inspection and control which would cpse' them to lose, during

the interim period of disarmament, the strategic advantages of secrecy. It

must be admitted that they possess this advantage to a far larger degree

than the free countries of the West, Moreover, the Western emphasis on

political settlement takes into account that substanial disarmament would

greatly enhance the use of externally supported revolution as a Soviet

weapon of expansion,

We reiterate, therefore, that we believe political accommodations

must accompany effective disarmament; we maintain that these settlements,

with the relaxation of tensions they bring, should make possible a sound

system of inspection and control. For this reason we deem it of the utmost

importance to push forward a search for political arrangements which can

allay the fears both of the free world and of the Soviet leaders and satisfy

the legitimate quest for security. It is sobering to recall that on more

than one occasion the United States has unilaterally reduced its arms below

the level of safety without first negotiating arrangements to protect its

general security.

At the same time, negotiations in the field of disarmament must

be unremittingly pursued, taking advantage of every political or techno-

logical development which may offer a fresh line of inquiry. We urge that

the United States pay greater attention to sustained studies of the arms

problem. Negotiations in this field have become so complex and so

involved with rapidly changing military, technological and political factors

that the first requisite is a clear understanding of what national policy

should aim to achieve. These are matters of great subtlety and complexity

involved in programs of monitoring and inspection in all aspects of arms

limitation, The knowledge of what actually adds to security is not easily

acquired and will not remain constant.

The amount of effort that has gone into this kind of study has

been negligible compared to the effort which has gone into military matters

or other aspects of our national security and international relations. The

U. S. has tended to go into international negotiations with inadequate

preparation and with rapid turnover of personnel officially engaged in

the problem,

There are also required, this panel submits, thoroughgoing studies
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planet casts a shadow over the whole human adventure. The material

costs of armaments do more than merely cause postponements of benefits

to which peoples feel entitled after long efforts and great technological

advances; they distort society by diverting scientific and other talents.

These costs will mount as weaponry becomes constantly more technically
,1

refined, yet without any compensating assurance of security. The chances

of error or miscalculation become the greater as resources are concentrated

on weapons of growing complexity and compressed time sale.
'

Since World War II the United States has taken an active part in

international efforts to reduce the risk and the burden of armaments

through mutually agreed limitation. Its proposals of 1946 to achieve

international control of nuclear energy were rejected by the Soviets, and

the difficulties of the task have unfortunately increased through the ensu-

ing years. Nevertheless, the United States an point with some hope to

agreement on basic principles worked out through the channels of the

United Nations. In addition, direct negotiations have been established

between the United States and the Soviets on prevention of surprise

attack and the suspension of nuclear weapon tests.

The United States’ approach has in general been for world-wide

arms control, ailing for a step-by-step reduction in armaments, coupled

with control and inspection, The hope has been to reduce armaments

by stages, make disclosures, and establish inspection, beginning with the

least critical stage and progressing to demobilization of our most

effective arms and disclosure of our most sensitive secrets only after

confidence has been gained through experience in the less critical

preceding stages. Agreement with the Russians has been difficult because

they propose sweeping disarmament measures without accepting inspection

adequate to verify compliance.

The abolition of arms has been once more proposed by the Soviet

government. Whether the proposal is serious is open to doubt. Substantial

disarmament has long been an objective of U. S. national policy, provided

it is accomplished with real assurance that the security of the world will

be improved, in the process. Recent Soviet statements have apparently

placed more emphasis on inspection and control than did their early

proposals. Negotiations must test whether there are sufficiently significant

changes in the Russian position to make it possible to move toward a

mutually acceptable plan for disarmament.

It seems important to point out that there are deep and perhaps
i)

crucial differences between the Soviet approach to disarmament and that

of the United States, The Soviet leaders maintain that the way to reduce

preservation of our nation-state, and to act on such a scale and with such

means as the threat to its existence may make necessary.

Putting the issue in terms of survival confronts foreign policy

with its grimmest decision: the resort to force and the possible use of

weapons dangerous to civilization itself, It confronts the citizens and

their leaders with the ultimate question: upon what grounds do they

deem their survival as a nation a good for the sake of which such grave

perils must be faced? For Americans, the answer must be that; despite

shortcomings and defects, they conceive the United States as standing for

enduring values deeply rooted in the aspirations of man. Nothing less

than that conviction an sustain them against the final test.

C. THE SEARCH FOR PEACE

Peace is obviously one of the grand objectives of American

foreign policy. The American people do not like war, have never liked it,

and find their attitude powerfully reinforced by the form which future

wars must take. The only question is whether peace shall be the whole aim

of foreign policy; whether everything shall be yielded to that end. Clearly

the answer must be no , The risks which arise from the possibility of war

are great. But by resolutely accepting the risk—and by that alone

—

we gain a decent chance of avoiding it,

Apart from this grim logic there is another reason why peace

cannot be made our sole objective. It is the same reason why giving

one man a responsibility for peace—or one department or one party

—

is bound to prove illusory. Peace is not a single or simple thing, It can

only be the result of a nation’s total policies, within the total policies

of all the other nations. It is the end product of a wide series of arrange-

ments, institutions, habits and organizations, all in working order. A

foreign policy which devoted itself exclusively to avoiding war would

neglect the constructive aspects out of which a true peace must develop.

A free nation which sought nothing But peace would gain peace only at

the price of its freedom,

In this area, as in that of national survival, we meet a paradox,

The nation, regardless of risks, must preserve itself, just at a point where

the significance of the nation-state is declining. So the possibility of war

must be faced even though it is difficult to conceive of war as a suitable

instrument of policy. In simpler ages it may have been possible to live

without this tension and ambiguity; the nature of the present situation
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offers no escape. However unthinkable war may be in one sense, our

safely and hope lie in thinking about it coolly and realistically.

D. A NOTE ON THE NATIONAL INTEREST
,

The pursuit of "national interest" has traditionally been the

framework within which the aims of foreign policy have been defined. In ,

this report we use the phrase as little as possible, for it seems to us

to express too narrowly what foreign policy in our age must aim to do.

Today, the national interest cannot be fulfilled within the limits of the

nation itself. Nor can it be achieved apart from the interests of the

citizens who compose the nation. If survival were the sole end of foreign

policy, if preservation of existing boundaries were the end, then one could

justify the use of this abstraction. But as we see the world today, the

interest of the United States, like the national interests of all other nations,

can only be fulfilled within an order far wider than its own geographical

limits.

The idea of the “national interest" had value when the interna-

tional order was more or less fixed and comprehensible. Within this

order, nations could hope to maneuver so as to protect their interests and

gain legitimate advantages. But when the international order is in flux,

or when a new order waits to be created, responsibilities are thrust on

some nations which call them to undertakings far beyond anything sug-

gested by their own immediate interests.

The England whose example spread independent parliamentary

democracies, or the America that bound Europe’s wounds after World

War II, were acting upon a concept of the common good which went

beyond older and narrower notions of national interest. Bijth these nations

saw their task as creating a structure within which the separate interests

of many diverse peoples could be pursued. Britain, it is true, prospered

within the situation it had shaped by its sustained efforts, The United

States believed, and rightly, that its long-range security and well-being

would be enhanced under the Marshall Plan.

This panel believes that the United States has an objective which

needs to be defined in new terms, broader than the old concept of

"national interest". This objective is to foster the development of a world

order in which all peoples an live in security and realize their fullest po-

tentialities, We shall sketch in broad strokes some of the elements of such {

an order, so far as it now appears to the American people and as their

consensus has defined it.

expressed lest the United States be slow to use it in case of aggression

against them, for fear of exposing its own shores to Soviet atomic power,

The uneasiness generated among Europeans by these separate fears—each

understandable in file particular circumstances—has tended to work

against the development of Atlantic unity.

The overhanging' presence of atomic weapons has, besides, tended

to make change and adjustment in the international order difficult to

effectuate. The threat of a nuclear holocaust has made the use of force

subject to great risks, This might conceivably be a gain if, with force

inhibited, diplomacy were able to take charge. But with the balance

so precarious and the results of upsetting it so potentially catastrophic,

diplomacy, too, becomes hesitant. At key points, such as Korea and

Berlin, we have witnessed what has been called "a slowing down of

history”. In a world where everything else is speeded up and underlying

social and economic developments move at an unprecedented rate, these

situations remain fixed.

The major poWrs have thus not worked out anything more than

a crude and dangerous way of living with the new weapons. Yet, the

world is now faced with the proliferation of these weapons to other

countries. If matters are left to take their own course, we shall first

probably see an enlargement of the nuclear club, with France being first

in a course which other technically advanced countries will follow. There

is hope that at this stage the newer nuclear powers may use their prestige

and influence to achieve the enforcement of some kind of order. It would

be over-optimistic, however, to assume that this effort will be successful

in preventing the spfead of the bombs.

It is necessary, therefore, to foresee the deadly weapons coming

into the hands of a number of nations, What the world order will con-

sist of, if there are then no controls or limitation, it is difficult to imagine.

At the worst, the possession of these weapons will give power of ata-

strophic destruction-to a number of nations, while giving security to none.

Irresponsible assertions of power will become a real and fearful danger,

The chances for error <j| for deliberate creation of false appearances will

leave the world in a state of unappeasable anxiety.

C. THE CONTROL OF ARMS

As men look into the future, it is impossible for them not to be

sobered by the burden of arms seen lying upon the nations. The realiza-

tion that man has devised weapons capable of destroying life on this
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E. THE IDEAL AMERICAcentrating great power in the two nations that have been able to develop

them to their fullest extent. We have indicated also how the relationships

of other countries to these great powers have Men affected; how, indeed,

the very nature of their national existence has been altered.

There are other major ways in which the hew arms have affected

foreign policy. The support which these arms and our over-all military

strength have brought to our diplomatic objectives scarcely needs to be

stressed. The atomic bomb, while it was a U. S, monopoly, provided a

shelter beneath which the free world could organise for defense; through

dangerous years it afforded an effective counterpoise against the threat

of Soviet manpower. With the monopoly broken, a new and delicate

equilibrium—"the balance of terror”—has come into Being. The nations

have, as a result, been preserved from general war through a decade and

a half despite the persistence of aggressive Soviet designs.

In subtle ways, through the same decade and a half, the nature

of these new weapons has affected the atmosphere and conditions of

diplomacy. The extraordinary destructiveness of these weapons has made

it increasingly difficult to translate their force into a practical instrument

of policy. The greatest Communist gains, including the communization of

China, were achieved in the immediate postwar period when the United

States possessed a monopoly of these weapons and therefore, in theory,

a vast superiority of power. That power was not effectively coaverted

into pressure in support of diplomatic aims. In the case of the United

States, even when it had monopoly of the atom bomb, public opinion

imposed severe restrictions upon its use. As it deterrent to all-out war,

massive retaliation may well be a sound concept; but the frightfulness

of the weapons makes the retaliatory threat less credible when it is applied

to situations of "nibbling”, of local aggression or subversion. The very

lack of credibility may tempt the other side to move at a lower level of

force, thus creating a situation in which we feel rappelled to respond

with equal or greater force.

Atomic weapons and the military doctrine to which% g
ave r*se

can cause new difficulties in maintaining our, alliances. These weapons

have been recognized by all countries concerned as providing an essential

underpinning for NATO. Yet the inequality of power resulting from the
k

fact that they have been in the possession of two nations of the alliance

and not of others has inevitably caused strains, and has required special

care to maintain mutual understanding and confidence. While the bomb Q

was a United States monopoly, Europeans tended to fear lest the United

States use it too readily; when Russia broke the monopoly, the fears were

To attain an understanding of an ideal world order we must

begin by sketching an ideal America. Foreign policy inevitably reflects a

nation’s values and experience as they have developed in its domestic life.

Policy otherwise would lack roots and substance. Conversely, American

development toward the ideal is dependent upon an essentially congenial

world environment. The underlying unity of the world today, the degree

to which it is made one by instancy of communication and the rapid

spread of ideas, means that the environment must eventually be as

broad as the globe itself.

The United States at its best has always seen its national life as an

experiment in human liberty. It established its independence and made its

Constitution in an age of large and liberal hopes, when reason seemed

capable of taming the essential violence of man’s nature. The fact that

the new nation was set apart on a continent which almost seemed to

have been preserved hidden from mankind until the time was ripe, gave it

a special character from the beginning.

A sense of being watched—in an almost Biblical sense of being

judged—has remained with the United States. Others have contributed

to this sense by their high expectations of American performance. In its

naive form, this sense has been the basis of the American’s concern with

what travelers thought of this country; it remains today in the anxiety to

to be "liked” abroad, to be popular and to have tangible evidences of

gratitude for his good deeds. On a deeper level, Americans have cared

what history thought of them, what the ultimate judgment would be

upon their work. They have known that the hopes of the world were,

in some measure, bound up with their success.

The deep contradictions within the American system which derive

from slavery—and which carry forward in today’s problems of adjusting

relations between races—appear to unsympathetic outsiders as a denial of

the American claim, Certainly they open the U. S, to charges of self-

righteousness and hypocrisy. In fairness, it should be noted that the

treatment of caste or color forms in many modern societies a discordant

note. There are difficult situations in other countries where racially diverse

groups are in daily contact, but it is fair to say that no other nation com-

bines, in quite the same degree, a passion for equality with the residue of a

social order which involved inequality of race.

Seen from within, these deviations from our own ideal have a

kind of fearful justification: they testify to the struggle for mastery of its
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soul which every human entity must endure before it can validate its

claim to leadership in wider realms, The burden of slavery lies deep in

the history of America. It was not an evil lightly to be extirpated, a con-

dition to be cured by effortless progress or easy reform, The violence and

passion of the Civil War bear witness to that. Today’s struggles are trans-

fered to the social and judicial spheres; but let no one suppose that the

old passions do not still burn, It is as if America were compelled in

every generation to prove its fidelity to the ideal—not by words, not by

gestures in the foreign field, but by harsh, unremitting, often bitter con-

tests within its depths, among its own people.

, For the ideal exists. It is the core of a consensus which unites all

parties and ail sections of the country, and it is alive not least among

those who resist its immediate fulfillment, The total substance of what,

Americans desire and intend for their nation is not summed up in any

document; it certainly is not put in the form of dogmas which can be

exported or imposed on other peoples,

Perhaps the heart of the matter is, nevertheless, in the Declaration

of Independence,

As a nation we really do believe that the state exists for man, not

the other way around, The "consent of the governed" is therefore a basic

test of good institutions. It is not always a simple concept to live up to,

in a day when mass pressures tend to induce conformity or routine acqui-

escence rather than the live consent of a democratic government at its

best, Nor is it always easy to apply the criterion to governments abroad,

But anyone who seeks to predict how the United States will react to a

particular regime would do worse than ask to what degree the people

of the land in question genuinely consent to the acts of their government.

The American people believe, also, that “all men are created

equal”—not just men of one nation or race; and that they are endowed

by their Creator with certain unalienable rights, Life, liberty and the

pursuit of happiness are fundamental among these rights. I

It would be comforting to say that in this advanced age the

words have new meanings: that the right to life means fullness of life,

self-realization, enhancement of the human personality; that liberty and

happiness mean the attainment of these things in a refined and subtle

degree. The words do indeed have these new shades and colors. But they

retain their primary, blunt significances as well, This is an age when

millions of people have been deliberately murdered; when in wide areas

oppression to the point of slavery remains a fact; when the simplest

outside of governments, the modern corporation is tarrying on a con-

siderable part of the world's economic activities, inevitably assuming

functions which cut across boundaries and playing an important though

little noticed role in internationalizing the economic substructure,

\ Discernible in many areas is a tendency for nations to involve

some parts of themselves in different groupings or associations, Thus the

Western European countries have for purposes of defense been part of

an Atlantic community, while for economic purposes they have been part

of a European community, Certain of these countries have further sliced

off specific economic functions—such the the production of coal and steel

or the development of atomic energy—forming from the segments new

"communities” which do not engage the entire nation-state. These new

communities, carved out of the existing sovereignties, have their own

capitals, their own civil services. Such developments are bound to increase.

We are on the threshold of what will undoubtedly be a vast and many-

sided institutional growth, What we have seen already is enough to

suggest that the nation-state, as traditionally conceived, is no longer the

sole possible unit of political power,

In general, it may be said that the less complex social structures

tend to form themselves into groupings which maintain something of the

character of traditional alliances-though even here with an interdepen-

dence born of twentieth century needs; while the mature social and

political organisms of the Western world tend to group themselves by

functions, with overlappings and intermixtures which are often striking

in their ingenuity,

These developments within the nation-state system offer diplomacy

in the second half of the twentieth century tools of great flexibility and

promise to work with. Americans have been traditionally concerned with

community building—though too often they have proceeded uncritically

on the assumption that the example of their own union can be duplicated

in entirely different conditions, They have now a rich field in which to

test their experience,

B. ARMS AND DIPLOMACY

The shape of foreign policy has been profoundly affected by the

developments in weaponry brought in with the atomic bomb and now the

missile age. In a previous passage we have indicated the way in which

these new weapons have heightened the tendency toward bipolarity, con-
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tions have kept their integrity and freedom; but their own responsibilities

for defense have been transformed. They have been conscious, moreover,

of varying degrees of mutual constraints and interdependency,

As for the relations of the countries within the communist orbit,

subjection has been the normal course. Yet it would be a mistake to

ignore how the Soviet leadership has been compelled by the forces of

nationalism and self-determination to grant varying degrees of autonomy.

The satellite countries present something less than a uniform subjection.

Khrushchev’s hints (in Leipzig, March 7, 1959) of a new commonwealth

structure for the Soviet bloc deserve attention.

If the bipolarity of the past decade diminishes significantly, the

relations between states will once again alter. But the effects of recent his-

torical experience will not be lost. The nations will still find themselves

linked in regional groupings of various sizes and varying degrees of inte-

gration. It will be difficult for them to affirm the kind of independence

which they possessed, at least in theory, up to the division of world

power between the United States and the Soviet Union,

The combinations that will then become possible are suggested

by the richness of international life which has grown up, to some extent

unnoticed, in the past decade and a half. Nations have not only been

finding new affinities within the overarching structure of the two great

superpowers; they have also been working out new relationships as a

consequence of economic and technological forces, The nation-state in

its existing form has not permitted certain vital functions to be adequately

or efficiently fulfilled. Markets have not proved large enough. Sources

of taw materials and credit have not been organized on a sufficiently broad

or stable base. Accordingly, we have seen developing a wide variety of

institutions, reaching across the old border-lines. Sovereignty has been

relaxed in specific fields, but experience is proving that by voluntary

pooling of efforts for certain ends, the nations are not diminished in any

essential way, but rather gain an enhancement of what they have, Real

power is increased as the meaning of sovereignty is re-interpreted.

Among the institutions which have been thus created are coopera-

tive undertakings for specific, limited purposes, such as the European Coal

and Steel Community, Euratom, the European Common Market, and the

beginning of comparable arrangements elsewhere, as in Central America;

arrangements to stabilize price and distribution of certain commodities;

and finally monetary and credit arrangements as in the European Payments

Union, the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and

the International Monetary Fund. Nor should it be overlooked that,

elements of happiness-enough to eat, adequate shelter, the most common

enjoyments—are lacking in great portions of the globe. In such an age,

it is important to reiterate in their plainest form the rights we deem to be

nnalipnahls and God-given. If these rights are not fully established in

fact, they are enduring aspirations and motivate our society at its best.

In the United States "the pursuit of happiness" has indeed

attained dimensions which statesmen of the classic age could not have

foreseen. The possibilities of material abundance on this continent out-

reach what all but Utopians have previously imagined. We are resolved to

go forward to exploit for human well-being everything that science and

technology can offer. At the same time, we realize that this very

abundance brings new psychological and moral problems. Can happiness

be attained under a flood of material goods? Can boredom be escaped

when the compulsion to work is drastically lessened? The answers to

these questions may take a long while to work out effectively, especially

because of a widespread reluctance in these times to think about problems

directly and frankly in moral terms. But this is a passing phase, and we

are confident that Americans will increasingly seek answers to these

questions in their own way, with a deep continuing concern that spiritual

qualities assert themselves over the tide of material things.

The American creed as thus briefly summed up can be fulfilled

only under conditions of peace, and in a world so organized as to

make possible free exchange, free communication and free movement of

people and goods. No one nation and no one geographic area alone is

capable of preserving the basic rights of man, It is impossible to conceive

enduring prosperity for America when large parts of the world struggle

in want or oppression. The American ideal—in both its philosophical

and its practical form—connotes a sense of growing freedom and well-

being. It is not an ideal that can live a shrinking existence, fenced in

and defensive, Freedom is part of the world, or it does not have a valid

existence anywhere.

F. THE AMERICAN CONCEPTION

OF THE IDEAL WORLD

We now come back to the kind of world which forms, as we see

it, the ultimate objective of foreign policy.

The American ’objective is a world at peace, based on separate

political entities acting as a community.
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Within this community there need not and should not be uni-

formity: diversity of religion, culture, philosophy, social organization,

expression and ideals is to be expected, It is for each people, in its own

way, to discover and work out the form of social organization most

satisfactory to it. Hie international community thus conceived ought to
^

include any state which does not insist on imposing its way of life on

others. Any communist state that is prepared to assume the responsibilities

and self-restraints of international life an be an acceptable and construe-
'

tive member of that group.

Such a community of states must build up institutions and arrange-

ments permitting all its members to function and progress, assisting those

that may need help. This is required for many reasons. Among them are

increasing population, rising standards of living, heightened expeftations,

need of greater economic interchange, immediacy of communiation and

vastly increased contact between communities and peoples. No substantial

area of the earth’s surface can now exist without such contacts, friendly

or hostile. Present reality offers a single alternative: struggle or coopera-

tion. In another generation, with population doubled in many areas,

cooperation may well be the condition of survival.

Institutions binding on all the diverse nations of the world can

arise only as the result of acknowledged needs and be chosen only,
by

free

consent. The common denominator between the ninety-odd countries now

existing is comparatively low. Effective universal arrangements exist

largely in technical fields where nations agree to act together to achieve

practical results. This area of common action must be constantly en-

larged, as new developments and as increasing awareness of the world's

underlying unity make it possible, Meanwhile, the United States can well

encourage "open end agreements”—agreements on specific points con-

cluded among those nations prepared to adopt them but with the door

kept open for other nations to join as they conceive it their interest

to do so.

Alongside institutions aimed at action on a world scale, there

exist already great regions whose necessities and values require a high

content of common action—Western Europe, the Western Hemisphere

and the Middle East are obvious examples. In each of these (as also ,

in some other regions) needs are accompanied by \ large factor of

common regional experience and knowledge, and of dear advantage in

joint action, As we see it, any world community wjU indude strong
$

regional organizations. The development of these is- already on foot;

but the need outruns present measures, which often fail to keep pace

constant necessity to enlarge the definition of their interests. In a deep

way, emerging states seem to recognize the inadequacy of their avowed

goal, Even while thgy affirm their nationalism they grope toward those

larger groupings in which alone they can hope to find their needs met.

The new nationaijsm may thus be a halfway house. It may provide

a point in the line of the rapidly evolving development of the former

colonial peoples. Bp| it is not a resting place where men can hope to

build viable communities for themselves and for their children.

The eating away of the national idea has been brought about by

a world-wide economic system the essence of which makes it impossible

for a state to find sufficiency within its own borders. It has been brought

about also perhaps most dramatically by new developments in weapons

and warfare. In classic theory the essence of the state—in addition to

economic self-sufficiency-rwas its defensibility. It comprised a territorial

expanse internally pacified and outwardly defended. Order within and

a reasonable security' against invasion from without: these were the

opposite sides of the coin of nationhood. Smaller nations have long had

to accommodate their thinking to the fact of vulnerability, but the devel-

opment of air warfare blurred the significance of borders for large states

as well. Even then it was possible in theory to stop the airborne invader

over the frontier. Tliq coming of the missile age, and with it the seeming

impossibility of keeping the homeland from being penetrated, will com-

plete the process which is biaking the modern nation an open and exposed,

rather than a .tightly bounded, territorial unit.

In another wj| the new weapons have accelerated the erosion of

nationalism. The technological skill, and financial resources necessary

to develop these weapons and to produce suitable delivery systems

reinforced the tendency .toward a bipolar
1 world—a world, that is, with

two superpowers in juxtaposition to each other. Without atomic weapons,

the United States anil Russia would no' doubt have found themselves thus

opposed, with a superiority of power dwarfing other nations. In the

nineteenth century, Tocqueville already discerned that outcome. But for

the past decade this bipolarity has been linked with the new weaponry, and

in that period the two superpowers have as by an irresistible force trans-

formed not only their own nature but the nature of the states and'nations

grouped around them.

American security is now' meaningless apart from the security of

the free world, From our point of view, the American territory remains

as an inner citadel, but for all practical purposes the United States’ defense

area is far wider. Within these boundaries of the free world, other na-
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VI—Elements of a

New World

In a world changing rapidly it is important to discern the next

phase as well as to grasp the fundamentals of the present one. In this

section of the report, we put down some of the big things that seem to

be happening. They set the stage for the problems with which the next

phase of foreign policy must deal. They are capable of being affected in

their impact and in the speed of their development by deliberate choices

of policy.

A. THE DECLINE OF THE NATION-STATE

The nation-state as it was conceived in the sixteenth century and

as it has existed throughout the modern age is now transforming itself.

In this report it has been necessary to talk in terms of nations as if they

were still the solid entities, water-tight and sovereign, which traditional

theory describes, In fact, they have not been that for a long time. The

growth of the modern world has seen the interdependency of nations and

communities increase to a point where independence, at least in the sense

of self-sufficiency is seriously eroded. If the United States were to be

confronted with the necessity of existing apart from the trade of the

world, apart from its intellectual and spiritual currents, and the support

of allied and kindred nations, it would quickly realize that independence

can be pushed too far,
•

The modification of the nation-state has been confused by the fact

that the aspirations of peoples all over the globe are today finding expres-

sion in the slogan of nationalism. What animates these peoples is a

resolve to emerge rapidly and conclusively from the era of colonialism,

They are going somewhere, but it is a real question whether they are

going where they think they are. Many of them simply would not possess

in any circumstances the prerequisites of self-sufficient nationhood. They

certainly do not possess them in a day when even the most firmly estab-

lished states find many insufficiencies within their own borders and a
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with obvious necessity and also with what the peoples concerned are

ready to accept.

As technical arrangements, often originated on the regional level,

develop to a point where there is world-wide recognition of their need

and agreement on their substance, they should be institutionalized at the

international level. Changing attitudes and conditions will hasten, perhaps

to a far greater degree than can now be thought likely, developments in

this direction. Certain activities already affect the health and safety’ of

mankind. Defense against disease epidemics and the attacks of pathogens

and pests on basic food crops are examples of the growing range of

action by a world community. Wherever possible, universalist attitudes

deserve encouragement, so that the world may pass from feeling the

"interdependence of doom” to interdependence in many other, more

hopeful forms, including the conservation of vital resources,’ improvement

of standards of health and economic well-being.

The hoped-for result is peace, in a world divided into smaller

units, but organized and acting in common effort to permit and assist

progress in economic, political, cultural and spiritual life. Such a com-

munity must facilitate the freest and fullest access by everyone to the

thinking of everyone. It must allow for the widest diversity of ideas,

social structure, and forms of expression compatible with the functioning

of the community. It would presumably consist of regional institutions

under an international body of growing authority—combined so as to be

able to deal with those problems which increasingly the separate nations

will not be able to solve alone.

Such, in broadest outline, is the image of the world whose build-

ing the United States sees as the grand objective of its foreign policy. It

is not only by desire that the United States seeks such a world, but by

necessity. It is not only by the old standards of "national interest”, but

because the United States cannot hope to become its fullest self except

within an environment where new needs are met by new institutions,
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IH—The Growth

The image of an ideal world, sketched in the foregoing pages, is

not drawn out of thin air, It has already begun to take shape, The British

Commonwealth of Nations forms one of the earliest and most significant

of modern groupings; the French community forms one of the most recent,

In two areas in particular we see regional associations vitally related to

American policy: these are the Western Hemisphere and the Atlantic

community. At the same time the United Nations provides a vigorous

example of a growing institution at the world level. The effectiveness

of American policy will be judged in large part by the degree to which
,

it succeeds in helping to keep these existing associations—regional and

universal-in sound health and on the path of progress.

There are other areas, such as Africa and Asia, where regional

life is taking on new forms. But in these the United States does not have

the same degree of responsibility as it does in the American and Atlantic

mmmiinfe. Here the United States is able to exert direct influence;

its leadership and active help form important ingredients in the developing

s i
tuations. Results in these areas will demonstrate to the world what as

a people we value and are really seeking.

ment, nationalistic seethmgs and the residues of colonialism provide a

tempting ground in which to work. Because of Africa's immense impor-

tance, both politically and strategically, the United States cannot afford

to be detached or complacent.

The aim of the United States must not be to seek to align these

new countries in a military alliance or to ask their commitment to the

Western cause. It must be, rather, by common efforts to help further

their advance along the road of political and economic freedom. Its aim

must be to see that they are permitted to develop their lives and institu-

tions in peace, with the assistance they desire and, in the light of their

own efforts, are entitled to expect. It would be a tragedy, indeed, if

Africa were to emerge from a century of colonialism to become a battle-

ground in the cold war. That it may pass into an era of peace, free to

develop in its own way, is the basic objective of American policy in this

area.

A. THE ATLANTIC COMMUNITY

The United States has always been part of the Atlantic world.

It was its child and spiritual heir. It survived and grew up within the

shadow of Europe’s rivalries. Even during the long period of westward

expansion and territorial consolidation, when the United States seemed

to dwell apart, links of common interest and common ideals were strong.

There was an Atlantic community even when Americans were least aware
;

of it. There is an Atlantic community today, with its life consciously

drawn together and organized, In terms of culture, political values, eco-
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great transformation of the African continent. Today the United States

is in the position of encouraging by practical, on-the-spot measures the

emergence of a new political order. It has an equal interest in seeing the

era of colonialism pass, and in seeing that disorder and violence do not

succeed it. Peaceful change is easier to achieve in those areas of Africa

where nationalism is not accompanied by racial conflicts. At best, we

must keep our hopes in line with the realities of a situation where im-

mense difficulties and obstacles exist.

The nationalist movements in North Africa have provided one of

the severest tests for American policy makers. The war in Algeria seemed

inevitably to be more than a French domestic concern, Relations with a

principal NATO ally could not but suffer as virtually the whole French

defensive force was drained off to feed the seemingly endless struggle in

North Africa, Until General de Gaulle indicated a way out of the impasse,

successive French governments proved unable to bring the fighting to an

end or to propose an acceptable political solution. Since the General’s

offer of September 16, 1959, offering a choice of several paths, including

independence, to the Algerians, a common Western approach to this

major problem has seemed possible. Such an approach is facilitated

by the liberal nature of the new French community, in which all the

participating countries have freely chosen their part and within which

they preserve control over their internal affairs. With these developments

and with the liberalization of the regimes in the French trust territories,

Togoland and the Cameroons, France can claim to have made, with

Great Britain, a statesmanlike adjustment to new conditions.

The American attitude at this juncture must be one of sympathy

and encouragement for the new nations of Africa. It must be sensitive

to the degree of pride they feel in their new independence; it must seek

to know better the many able leaders who are arising in Africa, and in

turn seek to make the United States and its purposes better known to

them, These new nations require help in creating a viable economic life.

They need facilities for education and public health, aid in the develop-

ment of agricultural and natural resources as well as of industrial enter-

prises. The new leaders look both to governmental financing and to

private investment. The United States must take account of these needs,

and seek in every feasible way to aid the new countries in meeting

the expectations of their peoples,

It is inevitable that the Communists should look to this area,

perhaps with the same strategic objectives which twenty-five years ago

they held in relation to China. Racial tensions, economic underdevelop-
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nomics and defense, the United States is bound up with the solidarity

and progress of the European peoples, as they are with us,

A military alliance attests the common defense needs of the com-

munity. We shall speak specifically of the North Atlantic Treaty Organi-

zation and its military problems in connection with the Russian threat

and the cold war. Here it must be pointed out that NATO is in many

ways different in nature from the alliances which have appeared and

vanished through modern history. Although NATO came into being for

defense against Soviet threats of expansion, it has deeper roots, and in

one form or another it must survive whatever transformations in the world

situation the next decades may bring.

At times the community underpinning the alliance has not been

sharply in evidence, Temporary slackening of Soviet pressure brings out

fissures and division among the nations until it has sometimes appeared

as if only external threats held the Atlantic world together. Conversely,

an intensification of Soviet maneuvers has created strain. Rather than gear

the alliance to Soviet actions, it is the task of statesmanship to make clear

the reality of the underlying ties.

Historical contingency has made NATO the most striking of the

institutions of the Atlantic community. In a way this is unfortunate, for

many diverse activities depend on NATO and are closely related to it,

thus running the risk of being colored by military considerations, Yet in

the life of the world, historical need rather than order and logic is likely

to be controlling; wisdom calls for a flexible approach to organizational

structure. Such developing political institutions as the NATO parliamen-

tarians, frank face-to-face exchanges among leaders of the member states,

and occasional NATO conferences like that held in London in June of

1959, are part of the process by which the common interests of the

community are given form.

Common policies of governments of the Atlantic community to-

ward problems outside the framework of the alliance need to be ponded

as far as feasible. The Atlantic community is involved with more than

the welfare and defense of the Atlantic region; it can prosper only

insofar as it is part of a functioning world order. Admittedly, there are

obstacles. Ill will aroused against any one European nation, as a result

of colonial issues, tends to be expressed against all of them. Similar

difficulties arise in connection with different attitudes of NATO countries

toward problems of the Far East. Insofar as the Atlantic governments can

formulate policies of a broad political and strategic nature, the strength

of the whole free world is increased. It can be increased also through
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the embryonic and necessarily cautious steps for establishing Atlantic com-

munity cooperation in aid to underdeveloped countries.

Development of a unified Europe is in line with the interests of

the Atlantic community as a whole as well as of the United States. The

United States has encouraged the economic and political unity of Western \

Europe; it must continue to do so in every way possible, It must be

prepared for the sake of this larger goal, to accept such incidental dis-

advantages as may come from increasing economic integration of Europe.

Our long-standing dislike of doing anything which may sectionalize the

wdrld economy must give way here, as perhaps in other areas, to a recog-

nition of the value of regional arrangements. It is strongly to be hoped

that the division between countries comprising the common market and

those in the free trade area will represent only a stage in the development

of Europe’s economic integration. By the same token it is to be hoped

that these economic developments will be reinforced by European political

institutions of equal scope and significance.

\

This developing Europe must keep the door open to those na-

tions and peoples which historically have been associated with it and

are now drawn into the Soviet orbit. The peoples of the satellite coun-

tries share the great European tradition; they must be welcomed into its

intellectual and cultural life' at every opportunity, This European civili-

zation, restored and healed, will again be part of a broader Atlantic

community. Such a development will enlarge the Atlantic world, 'though

it should not be conceived as extending the NATO military arrangements.

It is of the utmost ’importance that over the next decade the goal of a

reunited Europe be kept vividly alive, and that political and economic

institutions be kept 'flexible so as not to risk making present divisions

seem permanent.

Political and economic unity must, finally, be matched in the field

of a European defense system. When the establishment of the European

Defense Community was being debated, the United States was well aware

of this need. The fact that those efforts proved abortive then should not

blind us now to the necessity of exploring new possibilities in existing

circumstances.

The NATO states can make their military contribution by provid-

ing a powerful and versatile defense organization, combined with a strong

will to resist aggression in whatever form it occurs. In this posture lies
j

the best assurance of peace and continued freedom, As and when conti-

nental Western Europe secures for itself atomic weapons, its statesmen will

ships beneath the level of political action in a wide range of mutually

beneficial educational, cultural and humanitarian activities. Here effective

action may consist of many quiet steps in detail, in which non-govern-

mental agencies—schools and colleges, foundations, and business enter-

prises in particular—can play a most important part, pursued in each

country with patience, persistence and sophistication.

In the case of the Middle East, style may be as important as the

substance of policy. We can be helpful without being importunate, firm

without being provocative, courteous without being patronizing or craven.

We can afford to be patient in the face of rebuff and dignified in the

face of minor irritation. Our first task is to maintain the respect of the

people of the area; with their respect, many opportunities will present

themselves for action which will gradually shape up a new relationship

more workable than any we have experienced in the postwar years. We

need not be nervous about the ability of the Soviet Union to win the

Middle East by persuasion; we must be alert to their efforts to win it by

other methods. Our panel is convinced that the United States and the

nations of the Middle East have solid common interests upon which to

build and that common aims can show the way to fruitful cooperation.

C. THE AFRICAN CONTINENT

In terms of political, economic and social factors, Africa presents

a continent of great mass and population, with the greatest variety

ethnically and geographically; it is undoubtedly the most rapidly changing

area in the world today. By 1958, when the countries of South and

Southeast Asia had found their new nationhood, most of the continent

of Africa still lived within the framework of colonial systems, Two

years have seen immense transformations, and the timetable of the years

immediately ahead is crowded with the emergence of still other free

countries. It would be impossible for such rapid progress not to be com-

plicated by strains, or for questions not to hive arisen as to whether the

shaping of free institutions can keep pace with the aspirations of peoples

so much in a hurry.

The United States, apart from traditional ties with Liberia, has

not in the past thought of itself as playing a role on the African conti-

nent. Indeed, it was only in 1958 that a separate Bureau of African

Affairs was established in the State Department. But as the flood of

nationalism swelled, it was impossible, as it would certainly have been

undersirable, for the United States to exclude itself from a part in the
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clouded American relations with the Arab world and have offered easy

opportunities for the Soviet Union to fish in troubled waters.

Competition for influence and leadership within the region has

impeded regional cooperation and joint action. Underlying common

interests are forgotten or set aside during periodic clashes among personal- >

ities or governments, a tehdency undoubtedly encouraged by a variety

of outside influences.

In thinking abojjt these and other complications in our relations

*

with the Middle East; Americans need not suppose that they are wholly

without assets upon which to build a viable long-term approach. Geog-

raphy alone suggests, that the United States is capable of disinterestedness,

and it is doubtful that .there is any significant opinion in that area that

the United States has imperial designs of its own upon the Middle East.

On the other hand, the peoples of the Middle East' live in the shadow

of a powerful and aggressive neighbor to their north. They cannot

escape the hard fact that in the absence of a change in Soviet policy,

their independence requires a confrontation of Soviet power by the

United States. Below the political level, the American and Middle East-

ern peoples have been in friendly and mutually beneficial relationships

in many directions: in sciefice and scholarship, education, letters and the

arts, in trade and commerce, These relationships have survived many

vicissitudes and have laid a foundation of understanding and respect

which is of considerable consequence.

In such a complex and difficult situation, it is good sense to "be

ourselves". It is especially important not to become discouraged if simple

and straightforward moves such as the “Bagdad Pact” and the Eisenhower

Doctrine fail to meet the situation. Being ourselves means calling upon

the long-range determinants of American policy for guidance, Applied to

the Middle East, it means (jot we can make it clear that our weight is in

support of security of the people of the region against aggression, direct

or indirect—whether from oiitside the region or by one state against

another within the region. It means that we are prepared to assist these

states in becoming economically and socially viable, and that our assistance

is available without the price of military or political alignment with us

and our Western allies. It means a quiet influence in support of policies

and practices which will win the approval and support of the peoples of

the area. It means a friendly and helpful role, if called upon, to assist

in resolving outstanding issues which set neighbor against neighbor in the

Middle East.
j

Open channels of trade and communication are a part of tradi-

tional American policy. So is the encouragement of countless relation-

be faced with heavy responsibility to organize these weapons within the

overall defenses of the Atlantic community—not succumbing to the

temptation to duplicate the categories in which the United States is

concentrating its major effort. Rather, in the common interest it must be

hoped it will use its new weapons to increase its capacity to resist aggres-

sion against its own territory.

Assuming Europe will possess atomic arms, it would seem desirable

that it create an atomic pool which will complement other forms of

European cooperation.

Increasing European unity and strength might be criticized as

a step toward greater divergence between U.S. and European policy.

Adjustments will undoubtedly be needed as such a partnership takes shape.

However, true Atlantic unity can best be fostered by the growing cohe-

sion and integration of Europe. The Atlantic community must be one

which has in it nothing of subordination or inequality. It must be a

regional grouping with shared responsibilities, continuous consultation

and joint decision-making.

B. THE INTER-AMERICAN COMMUNITY

Equally important is the other great region of which the United

States is a part—that of the Western Hemisphere, with Canada and

Latin America forming with ourselves the major components.

Canada is actually a kind of hinge between the two regional

systems. Its position in the North Atlantic and its Commonwealth ties

link it with Great Britain and thence with the continent. The sharing of

interests and ideals with the United States makes for a relationship far

more intimate than one based on mere physical proximity. A long history

of amiable dealings, and the famous example of the unguarded border,

speak for bonds of a unique kind. These are reinforced by strategic

considerations in a day when the most likely route of attack upon this

continent is over the top of the world, across the pole, The fact that

there have been economic difficulties between the United States and

Canada in recent years emphasizes the need for close consultation on all

common matters. There must be a genuine concern for the interests of

a neighbor which has its own aspirations and has already shouldered at

least its full share of responsibility in world tasks.

More complex is the problem in community building presented by

twenty countries to the south of the U. S. Their importance cannot be

overestimated. Here is a population already larger than the population
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India and Pakistan and action involving one should be seriously weighed

in the light of its effect upon the other.

of the United States and expanding at a faster rate. Here is a trade

roughly equal to our trade with Europe. Here are natural resources

which offer enormous fields for development.

The countries of Central and South America provide a field of con-

structive action by which the claims of the United States to world leader-

ship may well be judged. If Soviet strategy sets the breakup of the

Atlantic community at the top of its political agenda, there is no question

but that it is working hard to divide the United States from its Latin

American neighbors.

Unlike Europe and even Asia, our opportunities in regard to the

Western Hemisphere have failed to evoke the continuous interest of the

American people. Too often Latin American relations have been handled

absent-mindedly until some incident or crisis compelled attention,

This has not always been so, The Monroe Doctrine was an act

of far-reaching creative statesmanship which should have set the stage

for a continuous and enlarging preoccupation of the United States with

this area. In raising a bulwark against colonial ventures in the southern

continent, American statesmen established the enduring pattern of our

interests and involvement. In the nineteenth century they sealed off the

vast inter-American area against the kind of intrusion which in that

period made an imperial patchwork of Africa, and they kept the way free

for development in the Americas of independent self-governing nations.

At the same time, perhaps building better than, they knew, they developed

a triple Latin American-United States-European relationship, Great

Britain’s support of Monroe’s declaration found an echo in 1941-1945,

when all the Central and South American countries declared war against

Hitler’s Germany.

The Organization of American States is the longest established

regional group of the modem world. It provides a valuable example of

how regional peace-keeping systems stand as a substructure basic to the

court of last resort represented by the United Nations. The place of the

United States within the OAS puts our policy and our diplomacy to the

test in acting vigorously, with intimate knowledge of complex trends and

changing personalities, while maintaining the respect for independence

which a system of self-governing units requires.

The United States must join in creating a viable economic and

political order for the southern continent adequate to meet the sweeping

social changes which are clearly needed, and for a continuously expanding

economic system, The United States must be prepared to make a con-

tribution which is large, sustained, and well-planned, Such a contribution,

needless to say, can be made only on the basis of organized and effective

B. THE MIDDLE EAST

No part of the world has presented American policy with more

baffling complexities than has the Middle East A mere reminder of the

principal threads in the tangled skein will help to explain why this

should be so,

The area lies across the lines of communication between Europe

and the Far East. Historically it has been the home of three of the

world’s great and dynamic religions. It attracted the attention of world

powers and threw the area into the cauldron of outside rivalries, long

before the discovery of its rich natural resources,

More recently, nationalist movements fed by dynastic and personal

rivalries have insisted that the remnants of Western political and eco-

nomic domination be eliminated. Finally, recent initiatives of the Soviet

Union to penetrate the Middle East and to bring it under communist

influence suggest a desire in Moscow to create along Russia’s southern

border a group of dependent states similar to the satellites of Eastern

Europe. In this complex of pressures, the Western powers have been

unable to work out a common approach to a new relationship with the

Middle East.

Sweeping demands for social and economic improvement are the

more explosive because of the extremes of wealth and poverty character-

istic of much of the area. Governments themselves have, for the most

part, been unable to develop a strong and efficient administrative appara-

tus through which to get on with the public business and win the

confidence of their peoples by steady progress. Critical shortages of

trained personnel exist in all fields of social and economic improvement,

and educational systems are not yet geared to produce them in the num-

bers and skills required.

Fierce tensions were created by the establishment of the state of

Israel against the bitter opposition of the peoples and governments of the

surrounding area, These tensions have made it impossible thus far to

find solutions for such distressing and immediate problems as the Arab

refugees, the ease and freedom of sea, air and land communications in

the Near East, and the reopening of rational trade channels and patterns

at the eastern end of the Mediterranean, The same tensions have be-
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in the •world-wide straggle, The partnership in great objectives must not

be subordinated to rivalry in the area of trade.

2 . India and Pakistan,

At the other end of the long arc stand India and Pakistan, two

nations whose fates are inextricably interwoven with each other and,

taken together, engage vital American interests in the prospects for a new

world order. Sharing the same sub-continent, the two are confronted on »

the north by powerful Communist neighbors, ideologically hostile to

efforts to create two great free and independent nations at their threshold.

Here, if anywhere, it must be proven that peoples can lift themselves

rapidly into the modern age without submitting to the oppressions of

dictatorship.

India has not sought, nor is willing, to align itself with the United

States. This attitude need cause Americans little concern; the American

stake is in India’s continued independence and its ability to build a strong

nation through constitutional means. If this goal is to be reached, India

must make substantial economic and social advances under the most

difficult circumstances. Large scale assistance of many kinds from outside

its own borders will be needed, including both inter-governmental

assistance and private investment. It takes no talent for prophecy to

suggest that it would be tragically short-sighted were the United States

not to be ready to assist India’s own resolute efforts to effect steady

progress toward a better existence for her hundreds of millions of peoples.

Pakistan, a member of the Central Treaty Organization, has been

somewhat closer to the United States than has India, at least through

official relationships. The partition of the sub-continent presented Pakistan

with severe problems: the nation bifurcated, normal economic channels

disrupted, a lack of trained administrative and professional competence.

But the country has marked potential. The United States is already com-

muted to assist in its realization. The next years will be crucial in showing

whether political and economic progress can be achieved.

To the extent that the United States can influence the situation,

we must be concerned with the direct relations between India and Pakistan.

Until the two have placed their relations upon a normal basis and can

deal with each other in full cooperation and confidence, severe limits are
(

placed upon the effectiveness of external aid to either or to both, The

inflammable issues which stemmed from the partition period have not been

quenched; we support the readiness of the United States to use its good
II

offices in whatever way may be useful or acceptable, Our own policies

should accept as fundamental the necessity for good relations between

efforts within Latin America itself. If we on our side have the need for

more constructive action, it needs to be said that the leaders of the South

American countries have tasks of their own to face up to.

In an earlier report in this series, Foreign Economic Folicj for the

Twentieth Century, the panel urged steps toward a common market in

Latin America; workable procedures for moderating extreme price fluctua-

tions in basic commodities; ways for the cooperative promotion of general

economic growth and development; establishment of an Inter-American

Payments Union; and steps toward greater cooperation in social objectives

in education, low-cost housing, health, and technical assistance.

These objectives, spelled out in detail in the earlier report, the

panel considers basic prerequisites to the development of a full com-

munity of interests and to general well-being within the hemisphere.

The organization of the Inter-American Development Bank is an impor-

tant step forward, but we urge once more thoughtful consideration of the

whole range of recommendations. In addition, the United States should

take a sympathetic interest in regional discussions among the Central

American states for common action in economic, education, health and

other matters, Yet even if these objectives were all achieved, the task in

this hemisphere would not be completed,

Beyond everything that statesmanship and economics can accom-

plish there must be an effort of the intellect and of the spirit to compre-

hend what is going on in the depths of this complex area, to sort out

the elements that create a common denominator between so many dis-

parate national strivings, and to build on these for the long future, Latin

America is passing through a period of intense cultural activity, In the

exchange of scholars, scientists, and literary figures one sees evidence of a

groping for the things that shall bring the whole Latin American civiliza-

tion to a new level of self-conscious unity.

The United States cannot hope to play in the life of the con-

tinent the role which its position should justify, and which incidentally its

own position and well-being require, unless it can put itself in tune with

the political and cultural movements, Latin America, despite some

setbacks and diversions, appears to be building toward new forms of

regional international organization, and its leaders want North Americans

to think with them. Genuine understanding is needed. This kind of

understanding is not achieved without effort or sustained without atten-

tion, but in the final analysis it may be no less important than economic

support.
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C. THE UNITED NATIONS

In -addition to participating directly in the development of two

regional gloups, the United States has participated fully and from the

start in the United Nations, the international organization which tdday
1

holds out the reasonable hope of being able to take over more and more

functions and to assume increasingly large responsibilities. In supporting

the spirit ind letter of the Charter, the United States has shown that it

gives more than lip service to the indispensable world order which, as we

have seen, is basic to the American consensus. The UN is proof of our

conviction that problems which are of world-wide, impact must be dealt

with through institutions global in their scope. It should stand as one of

the principal vehicles through which our foreign policy is expressed.

The United Nations plays a vitally important role in the develop-

ment of a functioning international system. Through its role in the emer-

gence of new nations, it has helped to keep a world order which is

dynamic yet peaceful, and hospitable to forces of change and growth. In

many aspects of life nationalistic rivalries must give way before a common

world need and these are now being dealt with by the specialized agencies

of the UN. They include, among others, health, children’s welfare, cul-

tural activities and agricultural research. This part of the UN’s work,

too often' unnoticed because it is non-controversial, needs to be fully

developed, New areas of common interest need to be constantly defined

and to be implemented at the international level.

The United States should be anxious, in particular, to make addi-

tional use of the UN in its approach to economic aid, International

agencies for economic and technical assistance and training can bring

dividends far more significant than the gratitude which a single con-

tributor of economic aid may expect—but rarely gets—from the recipient

country. Drawing the United Nations into economic development helps

to mobilize the capacities of other countries in fields where the U, S. does

not have the experience or skill to do the job alone. Participation by the

Soviet Union in these activities may make a real contribution toward

bridging over the chasm which separates the two ideological systems.

The UN, besides, gives to international diplomacy a field of oper- v

ations which at certain junctures can be of crucial importance, The ex-

panding role of the Secretary General puts at the disposition of the nations

an international civil servant of high prestige whose disinterestedness and )

skill are highly beneficial to all. In the complex and continuing nego-

tiations which must go on for years in such an area as disarmament, many

broad regional arrangements and institutions. Our judgment as to our

capacity to help economically must not be warped by calculations which,

while purporting to estimate what we can bear, really yield to concealed

soft assumptions about the importance of carrying on as usual. In cal-

culating the amount of our help, we should place primary emphasis upon

the resolution of the particular underdeveloped country to face its own

needs and commit its own resources to meet those needs, and upon its

ability effectively to absorb assistance arid put it to fruitful use. Our

determination must be to do whatever is necessary to supplement maximum

self-help and mutual aid on the part Of the underdeveloped countries in

question, when the objective is so transcendently in the interest of freedom,

When the people of these underdeveloped countries face the facts

concerning their own need, accept their responsibilities and do their part,

the evidence indicates that the amount of aid required will be of a mag-

nitude which the United States can and should accept,

These general recommendations apply to the Asian perimeter as

a whole. At any point along this great crescent the Sino-Soviet imperialists

may choose, as in the past decade, to create new pressures. Our policies

must be shaped to specific cases, but with the broad principles outlined

above continually operative.

1. Japan.

A special emphasis needs to be placed upon Japan. The United

States looks upon Japan as a partner in securing the defense of the

Pacific and in rendering important forms of assistance to a number of

economically less advanced countries of Asia. Fortunately, Japan has

emerged successfully from the period of the war and occupation, demo-

cratically organized, with its population increase brought under control

and its trade directed into new channels. It cannot be forgotten, however,

how large is the stake of the Soviets and Communist Chinese in diverting

Japan from its present orientation. Chinese trade policies in Southeast

Asia, directed against the efforts of Japan to find markets adequate to

its vast export needs, are but one part of the intense pressures exerted

by the Communists. Communist strategy sets a high priority on undermin-

ing Japan’s present position and ultimately obtaining its adherence to the

Communist camp.

Japan’s need for exports together with its efficient, highly organized

production can make it appear to United States industry as a strong and

even dangerous competitor. It is sometimes forgotten to what an extent

Japan also provides a major market for U. S. goods. Even more important

than this, however, is the degree to which the free world counts on Japan
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capacity for self-government, in economic well-being and social progress.

Any such hope has disappeared. Now the difficult task confronts us of

helping shape a 'free Asian order without China, in the vast extended

semi-circle along the seas and oceans.

These setbacks must be faced up to. Yet, there is much that the

United States can do in this vast area, if it devotes itself seriously to the

task without being discouraged by the effort required or the difficulties

encountered. The Communist Chinese are exerting their pressures through-

out the region, perhaps varying the relative emphasis they place upon the

military factor, but still with a full spectrum ol. political, economic and

military means of action. We must similarly integrate and harmonize these

elements in our own policy. The past tendency for American military and

nonmilitary policies to be set independently and often at odds with each

other can no longer be justified as being caused by the unavoidable

confusion of the' postwar emergency.
’

We are entering a period of widespread political ferment and

change in which the experience in Latin America is likely to be duplicated

in the more dangerous areas close to Soviet and Chinese military pressure.

There is great need for facing the intricate question of how we can

demonstrate a cohcern for the broader interests of the people without

becoming identified with regimes not based on the popular will and

likely to be displaced.

Our economic aid has been limited in its social and political

results because it 'was often subordinated to military purposes. We must

think our way through the obstinate problems of how to make reasonably

sure that this aid Jerves the prime purpose of the growth of the economy,

so that the underdeveloped people will not awake some years hence to

discover that their growth rates are still unsatisfactory, that our various

forms of assistance have been used for short-range benefits. These coun-

tries, as their true interests manifest themselves, will surely want con-

structive and enduring advantages from aid and other resources.

On the military side, there is a similar need tfi find better ways

to help bring these countries to a point where they are capable of defend-

ing themselves. The policy of common defense needs a firmer political

base, In the long run, it will succeed to the extent that it is built on the

growing self-reliance and increasing maturity of these peoples. Hungary

and Tibet have opened the eyes of peoples throughout this area; these

new attitudes can create the underpinning of new policies.

In general, our concern is to help build independent self-governing

states, standing on their own feet, finding their needs satisfied within

approaches, many occasions and personalities must be available. The scene

must shift; bilateral and multilateral talks can be expected to succeed one

another. One of the great objectives must be to keep hope alive and the

possibilities of discussion open. In this involved process the UN with its

international staff can make a major contribution. Its watchfulness, its

experience, its increasing authority as the embodiment of expert bowl-

edge and skills, make its services in this field hard to overestimate.

The UN stands, finally, as a symbol of the world order that will

one day be built. The United States has need of symbols as well as power

in its foreign policy. To measure the UN's contribution, one need only

ask how much meaner and poorer, how much less touched by hope or

reason, would be the world scene if it suddenly ceased to exist.

D. THE NATURE OF ORDER IN THE WORLD

This experience of the United States in regional groupings and

in the world organization gives substance to its image of an ideal world.

As Americans, we are not talking of things which we have not bown

at first hand, Imperfect as we recognize these beginnings to be, we see

in them the possibility of a development which can immensely benefit men

and nations over wide areas of the globe. On the basis of this still frag-

mentary knowledge, we can generalize; perhaps we can even predict,

let us try, then, to state briefly what this panel has in mind when

it speaks of the opportunity before America of helping to shape a new

world order. The phrase could easily be misunderstood. It could be taken

as meaning a Fax Amicm: an imperial ambition to call nations into

being, to set them against one another in a balance of power, to divide

and break up any too massive concert. We do not have that in mind.

Nor do we have in mind, as could conceivably be supposed, spreading

American ways of doing things across the globe, hoping to duplicate else-

where the particular kind of life which now exists within the boundaries

of the United States.

This panel thinks, rather, of an order in the world which makes it

possible for all nations to develop, to create conditions in which their

citizens can have the fullest opportunity for self-realization and self-

fulfillment, where every kind of humane aspiration can reach the light.

The steady rise in living standards, with the gradual abolition of poverty

in all countries, is one element of this order. So is the growth of a wide
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complex of institutions which makes it possible for citizens of all coun-

tries to deal freely with one another, to move about without hindrance, to

conduct their affairs with a minimum of frustration and heat,

The highest expression of such an order is a sense that all men are

brothers, deeply concerned in each other’s fate. Next to that is a kind of

neighborliness, which makes it possible for men and women from any-

where in the world to talk with each other civilly, not unduly impressed

by differences between them nor overly anxious that all should speak in

the same accents.

The instrument through which this order is to be achieved can

perhaps best be described as Law, International law has its part to play

and its rapid development would be one unmistakably hopeful sign, If

governments can agree to submit more and more of their difficulties to

adjudication before the World Court this would be a mark of significant

progress.

We also think of law in a much broader sense, as recognized cus-

tom, as accepted ways of dealing with one another, as the slow accretion

of consent and accord. Law in this sense can arise where men come to

know one another well and manage their joint affairs with instinctive

confidence. It can arise in agencies of the international body or wherever

nffiriak of various nations gather to accomplish some agreed-on purpose,

It will sometimes be codified and made explicit. More often it will exist

in shared understandings and tadt approvals. It will usually not be en-

forceable in any strict, legal sense, but it will live and grow because

nations recognize increasingly that the things that need to be done in the

world can only be accomplished where men bear and forbear within broad

limits set by their common experience.

This kind of order, we submit, is compatible with the basic

American character. Tentative and experimental as its development must

be, such an order offers the best hope of a world in which the potentiali-

ties of the twentieth century can be realized for the benefit of all.

In all these areas, the threat of Communist imperialism is making

itself felt with varying degrees of intensity and immediacy. This fact can-

not be ignored by United States policy makers. Yet the struggle against

communism will surely be lost if nothing else but the threat is seen.

Fortunately, the United States can keep the dear conviction that in acting

according to its own best instincts and traditions it is meeting the deep

necessities of the cold war. The development of free institutions, economic

progress and advancing well-being will, if consistently and imaginatively

furthered, prove not only desirable in themselves but the best over-all

strategy for warding off the expansion of the Communist empires.

A. THE RIM OF ASIA

The problems in the wide arc which runs from Japan in the north

to India in the south were bound to be difficult in the post-colonial age.

The newly-won independence of many nations within this area could not

be expected to bring with it the trained groups necessary to effective

political and economic organization. The growth of regionalism met

inevitable barriers. The lines of transport, trade and communication still

ran back to the metropolitan countries, and there was little enough—apart

from anti-colonial sentiments—upon which a common interest could be

established. Anticipations of a rapid rise in the material standard of life

were in the nature of things often bound to be disappointed. Population

growth alone can eat up gains laboriously achieved. Besides, there are

inevitable setbacks and frustrations in the best-laid economic plans.

There are also setbacks on the political level. A false hope en-

couraged the United States after the war to suppose that economic prog-

ress would necessarily be associated with the establishment of liberal

regimes. Rapid economic progress, especially where capital must be in

large part self-generated, has often involved centralized planning and

strong governmental intervention in all phases of the economy, In dif-

ferent parts of Asia, national disappointment in the speed of economic

progress is postponing the development of vigorous institutions based' on

consent.

The difficulties of the period would have been great enough in

any case, They have been bitterly intensified by the incorporation of the

massive population of China within the Communist camp. A democratic

China might have provided a secure base around which a free Asia

could organize itself, growing in strength and independence, in the
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IV—The Communist

Threat

V—The Asian Rim,

the Middle East, and Africa

The three geographical areas dealt with in this section of the report

—immense in scope and in significance for the future—have in the more

distant past been outside the direct range of United States commitments.

The United States was from the beginning involved in Europe; its con-

cern with Latin America was early established. But until the turn of the

century, the countries of the Asian rim from Suez to Singapore, the

Middle East, and Africa, were considered responsibilities of the European

powers, or as engaged in rivalries in which the United States had no

part. American cultural and humanitarian influences were felt in signifi-

cant but limited ways. Outside of these, nothing much in the way of

action seemed either feasible or desirable,

This situation was drastically changed by a number of simultane-

ous developments. The imperial order began to dissolve rapidly after

World War II. The establishment of new nations brought into play the

United States’ traditional and deeply-felt interest in the growth of free-

dom across the globe. On top of all these was added the cold war, The

United States saw rightly that if these areas were not to become subject

to communism, the influence and help of the free nations would have to

be effectively concerted.

The United States must be continually conscious of the complexity

of the problems in these new areas of its concern and of the weight which

must be given to developments which it cannot and should not seek to

control, New nations have their own interests and their pride. Older

nations, many of them going back in history ages before the United States

was born, maintain traditions and values which adjust themselves slowly

to the twentieth century world. Matters which seem simple and self-

evident to the United States may well appear in a different light to these

diverse peoples and nations. Throughout all this area, on two continents
v

and amid situations characterized by the greatest variety and complexity,

the United States must find ways of acting with clearness of view and

competence of means, but without seeking to impose its own will or its
'

\

ready-made solutions. The United Nations and its specialized agencies

provide an important channel for such action,

The American objective of a global community at peace confronts

the world as it actually exists, with its ideological conflicts, its propagan-

das, its economic inequalities and its menacing arms race, The goal as

we have described it in preceding sections can be sought only by taking

these into account, Coming thus from a statement of the ideal to a con-

sideration of actual circumstances we cannot but be conscious of a descent

from uncluttered space into an atmosphere full of troubles and ambiguities.

Yet that is no reason either to despair of the ultimate goal or to

lack resolution for facing immediate necessities, Foreign policy, especially

in such an age as ours, must be carried on with a twofold sense of time.

There are things which must be done in the present—and nothing should

cause the prudent statesman to defer them; there are other things which

must wait. Time gained can, if we use it well, provide an opportunity

for the working out of slowly maturing forces which can transform the

world scene and perhaps bring mankind back from the abyss into which

it now peers.

The great and immediate threat is posed, obviously, by the commu-

nist rulers of Russia and China, There are other problems in the world,

to be sure. In certain areas where Soviet influence has been felt only

indirectly and at the fringes, the problems have been complex and are

often still unsolved. In the Middle East for a full decade after World

War II, the United States and Britain, despite similar fundamental inter-

ests, were unable to effectuate any broad settlement. Nationalistic fervors,

technological developments, racial and religious animosities, and economic

revolutions—these, quite apart from communism, put Western policy

makers to the test. So it is and has been elsewhere in the world.

Nevertheless, it is the two communist states—their strategy backed

by tenacious dogma—which pose the immediate danger. Even where the

direct threat of aggression is played down, they exacerbate and exploit

every issue in their relentless search for advantage. It is necessary now to
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look somewhat closely at the precise nature of this threat and at the

means of its implementation,

A. THE BASIC SOVIET THREAT .1

The geographic size, the wealth, the comparative self-sufficiency

of the United States should not be allowed to conceal this country’s true
’

situation. In respect to the rest of the world, the United States is a com-

paratively small part of a continent set off the shores of Europe and Asia,

Its security depends upon its relations to the major powers in that great

land mass, In the past, the United States has instinctively felt threatened

when a European conqueror seemed capable of gaining hegemony in

Europe—whether it was Bonaparte in the nineteenth century or Hitler

in the twentieth.

Today the basic objective of the Soviets falls within the historic

pattern of European conquerors. There is no doubt but that their aim has

been and remains that of bringing Europe under their control. At earlier

crises in our history the fear has been that such a conqueror would turn

the sea forces of Great Britain against the United States, With the coming

of the missile age the nature of the menace alters; yet the isolation which

would be imposed upon the United States if Soviet aims in Europe were

to succeed is still something which Americans would rather not con-

template.

The approaches to the Pacific coast of the United States have also

been a preoccupation of United States diplomacy, reinforced by commer-

cial and ideological considerations. The essential interest was that neither

Russia nor Japan should achieve hegemony in this area. For half a century

the integrity and strength of China was a constant U. S. objective,

It was not until the twentieth century that the possibility arose of

a single hostile force dominating the whole Eurasian continent, stretching

from the Atlantic to the Pacific shores, This possibility was brought to

the point of serious issue under the Axis powers—the Germ'an-Japanese

alliance. It has emerged once more with the alliance of the Soviets with

Communist China.

Thus Soviet power stands today—an aggressive military force

backed by tenaciously held dogma—active on both the European and

Asian scenes. Its position in regard to the United States has been radically •

changed from what it was before 1945. Prior to that date it was not in 1

the forefront; it was contained and remote, Indeed being behind poten-

tially aggressive powers—behind France in the nineteenth century and

E. ONE COORDINATED CONFLICT

This brief and necessarily limited review of the nature and di-

mensions of the commtmist threat should not obscure what is one of the

most important facts about the cold war; namely, that it is being waged

by communists as one conflict. There are many scenes and many methods;

but there are central aims and more or less coordinated methods. Military,

political, economic and psychological means are employed alternately or

in combination as the situation indicates. If one is played down for a

season or in a particular part of the globe, that does not mean that in the

total scheme it has assumed any less importance, The answering strategy

of the West, and of the United States in particular, must be similarly

composed of diverse elements, seen in the context of the whole and

In other reports in the series, the panels have made their recom-

mendations in the fields of military and economic policy. Here we only

reiterate that a strong atomic capability, combined with defense measures

adequate to meet the whole spectrum of possible threats, is essential as

a means to restrict the conflict to channels where it can be decided other-

wise than by mutual suicide and universal destruction. Broad policies

looking to sustained economic and technical cooperation and unimpeded

exchange of goods and services are likewise indispensable elements in

the protracted struggle. Combined with these are such political factors as

have been discussed here, along with the whole range of actions which

make it their aim to influence the outlook and psychology of the opposing

side.

As a people who tend to take up one problem at a time, Ameri-

cans are disposed to see a general shift for the better when a particular

form of tension is relaxed. This is not a safe attitude in the present cir-

cumstances. Tenacity of purpose as well as capacity for sacrifice, sustained

over a long period, will be needed to meet the present challenge. It will

test all the qualities of purpose and leadership that a democracy can

muster,
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overriding political and strategic. aim is, undoubtedly, 'to undermine

American influence, to separate the United States from its friends and

supporters in Asia, and to force the withdrawal of United States defensive

forces.

The present relations between Soviet Russia and Red China do
^

not lend themselves to simple analysis. It is perhaps enough to assert

here that these two communist countries may not always be drawn together >

by common interests, In regard to China, the Soviets may find themselves

being committed to greater risks than they had counted pn. The problems

of dealing with countries around the border of the communist world, the

difficulties of keeping China supplied with needed capital goods, the new

appearance China will present if armed with atomic- weapons—these and

other factors provide substance enough for strains iii an alliance that now

seems structurally and ideologically strong. But it is not reasonable to

expect such developments to reveal themselves within a short-time span,

or in a form that will necessarily ease the situation of the free world. Nor

can effective results be anticipated from policies specifically designed to

drive a wedge between Moscow and Peiping. jWljat we can know for

certain is that we shall be much preoccupied ovef the coming decade with

the relations between the two great communist powers.

For the present we must avoid, wherever possible, courses of

action which seem to drive China closer to the .Soviets; and be prepared

for new situations as relations between these two massive powers undergo

change. We must, above all, give sympathetic and imaginative considera-

tion to the problems and the hopes of the countries around the rim of

Asia. In the next section of this report we shall lopk specifically at those

countries of Asia (as well as of the Middle East; and Africa) where it is

a vital interest of the United States and of the free world that communism

be forestalled from extending its domination. The secure independence of

the countries around the rim of Asia, their progress in terms of human

welfare and political maturity, their growing capacity to defend themselves

—these the United States desires to see and, insofar as it can, to help. But

such objectives cannot be thought of as related exclusively or even prin-

cipally to the problems of power and military security. They must be ends

pursued for their own sake,
‘

In the long run, it is only as the free countries of Asia realize their

own potentialities and fulfill their own destiny that there can be established • i

on the continent of Asia the kind of order and balance which restrains

the aggressive tendencies of Communist China.

Germany and Japan in the early twentieth—Russia was on the whole a

stabilizing factor. This situation always made it conceivable that at key

points its interests and those of the United States would conform. In the

Second World War that situation was realized. The result was an alliance

—but an alliance subject to the strains which different historical experi-

ences and profoundly opposed ideologies made inevitable.

In the wake of World War II the position of Russia vis-a-vis the

United States was drastically transformed. The European countries were

then economically and politically weakened; the United States had dis-

armed precipitately. China was torn by civil war, The Soviet government

found what appeared congenial conditions for advancing its strategic aims.

It prepared to absorb into its empire those countries which its armies

occupied at- the close of hostilities. It planned by revolutionary subversion

and propaganda to extend westward the communist ideology and power.

In Asia its strategy was to base its advances upon a communized China.

The net effect was to be the enforced isolation of the United States,

reducing it to an island without allies and without access to vital resources.

,
This underlying, basic Soviet danger has not been as well under-

stood in the United States as it should be. It has been necessary to drum

up support for U. S. policy by stressing imminent threats and crises and

by harping on the less attractive features of communism, including the

brutalities of the regime and the persistent exploitation of its own and

other peojfles. The panel does not underestimate the dangers ’inherent

in communism per se nor the degree to which its practices and ideology

are abhorrent to our citizens. But even without these, the United States

would still find itself hazardously situated in regard to an aggressive

imperialist Russia. Certainly the situation will not be changed by a lull

in the crises which have served to keep the United States awake.

The position of the United States is in need of constant, unre-

mitting defense; it cannot be otherwise until the threats against it have

been reduced or removed. Declarations of peaceful intent are not in

themselves enough, But opportunities foe promising negotiation should

be followed up vigorously in order to make such modest advances as

are possible or to clarify the real issues.

It may be that conditions will alter and that the Soviet leadership

will give proof of a new approach toward the settlement of disputes. The

panel has noted with interest the statement made by Premier Khrushchev

in Peiping (September 30, 1959) following his American visit:

"Therefore we, on our part, must do everything possible to

preclude war as a means for settling outstanding questions. These
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questions must be solved through negotiations ... we must reason

realistically and correctly understand the present situation, and this

certainly does not mean that since we are so strong we should test

the stability of the capitalist system by force. This would be wrong,

The peoples would never understand and would never support those

who took into their heads to act in this way . . Even such a noble

and progressive system as socialism cannot be imposed by force of

arms against the will of the people."

If events indicate that such a statement is a basic Soviet policy there is

hope for settling some of the more troublesome questions. If, however,

negotiations disclose that the Soviet Union is determined to remain an

aggressive and expansive force, the free world is confronted with the

same somber issues with which it has been plagued since World War II.

In any case, the free world, as a basic tenet of policy, must not

permit the communist states to extend their rule. The Berlin situation is

a cardinal example. The manner in which the crisis was precipitated by

the Soviet government and the kind of arrangements which it has pro-

posed indicate that they are more interested in pursuing their political

and strategic aims than in settling an international issue. The United

States cannot accept, under the guise of compromise or the easing ot

tensions) measures which would abandon West Berlin to communist rule,

dissolve NATO, allow West Germany to fall within the Soviet orbit, or

otherwise undermine the free states of Europe.

The stakes in this area go to the heart of free world security. It

is not beyond the realm of possibility that the Soviets should prove ready

to negotiate seriously on safeguards for the freedom of West Berlin or

to accept a united Germany which is not a Soviet pawn, and is so inte-

grated in a true European order as to remove earlier fears of German

domination of the continent. Possibilities must be kept open, but fee

West cannot afford to accept illusory agreements which in fact jeopardize

the security of Europe. The undermining of NATO and the communiza-

tion of Germany cannot be permitted. Any weakening of resolve where

these matters are concerned, any confusion of purpose, could cause a

rapid and fatal deterioration of the world situation.

B. PRESENT SOVIET TACTICS

Russia today is in a period of rapid growth in its economy, of large

scientific and technological gains, and perhaps of social developments

shock to United States thinking, There is no use trying to minimize the

blow. The United States has been left to pick up pieces represented by

Formosa and the Chinese Nationalists, saving what it can for the cause

of freedom and as reminders of its once-great hopes for the Chinese

people.

Toward mainland China the alternatives of policy are, for the

short run, lacking in creative possibilities. The value of diplomatic recog-

nition and admission to the United Nations can be variously debated, In

any case these somewhat technical questions do not go to the heart of the

problem, For at the heart is the fanatical dedication of the Communist

Chinese leaders to the communist faith and methods, their apparent deter-

mination to be an enemy of the U.S., and their aggressive tendencies as

shown in Korea, Tibet, India and elsewhere. These facts would remain

whether China was in the United Nations or not, whether officially

recognized by the United States or not.

What self-interest and enlightened policy do require of the United

States at this juncture, is a candid recognition of what Communist China

is and where it is going, For too many Americans, the assumption has

Seemed to be that China’s absence from the United Nations could mean

its absence from their minds. It has been supposed that its real power

was decisively affected by whether or not it was represented in Washing-

ton or in the debates in the United Nations. The need for complete knowl-

edge of what is going on in China is so paramount that lesser interests or

concerns should give way to insure full reporting by Americans on the

Spot.

China today is being moved by obscure and perhaps contradictory

forces. It is difficult to determine at a particular moment whether it is

giving priority to its avowedly expansionist external aims, or to its fierce

pressure for internal growth and industrialization, It is difficult to,

account for all its moods and methods, varying from relative quiescence

to the extreme bellicosity of its course' since 1958. The country is in the

throes of a vast and brutal revolution; shifting policies and changing

emphases seem to be part of its violent inner dynamism.

What is clear is that Compunist China is in a posture which, in

i past historical experience, has almost invariably led to aggression. It has

a rapidly growing population, a shortage of vital resources, and a fanatical

ideology. Around a large part of its perimeter exist "soft" situations,

i making infiltration, subversion and outright conquest seem easy or inviting

prospects. Moreover, it looks upon the United States as its supreme enemy,

the one major obstacle to its domination of the Asian continent. China’s
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is a duty owed not only to the living generation but to generations still

unborn. The West cannot be said to have met this responsibility even

half way so long as it does not maintain the NATO defense forces at a

levd where they can meet and contain aggressions undertaken by con-

ventional as well as by atomic arms. The obligation to keep up the

shield of NATO lies heavily on the European countries as well as on the

United States. It is regrettable that the agreed minimum NATO goals

have never been met. Where so much is at stake it seems inconceivable

that any lack of concerted effort or common sacrifice should be permitted.

In relation to missile warfare and the deterrent power of the West,

NATO is going through a transitional stage. The establishment of

European bases for intermediate range missiles was, we believe, a neces-

sary answer to the Soviet announcement that it possessed operational

intercontinental missiles. The importance of these bases may diminish

in the future. However that may be, a joint defense effort to prevent

less than all-out attacks will remain a vital concern of the Atlantic

nations. The full development of intercontinental missiles will not

provide a substitute for this joint effort; on the contrary, it will reinforce

the need for it.

In short, the defense of Western Europe must remain a co-

operative undertaking with NATO as its backbone. The allied military

establishment in Europe represents a reciprocal dependence. It exists

not in the interest of the United States merely, but of a genuine common

cause. With the coming of long-range missiles, it will become increas-

ingly necessary for the West to be able to meet the threat of aggression

locally and by means adapted to the nature of the attack.

D. COMMUNIST CHINA

The integrity and progress of China were a major objective of

American foreign policy from the time of the establishment of the Open

Door policy in 1899. Involvement in the Second World War was fore-

shadowed for the United States—quite apart from what was happening

in Europe—when Japan’s path of conquest was laid out across China. A »

consistent war aim of the United States was an independent China re-

stored in its territorial integrity. The frustration of this long-standing aim

by China’s communization and resulting attitude caused quite literally a fc

revolution in United States policy for Asia. The fact that' the "China

problem” has been so difficult to debate rationally is a measure of the
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that will give a greater place within its system to the individual and to

the wants of the consuming public. It is a great power in the world scales.

It is not great, as some Americans for too long liked to suppose, because

it got an atom bomb through espionage or the fruits of conquest, and

built an aggressive military machine on foundations of ignorance, squalor

and oppression. Under the rigors of war and the Soviet system, there has

survived much that gave pre-Soviet Russia distinction in the intellectual

and cultural life of Europe; and communism, though at enormous human

costs, has performed prodigious feats in creating its present productive

system. The tendency to misjudge Russia—both to overestimate and to

underestimate it—has been so persistent that a clear realization of its

character seems the beginning of political wisdom.

This progress in the internal life of Russia, combined with the

kind of resistance it has met in the world outside, shapes the Soviet

tactic as we face it today. It is a new tactic, more subtle and complex

but no less menacing than the old, The underlying objective of domina-

tion remains, now often disguised in a'doctrine of historical inevitability.

But active probing and overtly aggressive moves have been supplemented

by rivalry with the West in the technological and economic field. The

present Russian leadership has declared it will equal, and by 1970 sur-

pass, the United States in total output and also per capita production. It

relies on the possibility of exporting on a large scale capital goods and

technological skills, combined with a capacity to manipulate and absorb

the surpluses of the underdeveloped areas. It sees its example appealing

to peoples who must accomplish much in a short time, and its techniques

more readily applicable to their needs than those of the more advanced

capitalist economies. If Soviet aims were merely greater economic welfare

for itself and for its neighbors, it might be cause for rejoicing. In fact,

however, supported by propaganda, infiltration and subversion, aided by

the implied threat of its military power, the Soviet regime gives every

evidence that it hopes to expand until it has gained a clear preponderance

of power in the world,

This basic strategy conforms, to what the Soviet leaders must

recognize to be rebuffs to their attempts at overt seizures and aggressions.

Western Europe has stood solid, with no Soviet advance beyond those

areas occupied at the war’s end by Soviet troops—indeed with with-

drawals from such areas as Yugoslavia and eastern Austria. The people

of the satellite countries of Eastern Europe have not yielded their basic

character, and various degrees of freedom have even here reasserted

themselves. The communization of the vast population of China, achieved
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in the first postwar phase and with the support of considerable Soviet

power, cannot be overlooked. Yet of the new nations created since the

war none, with the exception of North Viet Nam and North Korea, has

fallen to communism, Examples of brutal repression, as in Hungary and

Tibet, have meanwhile unmasked communist pretensions.

In brief, communism as an exportable commodity has apparently

failed; it has not advanced by persuasion but sustains and expands its

power primarily through force. Within the Soviet empire itself ideological

fanaticism has been yielding perceptibly to emphasis on material stand-

ards and incentives not different from those which exist in other countries

and in any bureaucracy, -In foreign policy the U.S.S.R. acts increasingly

as a nationalistic entity—
a

powerful and aggressive nationalistic entity

—but stripped ,of much of the revolutionary appeal with which it

formerly expected to conquer mens minds. Communist parties in other

countries may still provide allies of varying dependability. Russia’s mas-

sive weight may attract allies. Its practice of infiltration, subversion and

para-military activities may still be effective in overturning enfeebled or

demoralized social system's. But all this is quite different from the' quasi-

religious ardor with which communism once expected to sweep the world.

The possibility cannot be ruled out that the Soviet leadership, if

it secures a clear superiority in the arms race, will use this advantage

to blackmail or to attack its major opponent without warning,, That

possibility must at all costs be forestalled. Under present conditions,

and for as long as necessary, the strength of the Western deterrent must

be maintained, with clear realization that this cannot be done easily or

once and for all. To be in
q
position to strike the second retaliatory blow

requires a far higher level of preparedness than is required for striking a

first blow under conditions; of surprise. Given this position, the rivalry

between the two systems cap be kept in a field where the people of the

free world—provided they are ready to expend the vast effort required-

should feel themselves capable of meeting it on its own terms.

The Soviet leaders understand calculations of power. Their record

and the guiding dogma of Lenin show them notoriously lacking in Scruples

when it is to their advantage to disregard their signed agreements.

Nevertheless, even in dealing with such adversaries agreements can be

shaped that are real because they conform to their power interests,: and

compliance can be further assured by vigilance and effective safeguards.

The Soviet leaders will not readily give up positions which a preponder-

ance of force permits them to hold, nor will they easily refrain from

taking what the weakness of others exposes to their grasp. When they talk

of settlements, they mean almost invariably settlements on their own

terms. Yet they are subject to their own necessities and to pressures both

internal and external. It is the continuing task of Western leaders to

maintain the kind ijf strength which constrains Soviet ambition, and

then to feel out the poijnts at which specific accords may be ratified.

C. THE DEFENSE IN EUROPE
i

The primary defense effort of 'the free world has been concentrated

in Europe. -Here, as wb Have seen, a community of peoples and nations

already -existed, eatable of organizing themselves for defense of their

common values, fhe proposal to rebuild Europe under the Marshall Plan

had been made before the nature of the cold war was clear. It was a

'natural- sequence—though a decisive and dramatic one—to bring the

countries of Wester^ Eiirppe together in a defensive military alliance.

That alliance was in jnswer to Soviet threats. It was also the expression

of a deep unity within tlie Atlantic community.

The danger to NATO is that, as the direct military threat changes

its form, the degree of coalescence will also diminish. Disturbing diffef-

ences of opinion and clashes of interest have indeed occurred. The

answer, -in part, lies in keeping vivid the underlying sense of community,

through discussions in NATO and at all levels of regional association,. Jt

lies also' with the strategic role and importance of NATO, discussed'by

the Special Studies defense panel in their report, International Security:

The Militarj Aspect.

The NATO concept of defense has gone through various php,

from thinking of it merely, asja .tripwire which would serve to engage the

nuclear power of the Unife'd States, to thinking of it as being in jfisqjf

capable of withstanding
(

the onslaught of Russian power. Today, jp’)

period when both sides are armed with nuclear power, NATO has a

well-defined apd indispensable role. That role is to provide a 'shield

which will assure its ability to meet aggression from the East with forces

graduated to the scale and nature of the attack. The maintenance of

adequate ground troops in Europe can alone give assurance that the

West will not find itself caught in the dilemma of being uria^le to

respond to military incidents except by unloosing total nuclear, war.

There is a moral problem also. It must be the constant aim of

the West to do everything possible to avoid a nuclear holocaust. This
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MR. PARSONS:

Mr. Tolson.

Mr. Mohr__^
Mr. Par$df?s_.

MtfT Belmont-
Mr. Callahan.

Mr. DcLoach-
Mr. Malone.
Mr. MeGuire_
Mr. Rosen.

q The attached monograph on
’’Funds and Foundations.V prepared

October, 19597 was"disseminated only to

Vice President Nixon and the Attorney General

Vicg President Nixon returned his copy.

Mr. Tamm.
,

Mr. Trotter
j

Mr. W.C.T?ullivar

Tele. Room <

Mr. Ingram
Miss Gandy

,

In view of the information on

pages 20 and 21 referring to Dean Rusk, it is

suggested that we may wish to have the Attorney

General return his copy to the Bureau.

Attachment

NOTE: I think this can be handled easily'Vnth

|by diking for thisMrs.
and one or two others on the basis that they are
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.Religion Is Seventh
In Foundation Grants
NEW YORK (NC)—Religion

ranks seventh among the cate-
gories of activities to which*U. S.
philanthropic foundations allo-

cated funds in a recent typical
year, according to a new study.
The 872-page report—published

here by the Russ£HfSage Founda-
tion as “The Foundation^Direc-
tStyTSdition I”—shows that edu-
cation is far ahead of all other
fields in receiving money from
tfje foundations.
The report takes 1957 as * a

topical year for U. S. founda-
tions. During that year ttee

foundations distributed mor,e
than $625,000,000.
According to the report, the

money was allocated as follows:
education, $257,090,000; health,
$98,343,000; social welfare, $90,-
585,000; scientific research, $71,-
212,OOOT humanities, $33,922,000;
international affairs, $32,705,000;
religion, $28,065,000; government;
$3,3,609,000.

The report states that the nrf-
tiqn’s philanthropic foundation*
have total assets of $11,500,000,1
00$.

r. -4^^

Tolson

Mohr

Parsons

Belmont
Callahan

DeLoach
Malone

McGuire

Rosen
Tamm
Trotter

W,C. Sullivan

Tele, Room _
Ingram

Gandy

. The Washington Post and

Times Herald

The Washington Daily News

The Evening Star

New York Herald Tribune

New York Journal-American

New York Mirror

New York Daily News

New York Post

The New York Times

The Worker

The New Leader

The Wall Street Journal
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UNITED STATES w

Memorandum
6nt

*
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Mr. A. H. Belmont-

from : Mr. W. C. SullivaiJ

subject: DR. STEFAN T. POSSONY
PROFESSOR OF INTERNATIONAL POLITICS
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION CONCERNING (CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER)

In a previous memorandum I pointed out that on February 23 I
listened to Dr. Possony speak before a small group of men at the Press Club.
There was one major point he made which I reserved for this separate memorandum.
This point relates to funds and foundations.

Dr. Possony
,
who is a professor at Georgetown University, stated very

emphatically that thr funds and foundations in the United States are coming to
exert more and more control over our major colleges and universities. He said
it is no longer a question of influence, it is now a question of control. The two
main areas in which the funds are exerting control over colleges and universities
are (1) social science and (2) natural science. He said that it is almost impossible
for a professor to get money for special studies and research now except from a
fund or foundation. When this money is granted, the professor doing the research
and writing is expected to conform to the viewpoints of the funds and foundations
furnishing the money. He also said that the funds and foundations are showing
more and more of an interest in having published the Mnd of books they want the
American public to read, either directly by them or through their finances.

i

Dr . Possony did not think this is a good development to be taking
place in American society.

RECOMMENDATION:

For the information of the Director.

/

1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Mr. Beiioach
1 - Mr. M. A. Jones
1 - Mr. Sullivan

1 - Section tickler
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AIRTEL - AIRMAIL

TO i DIRECTOR, FBI I

FROM: SAC, SEATTLE (X03-.HewX.SUC)

SUBJECT} CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR
INTERNATIONAL PEACE
is - carT'

C'‘ f L ^ i; *-> I,/, / • & * J

In connection With, another* investigation belpn
conducted bv the Seattle Office T Jo 7 D

I, a regular* reliable,
established contact of this office, advised that the
captioned Carnegie Fund is a §100,000.00 endowment to finance
any scholars trip to China if that scholar* can show that he
has permission of both governments for the trip* The address
of this organization is United Nations Plaza at 46th Street,
New York City, New York, 10017.

}

\

j

' \

.
\

The above data is being brought to the attention
of the Bureau and the New York Office for their information
inasmuch as it could be a source of possible subjects and/or
informants concerning people who have placed themselves in
close contact with the CHICOMs inside China.
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O,* Bureau (REG)
2 ~ New York (REG)
1 - Seattle
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